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Mediterranean Dream-Places considers the political, ethical and historiographic challenges that 
arise from the reception of surrealism in late twentieth-century Arab literature. This project 
explores the logic whereby Arab authors recast surrealist poetics in an Arabo-Islamic literary 
tradition, particularly in the lineage of Sufism. Looking to the Arabic writers Adūnīs and Idwār 
al-Kharrāṭ, as well as the Francophone authors Abdelwahab Meddeb and Habib Tengour, the 
dissertation situates surrealism in a trans-Mediterranean tradition, thus challenging not only 
traditional modernist geographies but, also, familiar modernist genealogies. Over the course of 
four chapters, Mediterranean Dream-Places demonstrates how the reclamation of surrealism in 
Arab literature becomes a political tool, both for writing the Arab world into the history of 
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 In 2016, the exhibition “Surrealism in Egypt: Art et Liberté 1938-1948” opened at the 
Centre Pompidou in Paris, later touring to Madrid’s Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 
to Tate Liverpool, and finally to Stockholm’s Moderna Museet. The show documented the 
history of an obscure group of Francophone and Arabophone Egyptian artists and writers, known 
as “Art et Liberté,” or in Arabic, “Jamā’at al-Fann wa-l-Ḥurriya.”1 Active in roughly the 1930s 
and 40s, members of Art et Liberté drew on surrealist techniques and, in some instances, 
identified as surrealists. Against eurocentrism, the exhibition at the Pompidou promised to “offer 
an expanded view of art history” by revealing “the wider geographical bases” of surrealism 
(“Surrealism in Egypt”). 
 Not everyone was convinced of the show’s importance. In his review of “Surrealism in 
Egypt” at the Tate, The Guardian art critic Jonathan Jones dismissed the exhibition’s contents as 
“second-rate imitations of a modern French style.” Jones argued that the contemporary trend to 
seek examples of modernism globally, rather than only in Europe—what in academia is 
generally referred to as “global modernism”—often has the opposite of the intended effect. 
“Modern art was born in France in 1900,” he wrote; thus, the move to identify modernism in 
locales outside the West is simply to “award points to non-European artists…for getting safely 
westernized.” Jones suggested that instead of desperately searching for evidence of Egyptian 
modernism, why not look instead to the great Egyptian art of the past—for instance, 
“a majestically beautiful minbar2 carved in Cairo in the fifteenth century?” Ultimately, Jones 
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argued, “there is…no evidence the Egyptian wing of surrealism added anything essential” to the 
movement.   
Jones’ essay provoked some ire. In an article for the web magazine Jadaliyya, for one, 
the Egyptian artist and scholar Mehri Khalil highlighted several critical errors in his review. 
Moreover, she pointed up the Orientalism embedded in Jones’ viewpoint, wherein Egypt’s 
greatness exists in the past, rather than the present: “Gazing at a minbar fits [with] the exoticism 
of Egypt—bringing to mind examples of nineteenth and early twentieth-century Orientalist 
paintings,” Khalil writes, “whereas surrealism surely does not.” Indeed, in his own words, Jones 
prefers to see Egypt as “a land full of the past,” rather than a landmark on the map of modernism. 
 I offer another critique of Jones’s piece. By insisting on the European origins of 
modernism, Jones neglects the fact that European modernists drew, in fact, on non-Western 
cultures for inspiration. One need only think of Gauguin’s depictions of Martinique or of 
Picasso’s interest in African masks to be convinced of the role that non-European cultures played 
in the emergence of European modernism. This is certainly true in the case of surrealism, which 
surfaced, in the aftermath of World War I, out of a deep frustration with European culture. Marc 
Kober describes how the imaginary of ancient Egypt played an important role in surrealist self-
conception. Andre Breton, the “pope” of surrealism, wrote in a letter to Art et Liberté member 
Georges Henein, “Le démon de la perversité, tel qu’il daigne m’apparaître, m’a bien l’air d’avoir 
une aile ici, l’autre en Égypte” (“The demon of perversity, such as he deigns to appear to me, 
seems to have one wing here and the other in Egypt”; cited in Kober 4). In his review of 
“Surrealism in Egypt,” Jones’ positioning of Art et Liberté as the passive recipients of European 
influence—rather than as contributors to the movement—serves to ignore these circular 
movements of artistic exchange. 
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 Moreover, Jones falls victim to one of his own critiques, the idea that art history develops 
progressively, along a linear path. Jones refers to this as “the archetypally western cult of the 
new.” He criticizes this view, yet he himself posits modernism as “born” in France in 1900, 
newly emerging into the world, as the Egyptian writer Idwār al-Kharrāṭ writes, “like Athena 
from Zeus’s head” (Mā warāʾa 13).3 Against this assumption, scholarship in the field of global 
modernism asks whether we might identify other “modernisms,” at other times, in other parts of 
the world.4 In considering the “birth” of modernism, Jones might do well, as he himself suggests, 
“to risk a journey in time as well as space.” 
 This dissertation risks such a journey. Just over fifty years after Breton published the first 
“Manifeste du surréalisme” (1924), a group of Arabic and Francophone Arab texts emerged to 
make the case for an Arabo-Islamic surrealism that existed many centuries before both Breton’s 
surrealists and “Art et Liberté.” In novels, poetry, critical essays, and one ludic manifesto, 
published from 1979-1997, the Algerian poet and scholar Habib Tengour, the Tunisian author 
Abdelwahab Meddeb, the Egyptian writer Idwār al-Kharrāṭ, and the Syrian poet Adūnīs recast 
surrealist poetics in an Arabo-Islamic literary tradition, particularly in the lineage of Sufism. In 
the surrealist devotion to amour fou, these writers uncover an Arabo-Islamic legacy of mystical 
love poetry, known in Arabic as ʿishq majāzī. In surrealist automatic writing, they excavate Sufi 
rituals of trance and mystical possession. In Arthur Rimbaud’s declaration “Je est un autre” (“I is 
an other”), they unearth an announcement of mystical annihilation, known in Arabic as fanā’. 
 Mediterranean Dream-Places considers the political, ethical, and historiographic 
challenges that arise from this reception of surrealism in late twentieth-century Arab literature. 
How does this group of texts rethink and reconstitute surrealism, and to what ends? Over the 
course of four chapters, this dissertation demonstrates how the reclamation of surrealism in Arab 
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literature becomes a political tool, both for writing the Arab world into the history of European 
modernism, and for imagining a decolonized future. 
 My investigation hinges on a particular aspect of surrealism—a mode of receptivity, 
sometimes of passivity, wherein the subject becomes destabilized, imprinted, or absorbed by 
another force or subjectivity. In the “Manifeste du surréalisme,” in his directions for engaging in 
surrealist activity, Breton tells us to “placez-vous dans l’état le plus passif, ou réceptif, que vous 
pourrez,” (“put yourself in as passive, or receptive, a state of mind as you can”)—the better to 
become a “modeste appareil enregistreur” (“modest recording instrument”) for “la voix 
surréaliste” (“the Surrealist voice”; 329-331; Seaver and Lane 27-29). This particular mode can 
be discerned in various surrealist works and practices. The publication Minotaure, for example, 
which circulated in the early 1930s, registers surrealist receptivity via its ethnographic reportage 
on zar5 possession rituals, written by Michel Leiris during his participation in the Mission Dakar-
Djibouti.6 In Leiris’s descriptions of the trance states wherein the zar spirit “descends” upon its 
human host, we find an echo of Breton’s exhortation to become a “recording instrument” for the 
“surrealist voice” (“Le Taureau de Seyfou Tchenger” 75).  
 In “Le surréalisme maghrébin,”—an affectionate pastiche of Breton’s original 
manifesto—Habib Tengour recognizes the surrealist mode of receptivity in a description by the 
twelfth-century Sufi poet and philosopher Ibn al-ʿArabī. Tengour cites the Sufi: 
Dans ce que j’ai écrit, je n’ai jamais eu de propos délibéré, comme d’autres auteurs. Des 
lueurs d’inspiration divine m’illuminaient et me submergeaient presque, de sorte que je 
ne pouvais en libérer mon esprit qu’en mettant par écrit ce qu’elles me révélaient. Si mes 
œuvres témoignent d’une quelconque forme de composition, cette forme n’est pas 
intentionnelle. J’ai écrit certains ouvrages sur le commandement d’Allah, qui m’était 
envoyé pendant le sommeil ou par une révélation. (79) 
 
In what I have written I have never had a deliberate purpose, like other writers. Glimmers 
of divine inspiration illuminated and nearly overcame me, so that I couldn’t free my mind 
of them except by writing down what they revealed to me. If my works show any kind of 
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formal composition, this form is not intentional. I have written some of my works on the 
behest of Allah, sent to me during my sleep or through a revelation. (Joris 259)  
 
Tengour suggests that Ibn al-ʿArabī is essentially describing the process of “automatisme 
psychique,” or as it is often referred to in English, “automatic writing.” This is evidence, 
Tengour writes, that “le Maghrébin a longtemps été surréaliste sans le savoir” (“for a long time 
the Maghrebi has been a surrealist without knowing it”; 79; Joris 259). Surrealism is 
transformed, in Tengour’s reception, into a Sufi tradition long practiced in the Maghreb, rather 
than a movement that began in France in the 1920s.  
 One of the major consequences of surrealist receptivity is its destabilization of the 
subject-object binary. As the surrealist enters a mode of passivity, his own status as a subject is 
subverted, while the world that surrounds him acquires new agency. This mode often takes the 
form of possession or substitution, where the self is replaced by another subjectivity altogether. It 
is perhaps best expressed in Rimbaud’s famous phrase, “Je est un autre”—‘I is an other.’” The 
ethical consequences of this mode are pronounced, in particular in the context of surrealist 
engagement with non-Western cultures. Here it is useful to return to Leiris’s writings about the 
Mission Dakar-Djibouti, compiled and published as the book L’Afrique fantôme (1934). Though 
Leiris participated in the mission as an “ethnographer,” the object of ethnographic inquiry often 
veers away from his surroundings and towards the ethnographer himself. What results, over the 
course of the journey, is Leiris’s discovery of himself as other. The final work is a strange 
amalgam of modernist négrophilie; classical anthropological description—particularly of zar 
possession rituals—; and accounts of Leiris’s own dreams and self-analysis.  
 L’Afrique fantôme evinces all the ethical knottiness that characterizes much of the 
Parisian surrealists’ engagement with non-Western cultures. In demonstrating that the Western 
subject is as suspect and worthy of investigation as the “primitive,” it critiques the assumptions 
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of cultural superiority that had historically characterized the disciplines of anthropology and 
ethnology. At the same time, the work is undergirded by a tension between Leiris’s ostensibly 
anticolonial politics and his simultaneous participation in a mission whose task was inarguably 
imperialist—its primary goal was to collect objects for study and display in Parisian museums. 
Finally, while Leiris upholds “Africa” as the antidote to the problems of the European 
bourgeoisie, his representation of the continent often veers into exoticization and fetishism. 
These kinds of ethical contradictions can be identified in various surrealist projects and 
productions.  
 Fifty years later, the Arab reception of surrealism reimagines its ethical possibilities in 
light of Sufism. Where surrealist receptivity often operates according to a Rimbaldian mode of 
possession, these texts evoke instead the Sufi concept of the barzakh. This word comes from a 
Qur’ānic term for the liminal oceanic zone where fresh and salt waters meet, yet where their 
difference is preserved, “unmixed but always mixing” (cooke 74). In Sufi writings, and 
particularly in the philosophy of the aforementioned Ibn al-ʿArabī, the barzakh comes to signify 
a kind of impossible liminality. Ibn al-ʿArabī writes, “Any two adjacent things are in need of a 
barzakh which is neither the one nor the other but which possesses the power (quwwa) of both” 
(qtd. in Chittick 117-118). In late twentieth-century Arab literature, this concept implies an ethics 
of reciprocity and sometimes inter-subjectivity, where self and other converge and yet remain 
distinct. Cooke describes this as a “seemingly contradictory yet totally undiluted convergence” 
that releases the potential for “dynamic interaction” (71).  
 The barzakh finds an echo in a form of surrealist receptivity that we might call “l’un dans 
l’autre,”—‘one in the other.’ This mode is distinct from a Rimbaldian poetics of possession. It 
manifests in a game that the surrealists played known as “l’un dans l’autre,” which involves 
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drawing two random words and then finding a way to describe each word in terms of the other. 
Breton explains, for example, how one can identify a lion in terms of a matchstick by turning to 
the flame, which can evoke the lion’s mane. He writes, “Le lion est dans l’allumette, de même 
que l’allumette est dans le lion” (“The lion is in the matchstick, as much as the matchstick is in 
the lion”; L’Un dans l’Autre 11; my trans.). The scholar Mary Ann Caws describes this as “the 
most perfect and most subtle surrealist game and the one most closely related to the nature of 
surrealist poetry” (35). In contrast to a mode of possession or substitution, “l’un dans l’autre” 
describes, like the barzakh, a liminality, or a reciprocal commingling. It initiates a kind of 
togetherness. In excavating the Sufi poetics buried in surrealism, these Arab texts renew the 
surrealism of “l’un dans l’autre,” and they reanimate its possibilities.  
 In the context of the 1980s and 90s, this Sufi-surrealist mode of receptivity acquires 
particular political stakes. I will argue that this mode implies a political stance that counters the 
identitarian politics of the late twentieth-century Arab world. Against the dual orthodoxies of 
arabité and Islamism, as well as religious and ethnic conflicts in various parts of the Arab world, 
the texts I examine summon both Sufism and surrealism in order to conceive of an alternate 
present. Drawing on the shared receptive mode that characterizes both Sufism and surrealism, 
these texts offer an alternative to identity politics, where political community would be formed 
not through an assertion and an insistence on who one is, but on one’s capacity, willingness and 
desire to become other. Ultimately this reception imagines a kind of utopian cosmopolitanism, 
which surfaces out of the mystical logic of both Sufism and surrealism.   
 This cosmopolitanism offers an antidote not only to the politics of the late twentieth 
century, but to the bitter colonialist legacy between Europe and the Arab world. Summoning a 
Sufi-surrealist mode of receptivity, these texts attempt to imagine a way out of the autocracy and 
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civil war of the Arab world’s purportedly postcolonial present. In doing so, they invoke a utopian 
Mediterranean history, one characterized by pluralism, exchange, and spiritual fluidity. This 
history opposes itself to the “clash of civilizations” narrative, propagated not only by Western 
orientalism but by the ideologies of Arab nationalism and Islamic fundamentalism as well. 
Drawing on Walter Benjamin’s theory of historiography, itself informed by surrealism, my 
dissertation frames this reception of surrealism as an instance of historiographical rescue. “To 
articulate the past historically,” Benjamin writes, “does not mean to recognize it ‘the way it 
really was.’ It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger.” In Arab 
literature of the late twentieth century, the mythic Mediterranean—or the “dream-place,” as al-
Kharrāṭ calls it—acquires particular potency. At a moment of danger, these texts summon a 
utopian past in order to conceive of a different present.  
Recognition, Reclamation 
 The four authors whose work I examine share some important characteristics. In addition 
to their creative work as poets and prose writers, they are all, also, critics and intellectuals. They 
are all well versed in both the Arabo-Islamic and European literary traditions. Though two write 
in Arabic, they all speak French. And though they come from all over the Arab world—Tengour 
from Algeria, Meddeb from Tunisia, al-Kharrāṭ from Egypt, and Adūnīs from Syria—in the late 
twentieth century they all participated in a thriving Arab intellectual and literary scene centered 
in Paris. My interest in these writers rests not on superficial similarities, however, but on the way 
in which they articulate parallel experiences of recognition and reclamation with regard to 
literary modernism. In interviews, memoirs and critical essays, they each identify a shared 
poetics between surrealism and the tradition of mystical Islam. Meanwhile, their poetry and 
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prose grapples with the implications of that claim, summoning a shared Sufi and surrealist mode 
of receptivity in order to rethink the present.  
 Habib Tengour was born in 1947 in Mostaganem, Algeria, but he moved to France with 
his family when he was a child (Joris, “Introduction” 5). Since then he has moved consistently 
back and forth between the two countries, and he describes himself as “living and working 
between Paris, Constantine, and Mostaganem.”7 He divides his time between poetry, translation, 
essays, and his scholarly work as an ethnologist.  
 In an interview in 1991, Tengour recalled how he first became drawn to surrealism. He 
described an experience wherein something about surrealism caused him to remember aspects of 
his life in Algeria, in particular the popular religious practices that he associates with Sufism. He 
describes his childhood: 
J'ai grandi dans le soufisme, surtout dans une ville comme Mostaganem. [...] C'est un 
soufisme populaire [...]. J’ai tout de même entendu les poèmes mystiques dans les 
mosquées ou dans les rencontres des confréries. La poésie traditionnelle de Mostaganem 
qui est chantée est une poésie mystique : ce sont des éloges du Prophète, c'est aussi une 
poésie amoureuse qui parle toujours d’un amour mystique... (cited in Keil 132) 
 
I grew up with Sufism, and especially with popular Sufism. … I grew up listening to 
mystical poetry being recited in the mosques or in the meetings of the Sufi brotherhoods. 
The traditional recited poetry of Mostaganem is a mystical poetry—praises to the 
Prophet, for example. These are love poems that are also mystical. (my trans.)   
 
In Sufi poetry, the language of love or of eroticism is often deployed as a metaphor for the 
expression of love for God or for the Prophet Mohammed. This is what Tengour means by a love 
poetry that is also mystical. He continues:  
Ensuite, on oublie toujours. J'ai grandi, je suis venu en France, je suis allé au lycée. Ce 
qui m'a alors poussé vers le surréalisme, c'était justement le rapport à l'amour fou, la 
quête, le hasard objectif... En fouillant davantage dans le surréalisme, je me suis rendu 
compte qu'il me renvoyait à mon enfance. Ce qui est drôle, c'est que c'est la culture 




Then, we forget. I grew older, I came to France, I went to high school. What ended up 
pushing me towards surrealism, it was exactly this link to “amour fou,” the quest, 
objective chance. By delving into surrealism, I realized that it was taking me back to my 
childhood. What’s funny is that it was French culture—the great French literature—that 
made me rediscover my own culture. (my trans.) 
 
In this narration of his encounter with surrealism, Tengour describes an experience of 
recognition, of something like the uncanny. The surrealist concepts of amour fou and objective 
chance take him back to his Algerian childhood, where he sees these same concepts circulating 
in popular religious practices and mystical poetry. 
 Tengour’s dual education in the Arabo-Islamic mystical tradition as well as the tradition 
of French modernism is emblematic of the way that all four of these authors came to associate 
Sufism with surrealism. Meddeb, for one, was born in Tunisia in 1946 to a pious Muslim family 
(Joris and Tengour 412). His father was a professor of Islamic law at the Zitūna, an historically 
important center for Islamic learning. Educated in a Franco-Arab primary school in Tunis, he fell 
in love with French literature, and eventually moved to Paris to pursue studies in art history and 
literature. He remained in Paris until his death in 2014, working as a writer, editor, scholar, 
cultural critic, and radio broadcaster. In an interview given shortly before he died, Meddeb said 
something strikingly similar to Tengour about the way in which he came to be interested in 
Sufism: 
Le soufisme ne m’est pas légué par la tradition familiale, je le retrouve plus tard, par 
l’orientalisme curieusement. Après avoir été profondément marqué par la généalogie qui 
va d’Hölderlin, Nietzsche et Mallarmé, jusqu’à Bataille, Artaud et Deleuze, je la retrouve 
dans le soufisme, ce que j’appelle la « mystique orpheline » ou expérience intérieure. (“Je 
crée mes propres généalogies”) 
 
I did not come to Sufism through my family tradition; I rediscovered it much later, 
through orientalism, incidentally. After being profoundly influenced by the genealogy 
that goes from Holderlin, Nietzsche and Mallarmé, through to Bataille, Artaud and 
Deleuze, I found it again in Sufism, what I call “orphic mysticism,” or inner experience. 
(my trans.) 
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Unlike Tengour, Meddeb did not grow up immersed in the traditions of Sufism and popular 
Islam. (Elsewhere, he describes how his father, embracing the ideology of arabité, rejected these 
traditions (“L’Excès et le don” 19).) Yet similar to Tengour, Meddeb recounts how it was his 
education in European modernism that awakened his interest (or in Tengour’s case, re-
awakened) in Sufism. He mentions specifically Georges Bataille and Antonin Artaud, two 
figures who were not always official members of Breton’s surrealist group, but who played 
essential roles in the surrealist circles of interwar Paris.  
 The two Arabic writers that I consider, Adūnīs and al-Kharrāṭ, are less immersed in the 
French tradition as compared to the Francophone authors Tengour and Meddeb. Yet they, too, 
partake in what Meddeb calls a “double généalogie.”8 Adūnīs, the nom de plume for ʿAlī Aḥmad 
Saʿīd ʾIsbir, was born in a village in northwest Syria in 1930, and like Tengour he grew up 
immersed in the oral tradition of Arabic poetry (“Adonis”). When he was 13, Adūnīs wrote a 
poem for newly independent Syria’s first president, who was traveling through the country. His 
poem so impressed the president that he was awarded a scholarship to a French lycée. So began 
his formal education. He later attended university in Damascus, where he wrote a thesis on Sufi 
mysticism. In the 1950s he left Syria for Beirut, where he helped establish Shʿir, an avant-garde 
literary magazine that was instrumental to the emergence of Arabic poetic modernism. The 
magazine published many important modernist Arab authors, including Adūnīs himself, and it 
also translated various European and American modernists, including figures such as Rimbaud, 
T.S. Eliot, St John Perse, and the surrealists. In 1985, Adūnīs left war-riven Beirut for Paris, and 
he has resided there ever since. Adūnīs is often considered, as al-Kharrāṭ writes, “the father-
figure of modernism in Arabic poetry” (“The Mashriq” 188).  
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 In his essay al-Shʿiriyya al-ʿarabiyya (Introduction to Arab Poetics), Adūnīs relates his 
own version of the story that both Tengour and Meddeb tell about their relation to Sufism.  
It was reading Baudelaire which changed my understanding of Abū Nuwās and revealed 
his particular poetical quality and modernity, and Mallarmé’s work which explained to 
me the mysteries of Abū Tammām’s poetic language and the modern dimension in it. My 
reading of Rimbaud, Nerval and Breton led me to discover the poetry of the mystic 
writers in all their uniqueness and splendor. (86; Cobham 81) 
 
This quote has become notorious among critics. Joseph Massad, for instance, writes that this 
comparison “anachronistically render[s] Europe, not Arab-Islamic civilization, the reference” 
(95). In contrast, Creswell argues that the real point of reference is, actually, “modernism,” (City 
of Beginnings 158). Adūnīs’s interest is not in imitating the West, but in identifying examples of 
Western modernism already present in the Arabic tradition. For my purposes, I am interested in 
the experience of recognition that Adūnīs articulates in this quote. As with Meddeb and Tengour, 
the French modernists “reveal” to him the modernity of his own literary tradition. Specifically, it 
is the tradition of surrealism—with which Adūnīs associates Rimbaud and Gérard de Nerval9—
that leads him back to Sufi poetry.  
 Of the four authors whose work I examine here, al-Kharrāṭ is in many ways the outlier. 
Born in 1926, al-Kharrāṭ was raised in a Coptic Christian family—unlike the other writers, who 
grew up Muslim. Moreover, al-Kharrāṭ lived his whole life in Egypt; unlike the others, he never 
emigrated to France. Nonetheless, al-Kharrāṭ, too, is well-versed in the traditions of European 
modernism. Moreover, his frequent literary invocations of Sufism, as well as of Coptic theology 
and popular Egyptian religious traditions, point to his familiarity with the religious traditions of 
the Arabo-Islamic world. If Adūnīs is known as the father of modernist Arabic poetry, then al-
Kharrāṭ is often invoked as the “father figure” of modernist Arabic prose (Starkey 140). As the 
editor of Gallery 68, a literary and cultural journal that emerged in the wake of the 1967 Arab 
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defeat in the Six-Day War, al-Kharrāṭ presided over an outpouring of modernist Egyptian prose 
by writers like ṢunʿAllāh Ibrāhīm and Gamāl al-Ghitānī, a group that became known as the 
“sixties generation.” While he initially published some short story collections, al-Kharrāṭ himself 
did not produce a work of long fiction until 1979, with the appearance of Rāma wa-l-tinnīn 
(Rama and the Dragon). Thereafter he published a new book at least every other year. 
 Like Tengour, Meddeb, and Adūnīs, al-Kharrāṭ is invested in a tradition of Arab 
modernism that in fact precedes modernism as it emerged in Europe. Modernism, he writes in a 
1991 essay, has “a definite affinity with a whole legacy of Arab culture.” He continues:  
My claim is that the Arab literary mind was nurtured on the epic, the frankly 
phantasmagorial, the communal and the non-realist, ranging from ancient self-renovating 
folklore, to the tales of one thousand and one nights; from the august challenge of mere 
mundane reality, in temples, churches and mosques that deliberately broke the human-
scale rules to the abstract, non-figurative calligraphic and ornamental designs—infinite 
by their very nature, and only in decadence merely ornate; from the old maqāma, as 
purist, formalist and abstract a work of art as any, to the mystical incantations of al-
Niffarī, Ibn ʾArabī and others, near inarticulate but immensely communicative. The 
modernist Arab fiction-writer or poet, therefore, draws on a rich heritage of his own, 
while dubiously reaping the benefits of the modernist achievements of the West. (“The 
Mashriq” 187)  
 
Though he does not mention it here, al-Kharrāṭ’s understanding of this “rich” Arab heritage 
includes the tradition of surrealism. In an essay on the work of his Egyptian predecessors, Art et 
Liberté/Jamā’at al-Fann wa-l-Ḥurriya, al-Kharrāṭ writes that the group “was not an imitation or 
a reproduction of the surrealism that Europe knew in the decades following World War I.” 
Instead, Egyptian surrealism was “Egyptian to the core, because it sought inspiration from the 
unique heritage of Egypt—from popular Egyptian myth, and from the symbols of Egyptian 
folklore…[It] derived the color of its painting from distinct Egyptian colors: Pharaonic 
limestone, Alexandrian blue, and the green that distinguishes the holy shrouds of the pious and 
their tombs” (Mā warāʾa 41). In this way, al-Kharrāṭ reclaims surrealism as a practice 
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indigenous to Egyptian culture, rather than a foreign import.  
Arab Identity at the End of the Twentieth Century 
 The texts that form the focus of this dissertation were published from 1979-1997, a 
period of upheaval in the Arab world. The 1950s and 60s had been a time of relative 
hopefulness, best expressed in the charismatic figure of Egyptian President Gamāl ʿAbd el-Nāṣir. 
Yet with the Arab defeat in 1967, followed in short by Nāṣir’s death, a new mood set in. As al-
Kharrāṭ describes, “with the advent of the 1970s… Arab countries knew an almost diametrical 
reversal of fortunes” (“The Mashriq” 186). Indeed, the texts I examine were composed against 
the background of such events as Iran’s Islamic revolution and the accompanying growth of 
Islamic fundamentalism; the rising sway of the “oil countries” like Saudi Arabia; the armed 
conflicts between secular nationalist Arab governments and Islamist movements, as in Egypt and 
Algeria; and the Lebanese Civil War. Al-Kharrāṭ writes, “with this rapid and tumultuous course 
of events, the very precept of reality came to be questioned in Arabic literature” (186-187).  
 In a striking way, this cultural moment echoes that of Breton’s surrealists in the 1920s 
and 30s. In his contemporary history of surrealism, Maurice Nadeau describes how the trauma of 
World War I left artists and writers with a sense of vertigo, searching for a new reality. In the 
wake of the war, Nadeau writes, “La raison, la toute-puissante raison, fait figure d’accusée, et 
d’accusée muette: elle ne peut rien dire pour sa défense” (“Reason, all powerful reason, stands 
accused and mute: she can say nothing in her defense”). Instead, the surrealists came to realize 
that “le réel est autre chose que ce que nous voyons, entendons, touchons, sentons, goûtons. Il 
existe des forces inconnues qui nous régissent, mais sur lesquelles nous pouvons espérer agir” 
(“the real is something other than what we see, hear, touch, feel and taste. There are unknown 
forces that govern us, but upon which we might hope to act”; 20; my trans.). Following the war, 
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and emerging out of the remnants of Dada, artists and writers converged in Paris around the 
figure of Breton, in search of these “unknown forces.”  
 The surrealists of the early twentieth-century were centered in Paris, yet they came not 
just from France, but from elsewhere in Europe and beyond. While many of the figures 
associated with early surrealism are of course French—including Breton, Paul Éluard, Louis 
Aragon and Philippe Soupault—others were not, such as the Spaniards Salvador Dalí, Joan Miró 
and Luis Buñuel, or the German Max Ernst, or the American Man Ray. Michael Richardson 
argues that the movement was “never a French affair;” rather, “Paris merely served as a place of 
encounter…that made the movement’s realization possible” (132). Over half a century later, 
Paris also served as a “place of encounter,” this time for an expatriate Arab community that came 
from all over the Arab world, and for the authors whose work forms the basis of this study.  
 A glance at the literary scene in Paris in the 1980s and 90s reveals that these authors 
frequently collaborated and published in each other’s journals. The periodical Peuples 
Méditerrannéens, for example, where Tengour first published his manifesto “Le surréalisme 
maghrébin,” included Tengour on its editorial board and Adūnīs on the “patronage committee”; 
it circulated from 1977-1997—roughly correspondent with the time period I examine in this 
dissertation—and it published not only Tengour, but also Meddeb and al-Kharrāṭ at various 
points over the course of its tenure. Similarly, from 1995-2000, Meddeb was editor of Dédale, an 
annual literary review that featured, at various points, both al-Kharrāṭ and Adūnīs, with the latter 
translated from Arabic to French by Meddeb himself.  
 The topics upon which Peuples Méditerranéens and Dédale focus reveal the 
preoccupations of the era, with the question of “identity” foremost among them. In 1981, for 
instance, Tengour participated in a debate featured in Peuples Méditerranéens on the topic of 
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“L’identité, alibi?” There Tengour and several other social scientists debate the causes of the 
contemporary “discours d’identité.” In 1983, the journal published another issue devoted to the 
topic of “identité déchirée,” – ‘torn identity.’ Meanwhile, in Mawāqif, the journal founded and 
edited by Adūnīs from 1968-1993, the topic of identity also became a flashpoint, beginning in 
the early 1980s. This trend includes an essay by Adūnīs himself, “al-Shʿir al-ʿarabī/al-shʿir al-
ʾūrūbī” (Arab Poetry/European Poetry), published in 1981 and later retitled “Shʿiriyya al-
hawiyya” (The Poetics of Identity) when anthologized in his collection Siyāsat al-shʿir (1985). 
These various meditations on identity are figured in response to contemporary events, in 
particular the Lebanese Civil War and the rise of Islamism. It was an era marked, as the 
Lebanese writer Amin Maalouf writes, by a politics of “identités meurtrières”—‘murderous 
identities’ (Maalouf 43; Bray 30).  
 Peuples Méditerranéens and Dédale, in particular, aimed to counteract the discourse of 
this increasingly polarized, identitarian world. Often they do this by appealing to the image of a 
diverse, multicultural Mediterranean, a world that traverses religious, ethnic, and linguistic 
boundaries, as well as the divide between colonizer and colonized. In the first article of the first 
issue of Dédale, titled “Pourquoi Dédale?”, Meddeb writes: 
Tel est le dessein de Dédale : sortir les références hors de leurs frontières afin qu'elles 
participent à la fondation d'un sens commun élargi, établi dans la confrontation des 
traditions avec le savoir et les méthodes que propose le continent de la modernité. Notre 
théâtre sera la mer médiane, de l'une à l’autre rive, recevant dans la langue française les 
signes qui se croisent, de Grèce à Rome, d'Égypte à Maroc, d'Andalousie à l'Africa, dans la 
traversée des déserts et des marches vers les prolongements subsahariens et asiatiques, 
bravant la guerre qui sévit sur la scène commune circonscrite par ses trois continents. 
   Tel serait le multiculturalisme en acte… (7)10 
 
This is Dédale’s purpose: to remove references from their boundaries such that they can 
participate in the foundation of more expansive common meaning—a meaning established 
in the confrontation between traditions and the knowledge and methods supplied by 
modernity. Our theater will be the middle sea, from one bank to the other, animating the 
French language with the signs that traverse it, from Greece to Rome, from Egypt to 
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Morocco, from Andalusia to Africa, at the intersection of deserts and routes towards their 
Sub-Saharan and Asian extensions, braving the war that rages upon the common scene 
circumscribed by the three continents. 
   This would be multiculturalism in action. (my trans.) 
 
 With Dédale, Meddeb wants to establish a “common meaning,” a sense of the 
Mediterranean that functions as a form of courage against “the war that rages” throughout the 
Mediterranean world. Accordingly, Dédale featured not only contemporary writers from all over 
the Mediterranean world, it also published excerpts from historical texts that testify to a broader 
Mediterranean community extending deep into the past. For instance, issues no. 7-8 is on the 
topic of deserts, “vide errance/écriture,” or the idea of wandering, of writing-as-desert. The 
issues include writings not only by Adūnīs, al-Kharrāṭ, Michelangelo Antonioni, and Ibrāhīm 
Kūnī (among other contemporaries), but also by Nietzsche, the 12th century Jewish traveler 
Benjamin of Tudela, and the Orientalist Gustave Flaubert, as well as a Sumerian prayer, 
fragments of Deuteronomy, and a muʿallaqa by Imruʾ al-Qays, to name just a sampling.  
 This work of anthologizing that Dédale performs testifies to Meddeb’s particular interest 
in genealogies. As Meddeb himself once said, in the same interview cited above, “Je crée mes 
propres genéalogies” (“I make my own genealogies”; my trans.). Dédale is, in essence, a form of 
Mediterranean historiography. In this sense, it extends the work of Meddeb’s poetry and prose, 
starting with Talismano (1979 [1987]), his hallucinatory and revelatory tale of a revolution in 
postcolonial Tunis, which I will examine in chapter two. That text, too, invokes a Mediterranean 
lineage that extends backwards in time from modernists such as Georges Bataille, through to 
Rimbaud, Cervantes, early modern Sufi poetry, the Moroccan travel writer Ibn Baṭūṭa and even 
the ancient Egyptian God Thoth. Yet while the politics of Talismano are certainly multicultural, 
they are also, as I will demonstrate, stranger and more radical than whatever connotations 
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“multiculturalism” might conjure up. Talismano in fact exceeds the framework that Meddeb 
articulates in his role as a public intellectual.  
 The texts that I examine in this dissertation are exemplary of this Mediterranean, anti-
identitarian movement among Arab authors in the late twentieth century. Yet beyond being 
representative of larger trends, these specific texts enact a reception of surrealism that performs 
particular political work—work that goes beyond paying lip service to the “multicultural.” For 
the politics of multiculturalism—along with other Mediterranean studies buzzwords such as 
“tolerance” and “coexistence”—in fact reinforces a sense of boundaries between distinct 
identities. Multiculturalism, in other words, instantiates identity.  
 But what of a politics that attempts to think beyond—or as al-Kharrāṭ might say, 
“behind”11—identity? What of a politics that draws on Sufism and surrealism to imagine, 
instead, a community instantiated through becoming other? Such a community would be formed 
not in the affirmation of identities—Muslim, Jewish, Arab, French—but in their undoing. Read 
together, the texts I examine here gesture to such a politics. 
Chapter Summaries 
 Chapter one, “Sufism, Surrealism, Becoming Other,” draws on Tengour’s essay 
“Maghrebi Surrealism” (1981) to define what Sufism and surrealism mean for this project, and it 
maps out a space in which the two overlap. Here I elaborate on what I term above the shared 
“mode of receptivity” between Sufism and surrealism. This can be understood as a desire for the 
self to be destabilized, to be imprinted or absorbed, even in some cases to be annihilated, in order 
to make way for an other. In the case of surrealism, this mode is complicated by the movement’s 
adjacency to, and occasional complicity with, the history of European colonialism and 
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imperialism. Viewed in the light of Sufism, however, surrealism emerges in a new light, its 
political and ethical possibilities renewed.    
 Chapter two, “Ecstatic Communities: Georges Bataille and the Revolution of 
Abdelwahab Meddeb’s Talismano,” investigates Meddeb’s eponymous novel in light of its 
intertextual invocations of Georges Bataille. Talismano depicts a revolution in postcolonial 
Tunis, the radical politics of which, I argue, are predicated on what Bataille calls “inner 
experience.” Meddeb recognizes inner experience as a form of fanā’, the Sufi concept of 
mystical annihilation. Both inner experience and fanā’ entail a dissolution of the subject. In that 
dissolution, Talismano identifies the possibility of a decolonial politics that opposes itself to the 
contemporary tyrannies of both arabité and Islamic fundamentalism. In sum, Meddeb’s novel 
resurrects Bataille’s political ethos by situating it in the longue durée of Sufism. 
 The third chapter, “‘My Alexandria is a Dream-Place:’ Oneness and Multiplicity in Idwār 
al-Kharrāṭ’s Alexandrian Duet,” considers al-Kharrāṭ’s pair of novels, Turābuhā zaʿfrān (City of 
Saffron) (1986), and Yā banāt Iskandariyyā (Girls of Alexandria) (1990). Having exhumed a 
number of al-Kharrāṭ’s untranslated critical essays, I argue that the novels—together known as 
the Alexandrian Duet—resurrect the poetics of Egyptian surrealism, or “Art and Liberty.” In his 
essays, al-Kharrāṭ theorizes surrealism as a way of life, a method of “oneness” between “the self 
and the world,” and he positions it within a long genealogy of other practices that encourage 
such union, including Sufism and popular Egyptian religious traditions. The Alexandrian Duet 
invokes surrealism to reclaim this sense of mystical union, out of which emerges a politics of 
pluralism.  
 Chapter four, “‘The thing can be itself and the other:’ Surrealism and the Anti-Identity 
Politics of Adūnīs,” traces the Syrian poet’s relationship to surrealism from late 1970s to the 
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early 1990s. In response first to the liberatory promise of the 1979 Iranian Revolution and 
subsequently to the identitarian violence of the Lebanese Civil War, Adūnīs simultaneously 
invokes Sufism and surrealism to conceive of a kind of impossible cosmopolitanism, one where 
the subject “can be itself and the other.” The implications of this idea are spelled out poetically in 
Adūnīs’s long poem, “Shahwa tataqaddam fī kharāʾiṭ al-mādda” (“Desire advancing through 
maps of matter”) (1987). There the poem’s speaker wanders the streets of Paris, torn between his 
Arabo-Islamic heritage and the European environment in which he finds himself. The poem 
invokes various cultural signifiers of Europe and the Arab world, initially framing them 
contrapuntally: Andre Breton versus Ibn al-ʿArabī, Charles Baudelaire versus Abū Nuwās. Yet 
as the speaker’s internal conflict reaches a climax, the poem finds relief in the imagery of 
water—of the Seine river, of the Louvre floating in the sea, of “the ocean’s book/ in a drop of 
water.” In this liquid imagery, I argue that the poem obliquely suggests a Mediterranean history, 
and by extension a utopian Mediterranean politics. The Mediterranean, I argue, is the space 
through which to conceive of Sufism and surrealism together.  
 Along these lines, the dissertation concludes by contending that the Mediterranean 
describes the space in which the political promise of both Sufism and surrealism are contained. 
The sea emerges out of these texts as what al-Kharrāṭ calls a “dream-place,” an imaginary in 
which self and other can merge, commingle, and yet remain distinct. The sea becomes a barzakh. 
Thus, my project poses the Mediterranean as a site of radical political possibility, a liquid space 
in which the presumed distinctions between Europe and the Arab world blur.  
 This utopian image of the sea is significant, given that historically, Arab and Muslim 
peoples have been excluded from conceptions of Mediterranean cosmopolitanism (Albert 
Camus’ “The New Mediterranean Culture”), or ignored in favor of expatriated Europeans 
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(Lawrence Durrell’s The Alexandria Quartet and E.M. Forster’s Alexandria: A History and a 
Guide). Hence, rather than approach the Mediterranean from the (European) north, my research 
engages with the sea from the perspective of the Maghreb, of Egypt, and of Syria. In a rebuke to 
Westernizing depictions of the Mediterranean, to the parochial nationalism of Arab governments, 
and to the contemporary politics of Islamism, these Arab authors inscribe themselves and their 
Arabo-Islamic lineage into the history of Mediterranean cosmopolitanism. 
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ENDNOTES   
1For words in Arabic, I am using the transliteration system prescribed by the International 
Journal of Middle East Studies (IJMES).  
 
2A minbar is a pulpit in a mosque from which the imam delivers sermons and other readings.  
 
3In his essay on surrealism, al-Kharrāṭ uses this simile to describe what surrealism is not. It is not 
“new, not a demonic plant sprouting from the artistic firmament, like Athena from Zeus’s head, 
complete and whole and without precedent” (Mā warāʾa 13).  
 
4Recent examples of global modernist scholarship include Robyn Creswell’s City of Beginnings: 
Poetic Modernism in Beirut (2019); Sam Bardaouil’s Surrealism in Egypt: Modernism and the 
Art and Liberty Group (2017); Susan Stanford Friedman’s Planetary Modernisms (2015); and 
Derek Sayer’s Prague, Capital of the Twentieth Century (2013). 
 
5The zar is a spirit possession cult found in parts of Africa and the Middle East. The word refers 
“to a type of spirit, to the illness caused by those spirits who possess humans, and to the rituals 
needed to pacify those spirits” (Mianji and Semnani 225).  
 
6The Mission Dakar-Djibouti was a two-year ethnographic mission sponsored by the French 
colonial government. See issues one and two of Minotaure, 1933.  
 
7This description comes from Tengour’s bio, which he sent to me in the context of panel 
discussion that I organized at MLA 2017, and in which he participated.  
 
8Meddeb’s doctoral thesis, completed in 1991, was titled Ecriture et généalogie double (Roche 
133).  
 
9In his long essay Al-ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya (Sufism and Surrealism), Adūnīs references 
Nerval and Rimbaud as important “precursors” to the surrealists (28; Cumberbatch 22). This 
echoes Breton, who also cites the two poets in his list of surrealist forbears (“Manifeste du 
surréalisme” 329).  
 
10Interestingly, Meddeb also uses the term “multiculturalism” to describe the Parisian surrealists. 
In an interview in 1995, Meddeb said: “Il faut penser au rôle extraordinaire et impressionnant 
qu’ont eu l’esthétique islamique ou les arts primitifs dans la créativité d’avant-garde occidentale 
du XXème siècle. Je rappelle d’ailleurs, aux tenants de la francéité que le terme de 
multicultulturalisme a été utilisé, en France, au début des années 30, par Michel Leiris, Bataille, 
la revue Documents, etc. Tous ces gens-là, qui découvraient, à travers l’ethnologie et 
l’expérience surréaliste, à travers toutes ces nouvelles voies expérimentales de la littérature de 
l’art, d’autres cultures ; sont ceux-là mêmes qui parlaient de multiculturalisme. Et ils étaient tous 
sans exception, des gens qui luttaient contre l’Empire français. ‘Les anticolonialistes des années 
30’, selon l’expression de Michel Leiris, étaient déjà des multiculturalistes” (cited in Abdel-




                                                                                                                                                             
11The title of al-Kharrāṭ’s collection of essays on surrealism, Mā warāʾa al-wāqiʿ, translates 









CHAPTER 1: SURREALISM, SUFISM, BECOMING OTHER 
Introduction 
 In 1981 the Algerian poet, novelist, essayist and anthropologist Habib Tengour published 
an unusual essay in the French journal Peuples Méditerranéens. Titled “Le surréalisme 
maghrebin” (“Maghrebi Surrealism”, trans. modified1), the essay is a five-page manifesto-cum-
pastiche of André Breton’s original Manifeste du surréalisme, which was published in 1924. It 
honors Breton’s sometimes obtuse rhetorical style and maintains his subtle humor, but Tengour 
makes a crucial intervention. Even whilst quoting Breton verbatim, he displaces surrealism into 
the Maghreb. 
 The playful spirit of Tengour’s revision is evident from first page, which opens not with a 
title, but with a bolded list of what appear to be nine possible titles, all quite similar— “le 
surréalisme maghrébin,” but also “le surréalisme au Maghreb,” “Le Maghreb surréaliste,” “les 
surréalistes maghrébins,” etc. Beneath this list Tengour includes a kind of epigraph, in which he 
instructs the reader to place nine balls into a “chechia rouge”—a cylindrical brimless cap 
historically worn in the Maghreb, made of red felt and similar to a fez. Tengour writes:  
 —Soit un parterre de figurants intelligents. 
 —Dans une chéchia rouge sans queue de cheval, placez neuf boules de ping-pong 
 numérotées de 1 à 9. 
—Agitez la chéchia le temps d’une minute nécessaire au silence.  
—Tirez une boule. 
—Le numéro sorti détermine le titre de l’article. 
…Seulement voilà, les boules ont disparu.  
—On a ainsi la preuve qu’une chéchia vaut un chapeau haut de forme. (77) 
 
—Given an audience of intelligent participants 
—Into a red chechia without a ponytail place nine ping-pong balls numbered from 1 to 9. 
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—Shake the chechia for the one minute needed to create silence. 
—Draw a ball 
—The number on it determines the title of the essay. 
…except that, well, the balls have disappeared.  
Which proves that a chechia is as good as a top hat. (Joris 257) 
 
 Hence, the essay begins with a kind of game, calling back to the surrealists’ own love of 
games, which they often used as a way to generate material. In fact, Tengour’s instructions echo 
a particular game with a top hat that the surrealists were said to have played, in which they 
placed several words in a hat; after choosing two words at random, they would then combine the 
two chosen words into a story (Breton, “Second manifeste” 779; Seaver and Lane 122). In 
Tengour’s game, the ball that is chosen randomly from the hat should determine the essay’s title. 
But instead of a top hat, the balls are placed in a “chéchia rouge,” thus situating the reader firmly 
in the Maghreb, rather than western Europe. The final line of Tengour’s epigraph—“une chéchia 
vaut un chapeau haut de forme”—suggests that this choice of image goes beyond a quirky 
modification. Rather, the proclamation that a chéchia is equal to or is “as good as” a top hat 
suggests a subtle challenge. It posits the essay as a whole as a kind of counterpoint to Breton’s 
original manifesto.  
 I want to explore Tengour’s “Le surréalisme maghrébin” as an entrance into defining 
what surrealism means for this dissertation. What is it about surrealism that Tengour recognizes 
to be “Maghrebi”? Answering that question will begin to illuminate the shared poetic zone 
occupied by Sufism and surrealism, the space in the Venn diagram where the two overlap. 
Moreover, it will help us to understand how Tengour’s short essay mounts a historiographical 
challenge. “Le Maghrebin,” Tengour writes, “a long temps été surréaliste sans le savoir” (“for a 
long time the Maghrebi has been a surrealist without knowing it”; 79; Joris 259). Yet what this 
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essay implies is that the reverse may be equally true: Perhaps, for a long time, the surrealist has 
been a Maghrebi without knowing it.   
 
 
Figure 1. Peuples Méditerranéens, no. 17, October-December 1981, p. 77. 
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Surrealism 
 Tengour does not say explicitly what it is about Sufism—as well as popular Maghrebi 
spiritual traditions more generally—that he identifies as “surrealist.” My reading suggests that it 
has to do with the elements of passivity and receptivity that many of them involve. Both Sufism 
and surrealism share a mode of receptivity: a desire for the self to be destabilized, to be 
imprinted and absorbed, even in some cases to be annihilated, in order to make way for an other. 
While the texts examined in this dissertation identify multiple resonances between Sufism and 
surrealism, I argue that most of them are different valences on this mutating mode of receptivity, 
which I call a desire to become other. 
 As I have explored elsewhere, the surrealist mode of becoming other is dynamic; its 
meaning is unstable, sometimes contradictory (Levett 688). As I endeavor to understand how late 
twentieth-century Arab writers remake surrealism, my project aims to keep the ambiguities and 
the ethical contradictions of surrealism alive and in mind. For the purposes of this project, the 
term “becoming other” does not have a fixed meaning. Rather, it operates as a kind of scale, 
from a possession by the other, to a more reciprocal commingling. These same contradictions 
will surface in this dissertation’s analysis of late twentieth-century Arab texts, where surrealism 
and Sufism intersect, revealing an intimate alliance.  
 Surrealism is both an aesthetic movement and a kind of mode de vivre. Hence, the 
concept of becoming other is evident in both surrealist poetics and in the processes of producing 
those poetics, or what Breton refers to in the first manifesto as “activité surréaliste” (“surrealist 
activity”; 332; Seaver and Lane 30). Many of these processes hinge on a state of high receptivity, 
on an unstable self, capable of absorbing the qualities of the exterior world. A sense of becoming 
other registers in Breton’s earliest, and most well-known, definition of surrealism: “Automatisme 
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psychique pur par lequel on se propose d’exprimer, soit verbalement, soit par écrit, soit de toute 
autre manière, le fonctionnement réel de la pensée…en l’absence de tout contrôle exercé par la 
raison” (“Psychic automatism in its pure state, by which one proposes to express—verbally, by 
means of the written word, or in any other manner—the actual functioning of thought…in the 
absence of any control exercised by reason”; “Manifeste du surréalisme” 328; Seaver and Lane 
26). This process, often referred to in English as “automatic writing,” opposes itself explicitly to 
any Romanticist concept of individual genius. Describing the “secrets de l’art magique 
surréaliste” (“secrets of the magical surrealist art”), Breton directs his reader to “placez-vous 
dans l’état le plus passif, ou réceptif, que vous pourrez,” (“put yourself in as passive, or 
receptive, a state of mind as you can”)—the better to forget “votre génie…vos talents et…ceux 
de tous les autres” (“your genius, your talents, and the talents of everyone else”; 331-332; Seaver 
and Lane 29).  
 Critics and scholars have recognized the desire to “become other” as integral to 
surrealism since its inception. It is a component that Walter Benjamin recognizes early in the 
movement’s history, when he identifies the surrealist objective to “loosen the self,” whether by 
dreaming, intoxication, or love (“Surrealism” 208). Mary Ann Caws describes the foundation of 
the movement’s poetics as the concept of “l’un dans l’autre,” ‘one in the other’ (The Poetry of 
Dada and Surrealism 35). The term comes from a game that the surrealists played, wherein the 
idea is to take two things one would not normally consider to be alike, and find a way to describe 
them such that one evokes the other. In the introduction to this dissertation, I discuss the example 
given by Breton, of a lion and a matchstick. Another example comes from the surrealist Jean 
Schuster, who finds a connection between a sunbeam and a coffee-mill by virtue of their shared 
rotational movement: The coffee-mill is a “hardened sunbeam that revolves around the sun so as 
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to release a dark and fragrant rainfall each morning, a little after midday and even once night has 
fallen” (Brotchie and Gooding 31). This game of “l’un dans l’autre,” Caws writes, is “the most 
perfect and most subtle surrealist game and the one most closely related to the nature of surrealist 
poetry” (35).  
 We can see what Caws means in an excerpt from Breton’s poem “L’Union libre” (“Free 
Union”), where the speaker lists each of his wife’s body parts as so many other, very different 
entities: 
Ma femme à la chevelure de feu de bois 
Aux pensées d'éclairs de chaleur 
A la taille de sablier 
Ma femme à la taille de loutre entre les dents du tigre…. (Clair de Terre 147) 
 
My wife whose hair is a brush fire 
Whose thoughts are summer lightning 
Whose waist is an hourglass 
Whose waist is the waist of an otter caught in the teeth of a tiger…. (Antin 76) 
 
By virtue of these juxtapositions, the woman in question becomes less human, more other; the 
imagery points up her animal or non-human qualities.  
 The surrealist insistence on submitting to a force beyond one’s control is also manifest in 
the concept of “le hasard objectif,” ‘objective chance.’ Breton defines this as “la manifestation de 
la nécessité extérieure qui se fraie un chemin dans l’inconscient humain” (“the manifestation of 
exterior necessity which traces its path in the human unconscious;” Amour fou 30; Mad Love 23). 
It is a concept that attempts to bridge the forces of historical circumstance with the unconscious. 
As Breton himself readily admits, this theorization of objective chance is a bold attempt to 
reconcile Engels and Freud (Amour fou 30; Mad Love 23). Objective chance hinges on a 
conception of the human as a kind of receptive node within a larger web of mysterious forces. It 
is particularly evident in the surrealist love of games, such as le cadavre exquise or ‘exquisite 
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corpse,’2 or the game described above in which participants place words in a top hat. In surrealist 
philosophy, the outcomes of these games are not so much random coincidences as illustrations of 
a higher purpose, a mystical fate “écrit en lettres phosphorescentes, en lettres de désir” (“written 
upon this grid in phosphorescent letters, in letters of desire”; Amour fou 125; Mad Love 87).  
 Related to objective chance, and integral to Breton’s surrealist philosophy, is the concept 
of la trouvaille, ‘the lucky find.’ This can be an image in a poem, a chance encounter, or an 
object at the flea market (Cohen 140). The lucky find presents a “solution” to a problem of which 
you were not yet aware, “certes rigoureusement adaptée et pourtant très supérieure au besoin” 
(“certainly rigorously fitting and yet somehow in excess of the need”; Amour fou 16; Mad Love 
13). According to this idea, and in a reversal of what the phrase “objet trouvé” (“found object”) 
might suggest, it is la trouvaille that finds the surrealist, rather than the other way around. Such 
an encounter demands a state of passivity, “disponibilité,” and “attente”—a waiting in 
expectation, alert to the possibilities that the universe might afford (Amour fou 32-33). 
 The concepts of the lucky find and objective chance begin to illuminate the surrealists’ 
intimate relationship with inanimate objects. Breton writes, “Rien de ce qui nous entoure ne nous 
est objet, tout nous est sujet” (“Nothing that surrounds us is object to us, all is subject”; “Le 
Surréalisme et la peinture” 390; Taylor 35). As the surrealist enters a mode of passivity, so do 
the traditionally passive objects that surround him become active. Inanimate objects acquire 
animate, often animalistic, qualities (Conley 9). In a 1921 collage, Anatomy as a Bride, by Max 
Ernst, a woman appears to lie on an operating table, her facial expression and physical gesture 
conveying a sense of repose; yet her body appears quasi-mechanical, android-like, producing an 
image that is deeply unsettling. As Pepe Karmel writes, “The eeriness of Ernst’s collage is 
increased by the play on the ambiguous border between animate and inanimate: what appears at 
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first glance to be the spinal column proves, on closer inspection, to be a length of pipe” 
(98). Here not only does the human become other, but the other—in this case, pieces of 
machinery—becomes the human.  
 
Figure 2. Max Ernst, Anatomy as a Bride, 1921, Réunion des Musées Nationaux (RMN). 
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 In the same philosophical vein, the surrealist move to decenter the rational Cartesian 
human accompanies members’ fascination with and elevation of the animal. A series of “collage 
novels,” also by Ernst, feature human bodies with the heads of animals, particularly birds. Luis 
Buñuel’s films often juxtapose humans and animals in such a way as to challenge the distinction 
between the two. The footage of scorpions that opens L’Âge d’or (1930), for example, suggests 
an equivalence between the insects’ story and the human story that follows. Adam Lowenstein 
writes that the surrealists’ goal was to restore “our sense of the human to its often repressed, 
hyper embodied animal origins. … Seeing humanity truthfully often meant reckoning with its 
physical, material animality in ways others were loath to consider” (8). As Katherine Conley, 
Lowenstein and others have pointed out, the surrealist blurring of the animal-human distinction 
anticipates the rise of academic animal studies by nearly 50 years. 
 
 
Figure 3. Still from Buñuel, L’Âge d’or (2:14). 
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 The surrealists were writing in a time of profound civilizational crisis. The movement 
emerged in the aftermath of World War I, and the trauma of the war, both for individual 
surrealists and for European society as a whole, led to a deep sense of disillusionment. As 
Maurice Nadeau, a contemporary of the surrealists, writes in his history of the movement, the 
war revealed the utter “bankruptcy” not only of the European political “regime,” but of European 
civilization as a whole: 
Un régime, incapable de discipliner ses forces autrement que pour les faire servir à 
l’amoindrissement et à la destruction de l’homme, a fait faillite. Faillite aussi des élites 
applaudissant dans tous les pays au massacre généralisé, s’ingéniant à trouver des 
mesures capables de le faire durer. Faillite de la science dont les plus belles découvertes 
résident dans la qualité nouvelle d’un explosif, ou le perfectionnement d’une quelconque 
machine à tuer. Faillite des philosophies, ne voyant plus dans l’homme que son 
uniforme…Faillite de l’art, qui n’est plus bon qu’à proposer le meilleur camouflage, de la 
littérature, simple appendice au communiqué militaire. Faillite universelle d’une 
civilisation qui se retourne contre elle-même et se dévore. (16) 
 
A regime incapable of disciplining its forces except to make them serve the diminution 
and destruction of man is bankrupt. Bankrupt, too, the elites applauding the generalized 
massacre in every country, doing their best to find ways of making it last. Bankrupt the 
science whose noblest efforts produced nothing better than a new explosive, perfected 
only another extermination weapon. Bankrupt the philosophies seeing nothing in man but 
his uniform…Bankrupt the art good for nothing better than camouflage, bankrupt the 
literature, merely an appendage to the military communiqué. Universally bankrupt the 
civilization turning against itself, devouring itself. (Howard 44-45) 
 
In this new postwar world, the surrealists found themselves seeking alternatives to this “manifest 
bankruptcy of the ideology of progress” (Clifford 541). They looked, for example, to Freud and 
the unconscious, to madness, to the power of dreams. They looked to esotericism and to 
traditions of the occult. And they looked to cultures outside of Western Europe, in particular 
Africa, but elsewhere as well.  
 It is in this regard that the sense of becoming other acquires a more complex political 
valence. In light of the surrealists’ disgust with Western ideology, becoming other meant not 
only to open oneself up to experiences of heightened receptivity, but also to seek non-European 
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modes of being. As Clifford writes, “Others appeared now as serious human alternatives; modern 
cultural relativism became possible” (542). In aesthetic and poetic terms, we can see evidence of 
this in, for example, the masks from North American indigenous tribes and sculptures from 
Oceania that made their way into surrealist collections (see Conley), or in the photographs of 
African tribal ceremonies and ritual objects that appeared alongside artwork by Europeans in 
surrealist publications such as Minotaure and Acéphale (see Figure 4). Travelogues to the non-
European world also figure prominently in surrealist literature, with examples such as Breton’s 
Martinique Charmeuse de serpents (1948), and Antonin Artaud’s account of his time in Mexico, 
Les Tarahumaras (1947).   
 
Figure 4. Sketches by Henri Matise for illustrations for “Poésies,” by Stéphane Mallarmé, printed 
next to photographs and extract from Michel Leiris’s notes taken while on the Mission Dakar-
Djibouti. Photographer unknown. Minotaure, no. 1, 1933. 
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In political terms, the surrealists’ investment in the “other” was formative. In 1925 the 
group declared support for the Moroccan revolutionary Abd el-Krim3 against French and Spanish 
imperialist forces in the Guerre du Rif; this moment is often seen as surrealism’s “political 
turning point,” presaging their public denunciation of such institutions as the 1931 Colonial 
Exhibition, and ultimately their alignment with the communist party (Westbrook 708; see also 
Nadeau, Histoire 86-93). 
 The surrealist mode of becoming other as well as members’ interest in non-European 
others find mutual articulation in their investigations into rituals of possession and trance. 
Understanding the surrealist fascination with such rituals will help us to understand the 
resonance that various Arab authors have identified between Sufism and surrealism, since Sufi 
practices, too, incorporate elements of ecstatic trance and possession. Michel Leiris, for 
example—both a surrealist and an ethnographer—became fascinated by Dogon masking rituals 
while participating in the Mission Dakar-Djibouti. He later published a study on the Ethiopian 
cult of zar, whose adherents practice rituals of possession.4 Leiris writes, “Être un autre que soi, 
se dépasser dans l’enthousiasme ou dans la transe, n’est-ce pas l’un des besoins fondamentaux 
des hommes?” (“To be other than oneself, to surpass oneself in passion or in trance, is this not 
one of man’s fundamental needs?”; La Règle du jeu xxix; my trans.). In the early 1930s, 
Minotaure published photographs and descriptions by Leiris of his experiences, including a long 
account of a zar ritual entailing the sacrifice of a bull. In Minotaure, Leiris’s writings appear 
juxtaposed with pieces such as Salvador Dalí’s photo montage Phenomène de l’extase, which 
depicts sculptures and photographs of women in various states of what appears to be ecstatic 
trance (see figure 5; see also Cheng 68). The filmmaker Jean Rouch’s5 documentary Les Maîtres 
Fous (1954) constitutes another example of the surrealist relationship to trance; the film depicts 
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migrant workers in colonial Ghana enacting a possession ritual in which they impersonate their 
British overlords. Scholars have theorized the surrealists’ relationship to possession rituals as a 
form of “mimetic-metamorphosis” (Cheng 64), where in the process of mimicking an other, such 
as an animal or a spirit, one also “becomes something Other—animals, gods, natural forces” 
(Kavky 216, my emphasis).   
 
Figure 5. Salvador Dalí, “Le Phénomène de l’extase,” Minotaure, no. 3-4, 1933, pp. 76-77. 
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 The concept of becoming other harkens back to that most famous declaration of 
modernist poetics, Arthur Rimbaud’s “Je est un autre.” The surrealists themselves frequently 
invoke Rimbaud as a predecessor, along with figures like Charles Baudelaire and Comte de 
Lautréamont. “Rimbaud est surréaliste dans la pratique de la vie et ailleurs” (“Rimbaud is 
Surrealist in the way he lived, and elsewhere”), Breton writes in the first manifesto (329; Seaver 
and Lane 27). Reinforcing his emphasis on the surrealist “loosening of the self,” Benjamin 
identifies Rimbaud’s series of prose poems Saison en enfer (1873) as the “first document” of the 
surrealist movement (“Surrealism” 208). 
 Rimbaud’s long prose poem “Mauvais sang” (“Bad Blood”), which appears in Saison en 
enfer, prefigures the surrealists’ scorn for European bourgeois hypocrisy, as well as their 
identification with so-called “primitive” peoples. “Mauvais sang” begins with the speaker 
identifying himself as a “barbaric” Gaul, ancestor to the modern Frenchman: “J’ai de mes 
ancêtres gaulois l’œil bleu blanc, la cervelle étroite, et la maladresse dans la lutte. Je trouve mon 
habillement aussi barbare que le leur” (“From my Gallic ancestors I have blue-white eyes, a 
narrow skull, and clumsiness in wrestling. My clothes are as barbaric as theirs”; 264; Fowlie 
265). As Christopher Miller shows, Rimbaud’s invocation of his “barbaric” Gallic ancestors 
subverts theories of racial supremacy that were so prevalent at the time, including those of 
Gobineau; rather than upholding his Gallic predecessors to a racial ideal, the speaker of Mauvais 
sang classifies them using the same racist language often directed towards Africans (148). The 
speaker’s denigration of his ancestors establishes a preliminary challenge to the ideal of 
‘Frenchness,’ which will continue to play out through the rest of the poem.  
 As the poem progresses, the speaker recounts the history of the French nation at the same 
time that he finds himself—as he terms himself, a “pagan”—excluded from the nation’s narrative 
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of progress and modernity (268-269). This “pagan” signifies “an Other within the realm of the 
same” (Miller 146). As the poem progresses, Rimbaud will connect this ‘other’ pagan Gaul with 
the figure of “le nègre,” who is also other (270). The confusion of referents reaches a pinnacle in 
the following lines:  
Je suis une bête, un nègre. Mais je puis être sauvé. Vous êtes de faux nègres, vous 
maniaques, féroces, avares. Marchand, tu es nègre ; magistrat, tu es nègre ; général, tu es 
nègre ; empereur, vieille démangeaison, tu es nègre … 
   Connais-je encore la nature ? me connais-je ? —Plus de mots. J’ensevelis les morts dans 
mon ventre. Cris, tambour, danse, danse, danse, danse ! (270) 
 
I am a beast, a savage. But I can be saved. You are false savages, you maniacs, wild and 
miserly. Merchant, you are a savage. Magistrate, you are a savage. General, you are a 
savage. Emperor, old mange, you are a savage. …   
   Do I know nature yet? Do I know myself?—No more words. I will bury the dead in my 
belly. Yells, drum, dance, dance, dance, dance! (Fowlie 271) 
 
Here we no longer know who the speaker is, who is “nègre,” and who is “faux nègre.” Nor is it 
clear—once the speaker accuses various officiants of French institutions as being “nègre”—if 
“nègre” is a term of derision or of praise. Certainly, the characterization of “le nègre” is 
primitivist, with its attendant imagery of drumming and dancing. Yet the conflation of “le nègre” 
with the figure of the speaker and of the modern European male calls into question the 
distinctions between primitive and civilized. As Miller writes, “self, that is to say, other; Je, 
c’est-à-dire, Autre; Gaulois, that is to say, nègre” (154). The contradictions of Rimbaud’s 
poetics prefigure questions that the surrealists will take up fifty years later. His challenge to 
narratives of European progress, the indeterminacy of his lyrical ‘I,’ and his recourse to 
primitivism all herald elements of surrealism.  
 Critics have found both much to admire and much to critique in the surrealist 
identification with non-European others. Franklin Rosemont holds up surrealism as “the only 
major cultural movement of European origin in which men and women of African descent have 
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long participated as equals, and in considerable numbers” (6). Indeed, much scholarship has 
demonstrated the early and important contributions to surrealism by people of color, including 
Aimé and Suzanne Césaire, Jules Monnerot, and René Ménil (see Kelley, Michel, Rosemont). 
Even beyond these material contributions, most scholars agree that the surrealist relationship to 
the world outside Europe differed from avant-garde movements that preceded them, such as the 
Romantics (see Clifford 542; Rosemont). Breton and his peers sought to undermine the binaries 
that had long prevailed: Subject versus object, Occident versus Orient, je versus autre, Gaulois 
vs nègre. Rather, in the surrealist outlook, the Gaulois is already nègre, the je already autre, and 
“the Oriental Other is [already] within the West” (Westbrook 715).  
 Yet critics such as Meryl Altman and Melanie Nicholson argue that the surrealist 
identification with the other nevertheless reveals the operation of an imperial ego. Surrealist 
productions often position the world outside Europe not so much as a real place as an imaginary 
in which to work out their own poetic and societal issues, as in Rimbaud’s “Mauvais sang.” 
Rimbaud’s imagery of primitive drumming and dancing could well recall Edward Said’s 
description of orientalist discourse, appearing as “a topos, a set of references, a congeries of 
characteristics, that seems to have its origin in a quotation, or a fragment of text…or some bit of 
previous imagining” (Said 177). As Emmanuel Levinas writes, in a subtle dig at Rimbaud, 
“l’altérité du je, qui se prend pour un autre, peut frapper l’imagination du poète, précisément 
parce qu’elle n’est que le jeu du Même” (“the alterity of the I that takes itself for another may 
strike the imagination of the poet precisely because it is but the play of the same”; 26; Lingis 37). 
This dissertation is interested in the tension between these two interpretations of the surrealist 
mode of becoming other, and in the way that tension resurfaces in the reception of surrealism in 
late twentieth-century Arab literature. I argue that the authors examined in this dissertation 
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identify poetic and political possibility in surrealist receptivity, which they recognize as sharing 
qualities with both Sufi poetics and spiritual practices. This stance positions them not only 
against aesthetic and literary conventions of realism, but also the contemporary identitarian 
politics of the Arab world.  
“Le surréalisme maghrébin”  
 Tengour’s “Le surréalisme maghrébin” playfully rewrites Breton’s manifesto such that 
surrealism transforms from a historical European avant-garde movement to a Maghrebi way of 
life, long circulating in the region’s cultural, religious, and poetic practices. In some ways, this 
reclamation of surrealism to another time and place follows in the lineage of the surrealists 
themselves, who similarly identified surrealist predecessors, such as Rimbaud, as described 
above. In the first “Manifeste du surréalisme,” Breton includes a list of these ancestors, citing 
such figures as Jonathan Swift, Marquis de Sade, Edgar Allan Poe, and Charles Baudelaire (see 
figure 6). These figures are not, according to Breton, creators of “SURRÉALISME ABSOLU” 
(328); rather their work offers glimpses of surrealism at particular moments. Chateaubriand is 
surrealist “dans l’exotisme” (“in exoticism”), Hugo is surrealist “quand il n’est pas bête” (“when 




Figure 6. Manifeste du surréalisme, 1929 edition, p. 47. 
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 While Tengour’s move to locate surrealism in the Maghreb is not entirely out of character 
with Breton’s own understanding of surrealism, it also adapts Breton’s historicization of the 
movement in provocative ways. The figures who Breton identifies as surrealist ancestors are all 
white men of letters, from Europe or America, and mostly from France. In contrast, Tengour 
displaces surrealism to the Maghreb, where he finds evidence of its manifestations not only in 
Maghrebi literature, but in the kinds of popular practices that exist far from the daily life of the 
region’s educated and elite populations. Where Breton writes that the surrealist must submit to 
“la voix surréaliste” (“the Surrealist voice”), serving only “à orchestrer la merveilleuse partition” 
(“to orchestrate the marvelous score”; “Manifeste du surréalisme” 329; Seaver and Lane 27), 
Tengour locates the “marvelous score” in various Maghrebi rituals: “dans le jeu de la boqala, 
dans le thrène de la pleureuse professionnelle, dans le récit rimé du meddah, dans les invocations 
de magie amoureuse, dans l’insulte blasphématoire, etc” (“in the game of the boqala, in the 
threnody of the professional mourner, in the rhymed recitation of the meddah, in the invocations 
of amorous magic, in blasphemous insults, etcetera”; 80; Joris 261). These practices are 
associated with what religious scholars refer to as “popular Islam” (as opposed to “official” or 
“scriptural” Islam), which refers to “heterodox and heteroprax” forms of Muslim belief and 
practice (Silverstein 333).  
 In the Maghreb, in particular, popular Islam tends to overlap with Sufi traditions, such as 
the Sufi brotherhoods known as ṭuruq, or the worship of marabouts6—local saints whose 
gravesites emanate divine blessings, known as baraka. In Tengour’s list of examples above, we 
can identify Sufism in a few different forms. The “récit rimé du meddah,” for example, seems to 
refer to a practice wherein a professional oratorical performer, known as a meddah, performs 
dhikr—chanting in the remembrance of God—at the tomb of a deceased marabout (Amine and 
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Carlson 45). Later in the essay, Tengour is more explicit about the connection between Sufism 
and surrealism: “C’est en définitive dans le soufisme maghrébin que s’insinue la subversion 
surréaliste” (“It is finally into Maghrebi Sufism that surrealist subversion inserts itself”; 81; Joris 
262).  
 Like much surrealist “activity,” the Maghrebi practices that Tengour identifies as 
surrealist are characterized by a mode of receptivity or passivity. The practice of dhikr, for 
example, involves entering a kind of trance, whether through dance, or chanting, or silent 
repetition of the names of God7. The goal of dhikr is “for the heart to be filled with God and 
nothing else” (Ernst 92). The suppression of the ego that dhikr demands recalls the surrealist 
emphasis on automatism, on surrendering to what Breton calls “la voix surréaliste” (“the 
Surrealist voice”; “Manifeste du surréalisme” 329; Seaver and Lane 27). In other words, we 
might consider dhikr to be a form of becoming other.  
 We can identify the practice of becoming other elsewhere in Tengour’s essay in the 
“game of boqala,” which he also cites as evidence of the “marvelous score” present in the 
Maghreb. According to Marnia Lazreg, the boqala is a kind of divination game played in 
Algeria, mostly among women. It involves fumigating a pitcher of water with various herbs, 
while performing incantations and invocations of God, his Prophet, and sometimes Sufi saints 
(Lazreg 111).8 This is followed by the recitation of poems improvised on the spot; the pitcher 
should be balanced in such a way as to be able to rotate in different directions, thus signifying 
the meaning of the poem that has just been recited. “What is remarkable about this game,” writes 
Lazreg, “is that its ‘magical’ quality is in fact contained in the poems improvised by women 
themselves. The rotating pitcher does no more than indicate to women how to interpret and 
anchor the meaning of their own poems, left purposefully vague and metaphorical” (111). In this 
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respect, the game of boqala recalls the surrealist practice of “automatisme psychique” or 
automatic writing, where the practitioner composes poems without thinking consciously of what 
she is writing. Both automatic writing and the game of boqala demand a passive, open stance, 
inviting the self to be occupied by some other force.  
 Tengour’s move to identify surrealism in Sufism, and vice-versa, extends to Sufi textual 
manifestations as well as its popular practices. He identifies evidence of automatic writing in a 
passage that he quotes from the twelfth-century Sufi poet and philosopher Ibn ʿArabī:  
Dans ce que j’ai écrit, je n’ai jamais eu de propos délibéré, comme d’autres auteurs. Des 
lueurs d’inspiration divine m’illuminaient et me submergeaient presque, de sorte que je 
ne pouvais en libérer mon esprit qu’en mettant par écrit ce qu’elles me révélaient. Si mes 
œuvres témoignent d’une quelconque forme de composition, cette forme n’est pas 
intentionnelle. J’ai écrit certains ouvrages sur le commandement d’Allah, qui m’était 
envoyé pendant le sommeil ou par une révélation. (79) 
 
In what I have written I have never had a deliberate purpose, like other writers. Glimmers 
of divine inspiration illuminated and nearly overcame me, so that I couldn’t free my mind 
of them except by writing down what they revealed to me. If my works show any kind of 
formal composition, this form is not intentional. I have written some of my works on the 
behest of Allah, sent to me during my sleep or through a revelation. (Joris 259)  
 
The experience of passivity that Ibn ʿArabī describes here, where he submits to the power of 
Allah and generates language without deliberation, reminds Tengour of psychic automatism. Ibn 
ʿArabī appears to see himself not as a conscious creator, but, in Breton’s words, as a “modeste 
appareil enregistreur” (“modest recording instrument”) for the voice of another (“Manifeste du 
surréalisme” 330; Seaver and Lane 28).  
 Ibn ʿArabī is not the only Sufi poet to evince a desire to become other. In the poem “Is it 
You or I?,” for example, by the ninth-century poet Manṣūr al-Ḥallāj, we see the speaker struggle 
to suppress his own “I,” so that he may be replaced by the presence of God:  
Is it You or I? That would be two gods in me; 
 far, far be it from you to assert duality! 
The “he-ness” that is yours is in my nothingness forever; 
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 my “all” added to your “all” would be a double disguise. 
But where is your essence, from my vantage point when I see you, 
 since my essence has become plain in the place where I am not? 
And where is your face?  It is the object of my gaze, 
 whether in my inmost heart or in the glance of my eye. 
Between you and me there is an “I am” that battles me, 
 so take away, by your grace, this “I am” from in between. (167) 
 
The final line of the poem resonates with the surrealist emphasis on passivity, on forgetting any 
sense of individual “genius” or “talent” in order to surrender to an other (“Manifeste du 
surréalisme” 332; Seaver and Lane 29). In the case of Sufism, it is important to state that the 
‘other’ is always, ultimately, God, or Allah. This is true whether we look to the Maghrebi rituals 
of dhikr that Tengour identifies in his essay, or to the tradition of Sufi poetry. 
 While “Le surréalisme maghrébin” exalts the tradition of the great Sufi poets, it is critical 
of Tengour’s literary contemporaries. His invocation of various rituals like the bokala and the 
meddah are in fact part of a larger polemic against the current state of Maghrebi literature. Like 
Breton, Tengour inveighs against his contemporaries who are too concerned with “talent” (italics 
are in original, indicating the places where Tengour is citing Breton). Indeed, Tengour quotes 
Breton in his critique that this obsession with talent “empêche…la plupart des artistes 
maghrébins d’être de ‘modestes appareils enregistreurs’” (prevents the majority of Maghrebi 
artists from becoming ‘modest recording instruments;’ 80; my trans.). As an antidote to this 
problem, Tengour encourages his compatriots to look to the Maghreb’s popular traditions. These 
kinds of traditions, as shown above, were in fact inspirational to the earlier European surrealists 
in their own methods, as with Michel Leiris’s interest in masking rituals and in the cult of zar. 
Tengour writes, “Tous les Maghrébins connaissent la puissance subversive de la folie et leurs 
artistes bien moins qu’eux (rare l’exception) qui en font un usage édulcoré et tiède dans leurs 
œuvres pour contraindre les limites insupportables d'un quotidien si peu supportable” (“All 
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Maghrebis know the subversive power of madness; their artists (with rare exceptions) know it 
less well than they do, as shown by the sugary and lukewarm use they make of it in their works, 
trying to compel the unbearable limits of a dailyness so difficult to bear”; 78; Joris 258).  
 Tengour’s mention of a “dailyness so difficult to bear” casts this playful pastiche of 
Breton in a darker light. What is the nature of life in the Maghreb that makes it so difficult? 
Tengour does not offer specifics, but his essay is interspersed with casual references to violence 
and restriction. That he does so while consistently quoting Breton serves to throw into relief the 
differences in their positions. Citing Breton, Tengour writes that the Maghrebi “a consenti à 
travailler, tout au moins il n’a pas répugné à jouer sa chance (ce qu’il appelle sa chance!)” 
(“has agreed to work, at least he has not refused to try his luck (or what he calls his luck!)”). 
Here Breton drops the discussion of luck, but Tengour adds a qualifier: The Maghrebi “tient 
cependant à cette chance qu’il a guettée au bout d’une arme froide, qu’il espère au passage d’une 
frontière” (“he clings to this luck that he has awaited at the end of a cold weapon, that he hopes 
to find at a border crossing”; 77; Joris 257, trans. modified). In another example that comes 
towards the end of the essay, Tengour again quotes Breton: “Le seul mot de liberté est tout ce qui 
(l)’exalte encore. (…) Il répond sans doute à (sa) seule aspiration légitime” (“The mere word 
freedom is the only one that still excites him. (…) It doubtlessly satisfies (his) only legitimate 
aspiration;” 78; Joris 258; parentheses and ellipses in the original, referring to places where 
Tengour modifies Breton). In the case of the first “Manifeste du surréalisme,” Breton talks about 
freedom as freedom from social mores, freedom to unleash the desires of the unconscious. In 
contrast, in the context of the Maghreb, freedom has a much more literal meaning. Tengour 
shows that the words “freedom” and “luck” mean something different for the contemporary 
Maghrebi than it did for Breton in 1924.  
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 In 1981, when Tengour published “Le surréalisme maghrébin,” the Maghreb was still 
very much in the throes of economic and political difficulties that had emerged in the wake of 
independence in the 1950s and 60s, although each country experienced such difficulties in 
different ways. Authoritarian regimes held power, and Islamism was on the rise, threatening both 
the secularist values of many artists and intellectuals such as Tengour, but also the kinds of 
localized, popular religious practices that Tengour invokes throughout this essay, such as the 
boqala. In parts of the Maghreb, such practices had in fact already been monitored and 
sometimes suppressed by colonial authorities, as well as by post-independence nationalist 
governments (van Binsbergen 79-86; McCarthy 735-738). Following independence in Tunisia 
and Algeria, for example, Sufi orders lost most of their agricultural lands and properties, while 
the new political leaders also discouraged pilgrimages and closed many educational institutions 
associated with zāwiyyas, or Sufi lodges (Werenfels 283). In the early 1980s, Islamism emerged 
as a different kind of threat to Sufism, particularly in Algeria, with the rise of the FIS, or Islamic 
Salvation Front (285).   
 In “Le surréalisme maghrébin,” Tengour implies that the hardships of daily life constitute 
a major aspect not only of the Maghrebi’s reality, but of his very sense of self. “Ce Maghrébin, 
qui est-il?” he asks at the beginning of the essay. “Comment le définir?” (“Who is this 
Maghrebi? How to define him?”; 78; Joris 257). Tengour does not answer directly, but rather 
comments on the question itself: “Aujourd’hui, la définition passionne par ses implications. 
Domaine du fourvoiement. Jalousie politique éloignée du sens éclaté du vrai” (“Today definition 
impassions because of its implications. A domain for going astray. Political jealousy at a great 
remove from the exploded sense of the true”; 78; Joris 258). Tengour suggests that to ask the 
question, “Who is the Maghrebi?” is already to venture into dangerous territory, for the answer is 
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being fought over among various political factions, all of them far from arriving at “le vrai”—
‘the true.’   
 There is more at stake here even than the question of contemporary Maghrebi politics. 
Though Tengour never says so directly, there is a sense throughout the essay of deep frustration. 
After referring to the political jealousy of the current moment, so removed from the sense of the 
“true,” Tengour pivots to a kind of wistfulness. He writes: 
Il existe en effet un espace divisé appelé Maghreb mais le Maghrébin est toujours 
ailleurs. Et c’est là qu’il se réalise.  
   Jugartha manquait d’argent pour acheter Rome. 
   Tariq a donné son nom à un mont espagnol.9 
   Ibn Khaldoun s’est trouvé dans l’obligation de céder sa jument à Tamerlan.  
   Abd el Krim correspondait avec la Troisième Internationale. (78) 
 
Indeed, there does exist a divided space called the Maghreb—but the Maghrebi is always 
elsewhere. And that is where he realizes himself.  
   Jugartha lacked money to buy Rome. 
   Ṭāriq gave his name to a Spanish mountain.  
   Ibn Khaldūn found himself obliged to hand over his steed to Tamerlane. 
   Abd el-Krim corresponded with the Third International. (Joris 258) 
 
Tengour’s reference to an “ailleurs” plays on the last line of Breton’s first manifesto, 
“L’existence est ailleurs” (“existence is elsewhere”; 346; Seaver and Lane 47), itself an echo of 
Rimbaud’s famous line “La vraie vie est absente” (“the true life is absent”; 280; my trans.) Yet 
again, Tengour adapts Breton’s metaphysical crisis into a more immediate political problem. The 
fact that it is elsewhere where the Maghrebi “se réalise” gestures at once to the large-scale 
immigration that took place between the Maghreb and France, to the restrictions of contemporary 
Maghrebi political life, and finally to a more abstract sense of Maghrebi presence throughout the 
world.  
 The last implication is reinforced by Tengour’s subsequent invocation of several 
important historical Maghrebi figures who participated in and influenced world history, from the 
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ancient Numidian king, Jugartha, who waged war on Rome, to the Moroccan anticolonialist 
military leader Abd el-Krim—the same Abd el-Krim who influenced the Parisian surrealists of 
the 1920s. Why does Tengour make this gesture? In part, we might understand it to be a kind of 
response to his question posed just a few lines above, “Ce Maghrébin, qui est-il?” With this 
invocation of Maghrebi contributions to world history, Tengour suggests that Maghrebi identity 
exceeds whatever limitations today’s “definitions” might place on it, both in terms of ideology 
and, importantly, geography. Yet the melancholy of this essay reflects disappointment not only 
with contemporary Maghrebi “jalousie politique” but also with a longer history of exclusion. “Le 
Maghreb n’est-il pas commencement et fin du monde?” (“Isn’t the Maghreb the beginning and 
end of the world?” Tengour asks. “On dit qu’Atlas s’épuise sous son fardeau” (“It is said that 
Atlas is wearying under his load;” 81; Joris 261). Here Tengour invokes the myth of the Greek 
god Atlas, who is said to abide at the Western edges of the Earth, and who holds up the sky on 
his shoulders (“Atlas”). He is associated with the Atlas Mountains in Northwest Africa, while 
Tengour also implicitly links Atlas’s abode in the far West with the literal meaning of the word 
“Maghreb,” which refers to the sunset and is derived from the same root as the word gharb, or 
“west.”  Despite his evident contributions, Tengour suggests, the Maghrebi continues to be 
excluded from history, in particular, of course, the history of the West. This history includes, I 
suggest, the history of artistic innovation, for example, surrealism.  
 With this in mind, we might take new stock of how the various threads of “Le 
surréalisme maghrébin” converge—its meditation on the overlapping poetic and experiential 
horizons of both Sufism and surrealism, its critique of the contemporary politics of the Maghreb, 
and finally its subtle expression of resentment towards a world that refuses to acknowledge 
Maghrebi contributions. I suggest that we might understand the connection between these 
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various elements to hinge on the idea of becoming other. To “loosen the self,” as Benjamin 
writes, or to open yourself up to an other, is also to undo the history of your own subjectivity. It 
allows for the possibility that a forgotten past will come to the surface.  
Qui suis-je? 
 Tengour’s question, “Ce Maghrébin, qui est-il?” echoes yet another canonical surrealist 
text, Breton’s Nadja (1928), which recounts his relationship with the eponymous woman. 
Despite being labeled a “roman,” Nadja is also a kind of essay, in which Breton—in 
“characteristically convoluted syntax”—meditates not only on the elusive figure of Nadja but on 
surrealism, on Paris, and on his own sense of identity (Cohen 59). The latter topic is signified 
from the book’s opening line: “Qui suis-je?” (“Who am I?”; 11; Howard 11). Like Tengour, 
Breton does not actually offer an answer. His question is in fact an entrance into what turns out 
to be the refusal of a stable identity at all. As Margaret Cohen shows in her monograph Profane 
Illumination, what emerges from Nadja is instead a “haunting subject” who is constituted 
through his relationship to the places he “haunts,” and to the histories that these encounters 
summon (60). The historiography that Nadja performs will be of use to us as we try to 
understand the relationship in “Le surréalisme maghrébin” between history and becoming other. 
 Of the opening pages of Nadja, Cohen writes that Breton “turns the subject into a series 
of ghosts,” a process which ultimately “dissolves its identity entirely” (66). In answer to his 
question “Qui suis-je?,” Breton writes, “Pourquoi tout ne reviendrait-il pas à savoir qui je 
‘hante’?” (“Perhaps everything would amount to knowing whom I ‘haunt’”; 11; Howard 11). 
This is an allusion to the French adage, “Dis-moi qui tu hantes et je te dirai qui tu es” (“Tell me 
who you haunt and I will tell you who you are”; my trans.). This saying uses the verb “hanter” in 
the English sense of “to frequent,” which suggests Breton’s identity is “a product of the social 
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conditions in which he lives” (Cohen 63). Yet Breton then quickly pivots to the word’s other 
meaning, in the sense of how a ghost haunts. This word “dit beaucoup plus qu’il ne veut dire, il 
me fait jouer de mon vivant le rôle d’un fantôme, évidemment il fait allusion à ce qu’il a fallu 
que cessasse d’être, pour être qui je suis” (“Such a word means much more than it says, makes 
me, still alive, play the role of a ghost, evidently referring to what I must have ceased to be in 
order to be who I am”; 11; Howard 11, trans. modified). Breton thus suggests that his current self 
is constructed out of his past experiences, or out of whoever he used to be. 
 Even here, though, Breton is uncomfortable with the determinacy implied by the figure of 
the ghost: “Cette vue sur moi-même ne me paraît fausse qu’autant qu’elle me présuppose à moi-
même, qu’elle situe arbitrairement sur un plan d’antériorité une figure achevée de ma pensée qui 
n’a aucune raison de composer avec le temps” (“This sense of myself seems inadequate only 
insofar as it presupposes myself, arbitrarily preferring a completed image of my mind which 
need not be reconciled with time”; 12; Howard 12). As Cohen shows, Breton’s meditation on 
“hanter” undermines the traditional sense of a stable identity, positing his ‘I’ as “a sequence of 
temporally differentiated moments…a series of ghosts of its contiguous experience rather than a 
centered self” (Cohen 64).  
 Cohen’s sense of what she terms Breton’s “dissolved” identity brings us back to the 
unstable surrealist subject (66), and to the mode of becoming other. Breton’s meditation on the 
verb “hanter” implies that the subject is always contingent, based on its receptivity to external 
conditions. Yet Breton is not only, as Cohen terms it, a “haunting subject,” but also one who is 
haunted (60). Like a ghost, Breton writes, “je sois condamné à revenir sur mes pas tout en 
croyant que j’explore, à essayer de connaître ce que je devrais fort bien reconnaître, à apprendre 
une faible partie de ce que j’ai oublié” (“I am doomed to retrace my steps under the illusion that I 
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am exploring, doomed to try and learn what I should simply recognize, learning a mere fraction 
of what I have forgotten”; 12; Howard 12). Here Breton invokes “a Freudian schema of 
repression,” and more specifically the notion of the uncanny, by “making the haunting subject 
the obscured residue of familiar but forgotten material” (Cohen 64).  
 In Nadja, Breton will go on to have a series of uncanny experiences, in which the 
author’s own sense of himself as a subject is consistently challenged and modified by what he 
terms “ces sollicitations perpétuelles qui semblent venir du dehors” (“those perpetual 
solicitations which seem to come from beyond”; Nadja 17; Howard 17). As Cohen shows, 
Breton’s narration of his uncanny encounters with objects and characters around Paris suggests 
an attempt at surrealist historiography, in which “objective history effaced in the manner of 
repressed material flashes momentarily to view through its contact with the strolling surrealist 
and his concerns” (80). This includes the author’s first meeting with Nadja herself, who appears 
to have contact with literal ghosts. As the couple eat dinner in the Place Dauphine, “elle se 
trouble à l’idée de ce qui s’est déjà passé sur cette place et de ce qui s’y passera encore. Où ne se 
perdent en ce moment dans l’ombre que deux ou trois couples, elle semble voir une foule. ‘Et les 
morts, les morts !’” (“She is disturbed by the thought of what has already occurred in this square 
and will occur here in the future. Where only two or three couples are at this moment fading into 
the darkness, she seems to see a crowd. ‘And the dead, the dead!’”; 81; Howard 83). While 
ghosts in the Place Dauphine might not have much meaning to a current reader, Cohen shows 
how Breton’s contemporary readers may indeed have recognized certain associations with the 
locales that he frequents in Nadja (82-83). “The uncanny effects of Parisian places,” Cohen 
writes, “derive from effaced historical memories that continue to cluster around the place of their 
occurrence in invisible but perceptible form” (83).  
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 Breton’s phrase, “ces sollicitations perpétuelles qui semblent venir du dehors” (“those 
perpetual solicitations which seem to come from beyond”), reminds us of what Breton elsewhere 
calls “la voix surréaliste” (“the surrealist voice”), and of the idea that the surrealist self must 
submit to a kind of external force. In Nadja, this force takes the form of forgotten histories, 
which emerge as a result of Breton’s encounter not only with Nadja herself, but with various 
objects and locations around Paris. In “Surrealism: The Last Snapshot of the European 
Intelligentsia,” Benjamin discusses how Breton’s meeting with Nadja seems to open Breton up to 
the invisible and revolutionary energies not only of ghosts, but of outmoded objects, such as 
“grand pianos, the dresses of five years ago, fashionable restaurants when the vogue has begun to 
ebb from them” (210). He describes the book’s relationship to such objects as “the substitution of 
a political for a historical view of the past” (210). Benjamin further develops this idea in his 
monumental The Arcades Project and in “Theses on the Philosophy of History.” His theory of a 
surrealist historiography draws, via Breton, on the uncanny, or on the experience of encountering 
something foreign that feels somehow familiar. Out of this, Benjamin formulates “the Now of 
recognizability,” meaning the idea that a historical image only becomes recognizable at a 
specific time, when the present and the past align in such a way as to make that image legible 
(The Arcades Project 463-464). This moment, which Benjamin also calls “a moment of 
awakening,” reveals the hidden exchanges of past and present, and unleashes alternative 
historical narratives (463).  
 This idea acquires new urgency in his famous essay, “Theses on the Philosophy of 
History,” which Benjamin wrote in the shadow of fascist Europe. “To articulate the past 
historically,” Benjamin writes, “does not mean to recognize it ‘the way it really was’. It means to 
seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of a danger” (247). To remember something, 
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at the instant when the memory is about to be erased—this is one way in which we might 
understand his earlier assertion, that the surrealists substitute “a political for a historical view of 
the past.”  
 What does all this have to do with “le surréalisme maghrébin”? For one thing, Tengour’s 
essay echoes Breton’s meditation on ghosts and on the verb “hanter,” not by virtue of direct 
quotation, but by a rumination on Maghrebi beliefs on ghosts. In the Maghreb, Tengour writes, 
“les ancêtres rendent souvent visite aux vivants pour le plaisir de paraître” (“the ancestors often 
visit the living for the sheer pleasure of appearances”; 79; Joris 259). Moreover, Tengour’s 
consistent invocation of Maghrebi popular religious traditions, including Sufism, revives a 
Maghrebi history that colonial administrations, post-independence nationalist governments, and 
Islamist movements have all sought to repress. His investment in these traditions finds some 
parallels with the European surrealists’ interest in traditions and artifacts that lay outside the 
scope of the narrative of Western civilizational progress. These included not only discarded, 
“outmoded objects” that the surrealists found at flea markets, but as discussed above, rituals and 
artifacts, such as African masks, from societies that were considered primitive. Tengour invokes 
the tradition of Sufism and popular Maghrebi practices at a moment when they feel especially 
threatened.  
 Yet “le surréalisme maghrébin” also invokes a more oblique image of the past. This is the 
one that becomes visible via Tengour’s gesture, for example, to Jugartha, Ṭāriq Ibn Ziyād, Ibn 
Khaldūn, and Abd el-Krim. It is the history of the Maghreb’s intertwinement with the West, and 
of the region’s participation in world events. It is a history that holds the possibility of a literary 
genealogy connecting Sufism to surrealism. That lineage is the unspoken implication that 
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emerges out of “le surréalisme maghrébin.” It rises up out of the uncanny encounter that Tengour 
stages between Sufism and surrealism.  
 Just as Breton invokes his surrealist predecessors in the original surrealist manifesto, 
Tengour includes his own list of surrealist ancestors from the Maghreb (see figure 7). Some of 
these figures include men (as with Breton, they are all men) whose lives precede those of the 
figures who Breton invokes in his list, such as the historian Ibn Khaldūn; the twelfth-century 
figure Moḥammed al-Nafzāwī, who wrote the erotic manual The Perfumed Garden of Sensual 
Delight, and the fifteenth-century Algerian Sufi saint Sidi Ahmed Ben Youssef (or Aḥmed Ibn 
Yūsuf, in IJMES spelling). Other figures are from the twentieth century, such as the Algerian 
writers Kateb Yacine, Mohammed Dib and Jean Senac, or the Moroccan author Mohammed 
Kheir Eddine.  
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Figure 7. “Le surréalisme maghrébin,” p. 80. 
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 Though Tengour’s list appears entirely separate from Breton’s, it is possible that we 
might think them together, for there are various lines of connection between the two. These lines 
crisscross back and forth across the Mediterranean Sea, tracing the history of contact between 
Europe and the Arabo-Islamic world. In the original manifesto, Breton writes, “A good number 
of poets could pass for Surrealists, beginning with Dante.” Indeed, Dante is the earliest poet he 
mentions. By contrast, Ibn ‘Arabī, who Tengour cites elsewhere in his essay, was born over a 
century prior to Dante. Scholars have argued for Dante’s engagement with the Muslim 
Mediterranean world, and the potential influence of Ibn ‘Arabī on Dante’s work has proven to be 
a particularly controversial scholarly question (see Ziolkowski). Such research poses the 
possibility of a chain of contact between the Sufi philosopher and the Italian poet.10 In another 
example, al-Nafzāwī’s book The Perfumed Garden circulated in nineteenth-century Europe via 
an initial translation from Arabic into French, and then via an English translation by Richard 
Burton (Kennedy 336). With its lustful descriptions feeding the imaginations of orientalism, we 
might consider its influence, direct or indirect, on the work of such canonical French authors as 
Chateaubriand, Hugo, and Baudelaire—all poets who drew on orientalist imagery and who 
Breton cites as forebears of surrealism. Finally, in a reversal of the direction of influence, we 
might also note the impact that surrealism had on Maghrebi authors such as Kateb, Dib, and 
Kheir Eddine, whose works draw on surrealist poetics, often for explicitly anticolonial 
purposes.11 With this list of “Maghrebi surrealists,” Tengour shows how twentieth-century 
Maghrebi authors are not only the inheritors of European surrealism; they in fact surface out of a 
Maghrebi history that contributed to surrealism’s eventual emergence. By this logic, Tengour 
upends familiar modernist genealogies. He inscribes the history of the Arab world into the heart 
of European modernism. 
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 By virtue of conjuring the ghosts of a repressed history of intertwinement between the 
West and North Africa, “le surréalisme maghrébin” unsettles both the Maghrebi and the 
European subject. The essay thus poses a challenge not only to the contemporary politics of the 
Maghreb, but to a broader, more insidious ideology that continues to distinguish between the 
“modern” West and the “primitive” rest. Moreover, Tengour suggests that there is work left to do 
to correct this imbalance. The possibility of becoming other—promised both by surrealism and 
Sufism—remains unrealized. Indeed, at this purportedly postcolonial moment, it is needed. 
Invoking various signifiers of surrealism, Tengour writes: 
Aujourd’hui, les années vingt sont loin… Les « poisson(s)12 » se sont dissouts et de gros 
rats siègent en critiques. « Les champs magnétiques13 » sont mis en jachère. On 
n’exploite plus que les champs d’honneur.  
   L’ « acte de SURREALISME ABSOLU » reste à faire.  
   Des signes avant-coureurs l’annoncent. (79) 
 
Today the twenties are long gone…The “fish” have dissolved and fat rats are enthroned 
as critics. “The Magnetic Fields” lie fallow. Only the battlefields are exploited. 
   The “act of ABSOLUTE SURREALISM” remains to be done.  
   Premonitory signs announce it. (Joris 260) 
 
Such language gestures to the urgency of both a poetics and a politics that can realize the act of 
becoming other.  
 The historiographical implications of Tengour’s essay resonate with recent scholarship on 
what has been termed global modernism, which calls, as Susan Stanford Friedman writes, for a 
“polycentric model of global modernities and modernisms based on circular or multidirectional 
rather than linear flows” (511). Work such as this follows in the wake of Nietzsche and 
Foucault’s theories of genealogy, which define genealogy not as a search for origins, but as 
Foucault writes, as that which “permits the dissociation of the self...liberating a profusion of lost 
events” (146). Although the word “Mediterranean” never appears, I argue that Tengour’s essay 
conjures a Mediterranean history. The essay was first published, after all, in a journal titled 
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Peuples Méditerranéens, ‘Mediterranean Peoples.’ This is a history not absolutely lost, but 
which tends to reside at the fringes of our historical imagination.  
 Tengour ends his essay by quoting Breton from the “Second manifeste du surréalisme:” 
“La révolution surréaliste est totale et ‘en matière de révolte, aucun de nous ne doit avoir besoin 
d’ancêtres’” (“The surrealist revolution is total and ‘when it comes to revolt, none of us can have 
need of ancestors;’” 81; Joris 262). Given the historiographical and political implications of this 
essay, I take this line to be tongue-in-cheek. “Le surréalisme maghrébin” invokes the ghosts of 
Mediterranean history, thus conjuring a future in which the sea’s northern and southern coasts 
might be thought together.  
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ENDNOTES
1Throughout this essay, where Joris has translated “maghrébin” and “Maghrébin” to, 
respectively, “Maghribi” and “Maghribian,” I have modified his translation to “Maghrebi.” I 
have also modified Joris’s spelling of most Arabic words to be in accordance with the IJMES 
system. 
  
2“Le cadavre exquise,” or ‘exquisite corpse’, refers to a game in which a group of players 
compose a poem; each player writes a word on a piece of paper and then folds the paper down so 
the subsequent player cannot see what has been written previously. Players write an indefinite or 
definite article, then an adjective, then a noun, then a verb, etc. Eventually the paper is unfolded 
and the poem is viewed as a whole.  
 
3Here I use the common Latin spelling for his name. His full name, spelled according to the 
IJMES system, is Muḥammad ibn ʿAbd al-Karīm al-Khaṭṭābī.          
 
4See Michel Leiris, “La Croyance aux génies zar en Éthiopie du Nord.”  
 
5Though he did not make Les Maîtres fous until 1954, Rouch was associated with surrealist 
figures such as Breton and Georges Franju in the 1930s, and he often described himself as a 
surrealist, even in later years (Thompson 280).  
 
6Here I use the conventional spelling for a word that comes from the Arabic murābiṭ, but whose 
spelling and pronunciation evolved with the history of French imperialism in North Africa. The 
word marabout is now familiar in both French and English scholarship.  
 
7The Qur’ān describes God as possessing many attributes, such as the merciful, the 
compassionate, the victorious, and the knowing; these attributes form the ninety-nine names 
traditionally ascribed to God (Ernst 42). 
 
8“Thus women blend together the occult with their beliefs in Sufism,” writez Lazreg (111). This 
is another example of how popular religious practices, or what Lazreg refers to as “the occult,” 
tend to mix with Sufism, especially in the Maghreb (more so than the Mashriq).  
 
9The “Spanish mountain” refers to Gibraltar, whose name derives from the Arabic phrase Jabal 
Ṭāriq, ‘mountain of Ṭāriq.’  
 
10Abdelwehab Meddeb, whose work we examine in chapter two, wrote a book of prose poems, 
Tombeau d’Ibn Arabi (1995), inspired by the idea of thinking Dante and Ibn ‘Arabī together, 
specifically via the two women who appear as objects of their devotion: Beatrice and Niẓām.  
 
11See, for instance, Abdel-Jaouad, Fugues de Barbarie and “Kateb Yacine’s Modernity”; Clark, 





                                                                                                                                                             
12The “poisson” or ‘fish’ refers to Breton’s Poisson Soluble (1924), a work of automatic writing 
published as a companion to the first manifesto.  
 
13The “champs magnétiques” or ‘magnetic fields’ refer to the collection of surrealist poetry titled 







CHAPTER 2: ECSTATIC COMMUNITIES: GEORGES BATAILLE AND THE 




 In 1988 the francophone Tunisian writer, poet, scholar, translator and public intellectual 
Abdelwahab Meddeb published a short essay in the newly established Moroccan cultural review, 
Librement. In “L’Excès et le don” (“Excess and the Gift”1), Meddeb recounts how he first 
traveled to Morocco in 1969, soon after moving to Paris for his studies. He describes being 
shocked, even horrified, by “l’archaïsme” that he found there (19). Morocco was a landscape 
characterized by “trance, exorcisme, culte des saints” (19). Meddeb seems to be referring here to 
what scholars refer to as “popular Islam,” which constitutes “heterodox and heteroprax forms” of 
religious expression often associated with Sufi brotherhoods and possession cults (Silverstein 
333). In Meddeb’s home country of Tunisia, the state’s post-independence secularization policies 
had largely erased popular Islamic practices, at least from urban centers such as Tunis where 
Meddeb grew up (McCarthy 734, van Binsbergen 86).2 In contrast, expressions of popular Islam 
in Morocco were less regulated, and at times even embraced by the state itself (Silverstein 332-
335). Meddeb’s French companions on the trip were delighted by Morocco, but Meddeb was 
repulsed (“L’Excès et le don” 19). Coming from a society that was actively repressing “‘la scène 
archaïque,’” Meddeb writes that he was not ready “à assumer cette regression” (“to accept this 
regression”; 19). 
 Meddeb writes that he would not have been the only Arab at that time to reject “l’énergie 
archaïque qui circule dans les veines du Maroc” (“the archaic energy circulating in Morocco’s 
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veins”; 20). Over the course of the twentieth century, modernization, Islamism, and 
Arabization—or what Meddeb calls “arabité”3— had all tended to restrict or even suppress 
localized and popular forms of religious expression, in particular Sufism (Ernst 209, De Jong 
706-707). Meddeb cites a particularly personal example of this history in the form of his own 
father, a Salafi theologian who was in fact the descendant of a line of spiritual directors of a Sufi 
order in Tunis. Meddeb writes that in embracing Salafism, which advocates a return to the ways 
of the earliest Muslims, “mon père refusa tel héritage et rompit la chaîne” (“my father refused 
the [Sufi] heritage and broke the chain”; 19).4   
 Meddeb returned to Morocco in 1974, much changed, and he embarked on a three-month 
journey. This time, he writes, “ce qui me révulsait devint l’objet de ma passion” (“what had 
revolted me became my passion”; 20). By now Meddeb had become frustrated with “arabité,” an 
ideology frozen by virtue of its idealization of a “passé fabuleux” (20). Returning to Morocco, 
Meddeb now saw in that country’s Sufi and popular religious practices a kind of antidote to his 
“crise aiguë de l’appartenance” (“acute crisis of belonging”; 20). Describing his mindset before 
embarking on the trip, Meddeb writes, “Je saurais de l’arabité les deux expressions qui 
l’excèdent de l’intérieur et qu’elle marginalise, sinon élimine: le soufisme et la culture populaire 
quand elle était encore nourrie par la réalité archaïque” (“I would learn the two expressions of 
arabité that exceed it from the inside out, and that it marginalizes, if not eliminates: Sufism, and 
the popular culture that draws its life force from the archaic”; 20). 
 In “L’Excès et le don,” Meddeb speculates about what it means to be modern, and 
whether it is possible for modernity to draw upon the archaic. Morocco signifies for him a kind 
of lost past: “J’aurais aimé en faire le terreau d’un enracinement éventuel. Mais je crois être dans 
un non-retour. Je suis un modern irrecuperable, malgré l’accès à l’incontenable nostalgie” (“I 
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would have liked to root myself there. But I believe I am in a state of non-return. I am an 
irrecuperable modernist, despite fits of uncontrollable nostalgia”; 20). Meddeb wants to move 
forward, but it’s no longer clear what this would mean. Yet at the same time, he writes, “qu’est-
ce qu’être moderne sinon cette façon de s’exprimer en dehors de la tradition, tout en puissant en 
elle, tout en transfigurant ses signes?” (“What is being modern if not the ability to express 
oneself outside of tradition, at the same time drawing from it, transfiguring its signs?”; 20).  
 Reflecting on this apparent paradox, Meddeb gestures to a group of European modernists 
who were similarly invested in a kind of archaic modernism: 
Cette société [marocaine] était, dans sa pénurie, capable d’ostentation et de dépense. Il 
me semblait que je retrouvais vivantes certaines de mes lectures de l’époque : voilà une 
société qui mettait en scène l’expérience des limites, qui faisait circuler le don, qui 
donnait au corps les moyens de son excès. J’avais l’impression qu’ici je trouvais 
confirmation aux textes de Nietzsche, d’Artaud, de Bataille, de Michaux. (20) 
 
This [Moroccan] society, in its lack, was capable of ostentation and of expenditure. It 
seemed to me that here I was rediscovering, alive and well, some of my readings from the 
era: Here was a society that dramatized the experience of limits, that circulated the gift, 
that gave the body a means of excess. I felt that this society confirmed the texts of 
Nietzsche, Artaud, Bataille and Michaux. 
 
Although they are not always grouped together, the four figures who Meddeb invokes share a 
fascination with the archaic. Each one, in different ways, sought to resurrect some form of 
archaic or “primitive” life in contemporary Europe. In Birth of Tragedy (1872), Friedrich 
Nietzsche laments the foreclosure of myth from the ancient Greek world, critiquing the rise of 
the “rationalistic method” and its accompanying emphasis on the individual (84). Antonin 
Artaud, in his second manifesto for “Le Théâtre de la cruauté” (“The Theater of Cruelty”) 
(1938), argues that Western theater requires a “retour aux vieux Mythes primitifs” (a “return to 
the primitive Myths”), based on themes that were “cosmiques, universels” (“cosmic, universal”; 
119; Richards 123). Henri Michaux sought to articulate a “language of primordial uttering, of the 
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birth of speech and of creation,” drawing from the language of children (Buisson 7). And the 
“dissident” surrealist Georges Bataille,5 whose affinity with Meddeb I will discuss at length, 
believed that by restoring certain elements of archaic life, in particular rituals of sacrifice, one 
could experience “continuité” (“continuity”). This is a state of existence beyond the confines of 
the self, where “la possession de soi” (“stable individuality”) dissolves into “une fusion” with 
other beings (L’Érotisme 24; Dalwood 17-18). These four figures resonate with Meddeb because 
he, too, senses that modernization has come with the abandonment of archaic forms of 
knowledge and community. In the same way that these thinkers critique nineteenth and twentieth 
century European modernity, Meddeb senses that the rise of the Arab nation-state has come with 
the suppression of a certain vitality. 
 One could conceivably dismiss Meddeb’s “L’Excès et le don” as an exercise in 
primitivism. He seems to situate Morocco outside history or to relegate it to some primal 
“before.”6 Nevertheless, I suggest that we can acknowledge Meddeb’s romanticization of 
Morocco at the same time that we seriously consider his critique of the Arab world and desire for 
an alternate present. In so many words, he asks us to wrestle with the political possibilities that 
lie buried in the archaic past and the means of restoring our connection to that past. 
 “L’Excès et le don” articulates the major themes of Meddeb’s first and in many ways 
most radical work, Talismano (1979 [1987]). Indeed, Meddeb writes in the essay that he drew 
many ideas for scenes in Talismano from notes taken during his trips to Morocco (20). Like the 
essay, the novel expresses a profound frustration with the politics of arabité; like the essay, 
Talismano gestures to a shared genealogy that links the popular culture of the Arabo-Islamic 
world, in particular Sufism, to the ideas of European modernists such as Bataille and Nietzsche; 
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and like the essay, Talismano attempts to imagine a future where the modern might coexist 
with—or even draw upon—the archaic. 
 Talismano is a difficult work to describe. While it is labeled a “roman” (“novel”) by the 
French publisher, that word hardly captures the breadth of both content and form that the reader 
experiences. The language is abstruse, poetic, syntax resistant—composed in long, meandering 
sentences that sometimes go on for many pages. Verbs are often rendered in the infinitive, such 
that the reader knows neither the subject of the sentence nor the tense in which it occurs. Dina al-
Kassim describes reading Talismano as an experience of “vertigo,” where the text “reads as if 
maddened or deliberately confounding understanding” (208). Abdélkébir Khatibi refers to 
Talismano as “déport vers l’utopie…un lieu d’écriture non pas irréel, mais lieu de l’impossible 
hédonique” (“a swerve towards utopia…a place of writing that is not unreal, but is impossibly 
hedonic”; 191, my trans.).  
 The book consists of three sections. In the first, “Retour prostitution,” we meet the 
narrator, who has returned to Tunis after an apparently long exile. He takes us on a tour of the 
city, recounting both its spaces and its history, which he intertwines with his own memories of 
growing up there. The second section, “Idole ghetto,” recounts the beginning of a political revolt 
in Tunis, an uprising that is carnivalesque, surreal and macabre. Much of the action occurs in the 
mosque of the Zitūna, an historically important center for Islamic learning, making the 
iconoclasm that occurs there in Talismano particularly shocking. An essential part of this 
revolution is the mummification of a female idol, composed of disparate body parts stolen from a 
graveyard that have then been re-membered. In the third and final section of the book, 
“Procession outre-monde,” this idol is paraded through the streets, followed by the sacrifice of a 
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bull. The book ends with the army’s violent repression of the revolt, while a few survivors, 
including the narrator, escape the city and head into the desert. 
 Throughout all this, Talismano often takes off on what al-Kassim refers to as “reveries,” 
wherein the narrator’s personal memories merge with his commentary on history, philosophy, 
art, and literature (217). These reveries tend to follow cryptic intertextual cues, transporting both 
the narrator and the reader through space and time, moving instantaneously from a memory of an 
experience in Morocco, for example, to a rumination on the art of Renaissance-era Rome. 
Occassionally they are reflexive, as the narrator, who we learn is named Abdelwahab Meddeb, 
eventually describes how he is writing the narrative of the Tunisian revolution on a Hermes 
Media typewriter in an apartment in Paris. One of the difficulties of Talismano is understanding 
how these two modes fit together. What does the fantastical revolution in Tunis have to do with 
the narrator’s persistent intertextual and metatextual meditations?  
 In this chapter, I will analyze the intimate link between one such meditation and 
Talismano’s depicted revolution. During a reverie that leads us on a circuitous path from 
Georges Bataille to the experience of postcolonial subjectivity, to psychoanalysis and finally to 
Sufism, Meddeb hints at the utopian political possibilities mutually embedded in both Sufism 
and in Bataille’s mode of surrealism, specifically Bataille’s ideas about community. This is a 
politics predicated on what Bataille calls “l’expérience intérieure” (“inner experience”), a 
concept which draws upon mystical notions of ecstatic self-death.7 Meddeb, in turn, recognizes 
inner experience as a form of fanā’, the Sufi experience of self-annihilation. Both Bataille’s 
theory of inner experience and fanā’ entail a dissolution of the subject. In that dissolution, 
Talismano identifies the possibility of a radical community, and moreover, of a decolonial 
politics. The story of the revolution, which begins shortly after this passage, is an attempt to 
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enact this ecstatic community on the page. At the same time, by invoking both Sufism and 
Bataille in the midst of a single reverie, Meddeb implicitly links them, positioning them within a 
shared historical lineage.  
 Various scholars have discussed the “double généalogie” of Talismano whereby Meddeb 
draws on both European and Arabo-Islamic sources (Khatibi 186). The text’s intimate dialogue 
with Sufism, in particular, has been explicated and illuminated by several scholars (see Khatibi, 
El Shakry, Scharfman). Significantly for our purposes, Andrea Khalil suggests that Talismano’s 
simultaneous invocations of both Sufi writers and European modernists demonstrates the affinity 
between the two, and thereby “reterritorializes French critical concepts in the context of the 
Arabo-Islamic writer” (21). Khalil writes: “The dissolution of the self that we experience in 
Bataille’s fiction…is here inflected by Sufi writings written many centuries before the French 
texts. A rejection of simplistic, clearly delineated subjectivity (made popular in the West by 
poststructuralism) is articulated throughout Talismano in ways that demonstrate an ancient 
Arabic heritage” (21). The implication is that figures from the Arabo-Islamic tradition were 
“modernist” or “poststructuralist” long before the 20th century. Khalil argues that not only does 
Meddeb claim the simultaneous heritage of both Europe and the Arab world; he also 
demonstrates that these influences share more in common than one might initially think. 
Building on Khalil’s reading, I want to suggest, in turn, that Talismano mobilizes both Sufism 
and Bataille for the purpose of imagining a utopian politics of the purportedly postcolonial 
Maghreb.  
 Although scholars such as Khalil have mentioned Bataille in relation to Meddeb, none 
have dwelt on what Meddeb is doing with Bataille or how Talismano rethinks Bataille’s ideas. 
While Khalil makes passing reference to Bataille, she does not linger on his importance. Al-
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Kassim’s analysis of the modernist literary “rant,” On Pain of Speech (2010), is rooted in 
Bataille and his early 20th-century “rage of revolt” (19), and her chapter on Meddeb opens with 
an epigraph from Bataille. Yet she never mentions him in direct relationship to Meddeb. Rather, 
she focuses on Meddeb’s reception of Jacques Lacan, who was part of Bataille’s milieu,8 and 
whose work on jouissance drew on some of Bataille’s ideas (Evans 4-5). Similarly, the theory of 
Maurice Blanchot informs Ronnie Scharfman’s article “Thanatography,” particular in her 
analysis of Talismano’s theme of ecstatic self-loss (related to fanā’). Yet despite the fact that 
Blanchot is closely linked to Bataille in terms of both their theory and their personal biographies, 
Bataille does not come up in her discussion.9 This is not to say that such theorists are irrelevant 
for understanding Meddeb—far from it. Both Lacan and Blanchot attest to the “filial tie linking 
Meddeb’s avant-garde experimentation to a Euro-American literary modernism” (al-Kassim 
224). Rather, the way that Bataille lurks in the background of so many of these readings makes 
his relationship with Meddeb all the more ripe for exploration. Bataille haunts the critical 
reception as he haunts Talismano itself.  
 What is missing from the scholarship is an understanding of Bataille’s influence upon 
Talismano’s narrative mode—that is, upon the revolution that Talismano depicts. Perhaps 
because of the disorienting and fragmented quality of Meddeb’s language, criticism has tended to 
focus on Talismano’s intertextual and meta-textual passages, rather than on the plot about the 
city’s revolt. As al-Kassim notes, these readings “neglect the substantial link between the state 
and the textual politics of Meddeb’s aesthetic excess” (230). Yet even al-Kassim describes the 
narrative as an “alibi for the staging of philosophical reveries” (217). I argue that the narrative is 
crucial for understanding the import of these reveries, and that both parts are constitutive of 
Meddeb’s broader vision of a utopian, decolonial politics. The revolution of Talismano resurrects 
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Bataille’s political ethos, while the text’s reveries reposition that ethos in the longue durée of 
Sufism. 
Bataille and fanā’ 
Towards the end of Talismano’s first section, the narrator recalls an encounter in Morocco when 
he had anal sex with a woman named Zaynab. He recounts his ecstasy:  
Dissolu, je ne voyais plus rien par mes yeux, ni n’entendais par mes oreilles: traversée 
des cieux, à proximité de l’astre transformé oeil vulve, oeil anus, nez phallus taquinant 
l’intervalle, à blanchir de lait, à enduire d’oeuf. (55) 
 
Depraved, I saw nothing more with my own eyes, nor did my ears hear anything more: 
crossing the heavens, nearing the star become vulvic eye, anal oculus, nose-phallus 
teasing the space in between, whitening with milk, coating with egg. (Kuntz 53) 
 
Readers familiar with the work of Bataille will recognize certain imagery in the above lines. 
Meddeb’s sentence recalls multiple images that appear in Bataille’s pornographic novel Histoire 
de l’oeil (Story of the Eye) (1928), including vulvae, anuses, a saucer of milk, eggs, and of 
course the titular eye. Beyond the specific images, the way in which the nouns seem to flow 
seamlessly into one another—oeil vulve, oeil anus, nez phallus, lait, oeuf—evokes the poetic 
“migration,” as Roland Barthes calls it, of the eye in Bataille’s book (282; Underwood 119). For 
Barthes, Bataille’s eye “semble donc la matrice d'un parcours d'objets qui sont comme les 
différentes ‘stations’ de la métaphore oculaire” (“seems to be the matrix of a run of objects that 
are like different ‘stations’ of the ocular metaphor”; 284; 121). These “stations”—Barthes also 
calls them “avatars”—are the same that Meddeb lists in the sentence cited above (282; 119). 
These same objects will migrate throughout Talismano, along with other allusions to Bataille’s 
work. The disturbing image of a blue eye10 will appear several times, and as Khalil notes, the 
character known as “Dirty”—from Bataille’s erotic novella Le Bleu du ciel (The Blue of Noon) 
(1957)—“seems to reappear in Meddeb’s adventures” in the form of various characters (23). 
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 What is the link to Bataille’s pornography doing here, and why does it demand our 
attention? After all, Talismano gestures to a variety of other texts, in both explicit and implicit 
ways. Along with direct citations of authors as diverse as Dante, Nietzsche, Plotinus and al-
Hallāj, critics have pointed out more subtle allusions to such figures as Jacques Lacan and 
Maurice Blanchot. Nevertheless, the allusion to Bataille cited above is a crucial moment, and 
dwelling on it will get us to the heart of Talismano. 
 The moment where Meddeb gestures to Bataille is not random; rather, it directly precedes 
what the narrator calls the “la digression du je” (“the digression of I”; 55; Kuntz 53). 
Remembering his encounter with the woman named Zaynab, Meddeb invokes Bataille at the 
instant the narrator recalls orgasm. Here there is a break in the text, and a new section starts, in 
which the narrator meditates explicitly on his own first-person pronoun: 
Ici commence la digression du je, un je initiale du texte, à se mesurer d’envahissement 
méfiant, se permutant parfois tu, se neutralisant infinitif, un je, noyau affirmé ou caché, 
emphase de ce dire qui se déploie à la lisière du langage, de la mémoire, un je autre 
scripteur amnésique dans ses tombées de travail avec la langue, liberté d’infra-mémoire, à 
se confondre de proche poussière! Comment le situer par rapport à l’économie du soi, par 
rapport à l’ombre de l’histoire, par rapport à ce mot corps qui revient si souvent sexe? 
(55) 
 
Here I commence the digression of I, an initial I of the text, taking the measure of its 
wary intrusion, swapping sometimes with you, neutralizing infinitive, a core I, asserted or 
concealed, emphasis of this expression that deploys at the edges of language, of memory, 
an I an other amnesiac scribe in its repercussions upon work with language, freedom, 
infra-memory, indistinguishable from the surrounding dust! How to situate it within the 
economy of the self, with regard to the shadow of history, to this word body that comes 
so often back to sex? (53-4) 
 
Here, at the instant of orgasm, the narrator regards his own ‘I’ from afar and commences a kind 
of summary of 20th-century theories about alienation, “le soi,” and “l’autre,” invoking in 
particular Freud, Lacan and postcolonial psychoanalysis. Among various references he mentions 
“la cure du dire” (“the talking cure”) and “le rôle du père” (“the role of the father”; 56-57; 54-
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55). At one point Meddeb even seems to paraphrase a generation of PhD dissertations written 
about Maghrebi literature: “je représentatif d’une génération arabe qui a à se débattre image 
fêlée, marquée monstrueuse par Europe et France, à vivre d’expérience l’exil, à se revoir soi 
après l’à-côté de l’autre” (“I the representative of a generation of Arabs caught struggling with a 
fractured image, marked as monstrous by Europe and France, experiencing exile, revising the 
self after side-by-siding with the other, correcting one’s social body by inverting oneself”; 57; 
55).11  
 In concluding this digression, Meddeb returns to the memory of sex with Zaynab, 
which—combined with his recent digression into the question of the self—causes him to think of 
Sufism. His subsequent invocation of the mystical branch of Islam seems to promise in some 
ways a parallel to psychoanalysis and a solution to the problems it brings up—namely, what to 
do about the “je égotique” (“the self-absorbed I”): 
Je me suis égaré délire étroit sur le je alors que je me décrivais annihilé en Zaynab; et je 
ne pus par référence à la spécifité du corps et de la culture, me séparer du rappel de 
l’expérience soufie, pensée et vécue, à la gloire de l’extinction du je, matérialisé corps 
très subsidiairement ascétique: Hallâj sanglote éperdu à rire: Tuez-moi, féaux camarades, 
c’est dans ma mort que je retrouve vie. (58) 
 
I wandered deliriously off topic onto I, while I was in the middle of describing my 
annihilation in Zaynab; and with reference to the specificity of body and culture, how 
could I fail to recall the Sufi experience, in thought and practice, devoted to the glory of 
extinguishing the I, rendered wholly material and only very secondarily ascetic: Hallāj 
sobbed, lost in laughter: Kill me, loyal friends, for in death I shall regain life. (56) 
 
Here the narrator has drawn a connection between the ecstasy of sex and a self-annihilating 
mystical ecstasy, known in Arabic as fanā’. This spiritual concept developed in particular in the 
wake of the Sufi mystic al-Ḥallāj, whose notorious declaration “I am God”—or as it is 
sometimes translated, “I am the truth” (Anā l-Ḥaqq)—has come to serve as a kind of shorthand 
for what fanā’ means. When a Sufi passes through the stage of fanā’, his own ego is effaced, and 
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his consciousness of all things, including himself, is replaced by “a pure consciousness of God,” 
known in Arabic as baqāʾ (Rahman, “Baḳāʾ Wa-Fanāʾ”).  
 As with much mystical literature, the tradition of Sufi poetry often demands that fanā’ be 
articulated in the language of eroticism, what in Arabic is known as ʿishq majāzī. As an example, 
we might compare Meddeb’s language describing the encounter with Zaynab to the 13th-century 
Poem of the Sufi Way, by Ibn al-Fāriḍ:  
I was she whom I loved 
  No doubt, 
    So for her, my soul 
      Passed on to me… 
So I became a beloved, 
  Indeed, one loving himself, 
    But not like was said before: 
      “My beloved is myself.”… 
So in sobriety after effacement, 
  I was none other than her; 
    My essence adorned my essence 
      When she removed her veil. (qtd. in Homerin 190-194)  
 
Al- Fāriḍ’s language could easily be confused for a sensual love poem, rather than an assertion 
of religious devotion. In comparing the passages by Meddeb and al-Fāriḍ, we see how both 
narrators describe a process of self-effacement. Meddeb writes, “À elle je me donnais offrande, 
abandonnant mes hantises; à nous prétendre dissolus dans l’unicité, ne sérait-ce mélange des 
moi, à se prendre l’un pour l’autre, à dilater tu, je” (“To her, I gave myself up as an offering, 
relinquishing my obsessive fears; we came together, dissolved in oneness, admixing our ‘me,’ 
taking one for the other, expanding you, I”; 55; Kuntz 53). In the act of love the subject becomes 
‘mixed’ with the lover, and their very pronouns—you, I, me, she, we—become confused. This is 
fanā’, occurring both in content and form.  
 As this particular reverie draws to a close, the narrator of Talismano turns to Sufism in 
search of an experience of “annihilation”—an experience such as the one he had with Zaynab 
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(58; 56). In contrast to the narcissism that he suggests is encouraged by psychoanalysis, the 
narrator wants to “pulvériser” the I altogether, to subsume it within something else (58; 56). 
Describing the attraction of fanā’, Meddeb writes, “mon corps a par toutes ses cellules épuisé 
l’expérience: que cesse mon corps pour renaître peut-être autre” (“My body has exhausted 
experience down to its very cells: may it cease to be reborn perhaps other” (58, 57, translation 
modified, my emphasis). 
 What does this have to do with Bataille? And why the gesture to Bataille’s Histoire de 
l’oeil at the same instant that the narrator achieves orgasm—a moment that digresses into a 
discussion of psychoanalysis, postcolonialism and Sufism? For one thing, Bataille was very 
interested in orgasm and in the self-annihilation—“la petite mort”—that he believed could occur 
in that moment. Histoire de l’oeil is in many ways a pornographic exploration of the innate 
overlap he sees between eroticism and death. Distinct from purely reproductive activity, Bataille 
sees eroticism as an expression of the human desire to breach the boundaries of our individual 
selves and merge with another (L’Érotisme 17; Dalwood 11). “L’action érotique dissolvant les 
êtres qui s’y engagent,” he writes, “en révèle la continuité” (“Erotic activity, by dissolving the 
separate beings that participate in it, reveals their fundamental continuity”; 29; 22). By Bataille’s 
definition, “la continuité” requires a kind of death, for the moment when the self achieves fusion 
with another is also the instant when the self is no longer itself.  “L’érotisme,” Bataille writes, 
“est l’approbation de la vie jusque dans la mort” (“Eroticism…is assenting to life up to the point 
of death”; 17; 11).    
 Bataille’s investigation into eroticism was part of a lifelong fascination with the 
experience of death—physical, spiritual, and otherwise—and its relation to community. For 
Bataille, community can only come into being when the individuals that constitute that 
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community consent to a kind of death, a “déchirement” (“laceration”) of the self that opens it up 
to fusion with others (Expérience Intérieure 85; Kendall 74). “L’amour exprime un besoin de 
sacrifice” (“Love expresses a need for sacrifice”), Bataille writes. “Chaque unité doit se perdre 
en quelque autre qui la dépasse…En passer par la chair, en passer par ce point où se déchire en 
elle l’unité de la personne, est necessaire si l’on veut en se perdant se retrouver dans l’unité de 
l’amour,” (“Each unity must lose itself in some other that exceeds it…Giving in to the flesh, 
giving in to that point at which unity of the individual is torn within, is necessary if one wants to 
be lost…in the unity of love”; “Collège de sociologie” 369; Wing 337). Thus eroticism 
instantiates “la communauté des amants” (“the community of lovers”), as Blanchot terms it, 
responding to Bataille (86; Joris 47). 
 Bataille’s fascination with death and community also surfaces in his writings on sacrifice. 
In both eroticism and in rituals of sacrifice, Bataille identifies communities borne of an 
experience of death or loss. He writes:  
Je propose d’admettre comme une loi que les êtres humains ne sont jamais unis entre eux 
que par des déchirures ou des blessures…Initiations, sacrifices et fêtes représentent autant 
de moments de perte et de communication des individus entre eux. Les circoncisions et 
les orgies montrent suffisamment qu’entre les déchirures du sexe et les déchirures des 
rites il existe plus d’un rapport. (“Collège de sociologie” 370) 
 
I propose to assume as a law that human beings are never united with each other except 
through tears or wounds…Initiations, sacrifices, and festivals represent just such 
moments of loss and communication between individuals. Circumcisions and orgies are 
sufficient demonstration that there is more than one connection between sexual and ritual 
tearing.” (Wing 338) 
 
In the 1930s, as a participant in the Collège de sociologie as well as in the secret society 
Acéphale, Bataille attempted to imagine and put into practice communities founded on the notion 
of loss and of self-sacrifice. Under the influence of Marcel Mauss, and in collaboration with 
French anthropologists such as Roger Caillois and Michel Leiris, Bataille looked to “primitive” 
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societies for guidance, focusing in particular on the ritual of sacrifice (Clifford 546-559). The 
members of Acéphale notoriously wanted to perform a human sacrifice, and had many 
volunteers, but they could find no one among them willing to be the executioner (Noys 9).  
 In tandem with his meditations on eroticism and sacrifice, Bataille also developed the 
concept of “l’expérience intérieure,” by which he means “les états d’extase, de ravissement” 
(“states of ecstasy, of ravishment”; EI 15; Kendall 9). This idea shares much in common with 
mystical practices such as Sufism, as evidenced by the fact that, throughout L’Expérience 
Intérieure, Bataille draws often on works of mystical literature, including those of Saint Teresa 
of Avila and Saint John of the Cross. Yet Bataille rejects the word “mystique” (“mystical”) 
because of its associations with “l’expérience confessionelle” (“confessional experience”; 15; 9). 
He insists that inner experience is an ends in itself, not a means of reaching God—“elle ne mène 
à aucun havre” (“it does not lead to a harbor”; 15; 9).  
 Rather, inner experience, like eroticism, reveals “la continuité” with the other, what 
Bataille describes elsewhere as “communication” (EI 110-115; Kendall 96-100). In the midst of 
inner experience, Bataille writes, “il n’y a plus sujet=objet, mais ‘brêche béante’ entre l’un et 
l’autre et, dans la brèche, le sujet, l’objet sont dissous, il y a un passage, communication, mais 
non de l’un à l’autre: l’un et l’autre ont perdu l’existence distincte” (“there is no longer 
subject=object, but ‘gapping breach’ between one and the other and, in the breach, subject and 
object are dissolved, there is a passage, communication, but not from one to the other: one and 
the other have lost their distinct existence”; 74; 64). There are clear parallels between what 
Bataille is describing here and fanā’, but unlike the Sufis, Bataille is not interested in inner 
experience for its ability to fuse the self with God. Rather, inner experience exposes the false 
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conceit of a distinct subjectivity, and reveals the true nature of being—“L’existence est 
communication” (“Existence is communication”; 115; 100). 
 Both fanā’ and inner experience entail a dissolution of the subject. Yet where the Sufi 
desires to reach fanā’ in order to achieve oneness with Allah, Bataille seeks inner experience in 
the realm of the immanent, rather than the transcendent. Inner experience, Bataille writes, is 
“pour autrui,” (“for others”; EI 76; Kendall 66). Bataille pushes this idea to its “impossible” 
limit by theorizing a community based on inner experience, a community that realizes continuity 
(73; 63). In the midst of such a community, the subject becomes “conscience d’autrui, et comme 
l’était le chœur antique…il se perd dans la communication humaine, en tant que sujet se jette 
hors de lui, s’abîme dans une foule indéfinie d’existences possibles” (“consciousness of 
others…and like the ancient chorus…it loses itself in human communication, insofar as the 
subject throws itself outside of itself, it ruins itself in an indefinite crowd of possible existences”; 
76; 66). It is here where inner experience begins to gesture towards a utopian politics: In 
Bataille’s vision of community, these possible existences become the basis of a shared world.  
Ecstatic Communities 
 The manner in which Meddeb invokes both Bataille and Sufism suggests that, like 
Bataille, politics is on his mind. The intertextual gestures to Histoire de l’oeil and to Sufism 
come towards the end of Talismano’s first section, in which the narrator’s circumambulation 
through Tunis reveals a society in moral and political decay. “L’audace ancienne du peuple,” 
Meddeb writes, “changèrent monotone et uniforme foule, peu altière, moutonnière, marchant 
silencieuse” (“The age-old brazenness of the common people…now turned into dreary, uniform 
crowds, pathetic, sheeplike, in silent procession”; Talismano 22; Kuntz 17). The narrator 
references more disturbing facts of life as well—“caves et dédales de torture” (“the maze of 
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basement torture chambers”; 19; 12), as well as the omnipresent police state, “les regards bleus 
et méchamment clairs qui échappaient flics par-dessous casques et visières” (“steely blue cop 
eyes [that] flash from under helmet and visor”; 22; 16).  
 For this sorry state of affairs, the narrator blames the post-independence nation-state, 
which he sees as but another version of its colonial incarnation:  
Les intellectuels libéraux et petits-bourgeois rêvaient…d’un État qui s’édifierait à l’image 
des puissances qui les dominèrent…leur aveuglement de jurists incultes les amena à 
privilégier l’État national au detriment de tant d’autres directions fertiles, arabité 
s’institutionnalisant unitaire pour évacuer symboliquement la hantise de l’un afin de 
permettre aux diversités de survivre disséminées. (22)    
 
Liberal-minded, petit-bourgeois intellectuals were daydreaming…of a State modeled on 
the image of the very powers that had prevailed over them…Their narrow, lawyerly turn 
of mind led them to give preference to the notion of the nation-state, to the detriment of 
so many other fertile alternatives: Arabité becoming institutionalized, a common front 
used to exorcise our symbolic fear that any diversities might survive on their own. (16) 
 
The narrator’s critique of the postcolonial nation-state extends beyond the specific case of 
Tunisia to the larger Arab world, where arabité was generally the dominant ideology following 
independence from colonial powers. In the view of Talismano, arabité excludes various 
populations and histories, erasing the historical heterogeneity both of Tunisia and of the larger 
Arab world. In this respect it has only continued the violent legacy of colonialism: “vingt ans 
d’État national malmenèrent davantage le pays que près d’un siècle de colonisation” (“twenty 
years of national statehood has done more harm to the country than a century of colonization”; 
23, 18).  
 Talismano seeks an alternative form of community to arabité, and it finds one in the 
example of Sufism. Amidst his reverie about sex and the experience of ecstatic self-annihilation, 
Meddeb writes, “le soufisme emporte le corps politique: ce qu’il y a aujourd’hui à dire 
désespérance assassine, urgence à découvrir modèle à l’histoire” (“Sufism prevails over politics, 
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speaks of today’s deadly hopelessness, the urgency to discover a historical model”; 59; 57). This 
suggests Sufism as a kind of antidote, a solution to arabité and “le recours narcissique et 
consolateur de l’âge d’or, unité insaisissable car le désir parcellise” (“the narcissistic need to 
seek consolation in a golden age, unity elusive because desire fragments”; 57; 56, translation 
modified). 
 What Sufism offers is the experience of fanā’: “l’expérience qui emporte le corps afin de 
pulvériser le je égotique et en faire l’agent qui traverse le champ miné de l’histoire” (“the 
experience that sweeps the body away in order to pulverize the self-absorbed I and make of it the 
agent that crosses the minefield of history”; 58; 56). The narrator is not interested in fanā’ as a 
means to become one with Allah, but rather as a political force that will set him free from the 
false unity of arabité. He goes on to describe this Sufi act of self-annihilation as “élargissement 
de l’être vers ce qui échappe à l’homme mais qui n’est pas dieu” (“expansion of being into 
something that escapes man, but is not god”; 58; 57). Thus fanā’ retains its mystical powers, but 
for political, rather than transcendental, objectives. In this respect, Bataille’s reconstitution of 
Christian mysticism offers an apt model. When the narrator invokes Bataille at the same moment 
that he gestures to Sufism, he is drawing not only on the long shared history of mysticism and 
eroticism, but also on Bataille’s reconstitution of mysticism towards political and ethical ends. 
 A revolutionary community founded on the experience of fanā’ is the political idea that 
Meddeb will explore and enact in the second and third sections of the book. The narrator’s 
extended reverie about sex, Sufism and politics thus anticipates the revolution that follows 
shortly after its placement in the text. Indeed, the origins of that revolt are never explicit. It 
begins when a group gathers around an old man “gesticulant contre ces temps qui si vite 
changent” (“raging against these modern times”; 69; 67). The crowd swells and takes on a life of 
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its own. Even the narrator asks why this particular street preacher becomes the occasion for such 
an event: “Rarement prédicateur millénariste aura été si vite écouté; la ville en pullule; et le 
discours de ce vieillard n’est que sempiternelle répétition. Comment alors le charme a-t-il agi 
jusqu’à bouleverser les commerçants sceptiques et blasés, à l’origine indifférents ?” (“The city 
swarms with such prophets, and this particular example is but another in the endless repetition of 
the same. How, then, has he cast such a spell as to subjugate the most skeptical of merchants, 
usually so indifferent?”; 70; 68). 
 In answer to that question, we might consider the narrator’s recollection of his encounter 
with Zaynab, and the reverie that accompanies it, as expelling a kind of force into the narrative. 
It is an experience of self-annihilation which, as Bataille writes, “projet la vie dans un monde 
plus riche” (“projects life into a richer world”; L’Histoire de l’érotisme 81; Hurley 93). The 
momentary community established between the narrator and his lover via the ecstasy of self-
annihilating sex heralds a more sustained ecstatic community that begins in the book’s second 
section, although that community, too, proves fleeting.  
 As Talismano begins, we meet a narrator who desires to disappear, to “[se] vider,” (“be 
emptied out”; 42; 39). He wanders the streets, loses himself in crowds, has sex with prostitutes, 
smokes hashish. He seems to be looking for something, but just what is unclear. He is haunted, 
Meddeb writes, by “l’idée de l’autre” (“the idea of the other”; 44; 40, translation modified). He 
wants to give himself to “le rhythme au centre du monde” (“the beating at the heart of the 
world”), even if it requires sacrifice: “je me perdrai au fond du gouffre néant” (“I shall be 
swallowed into nothingness; 45, 42). It is the narrator’s memory of making love to Zaynab 
wherein this instant of dissolution finally occurs, triggering a change in the narrative. His desire 
for self-annihilation, or fanā’, telegraphs the politics that emerge in the revolt.   
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 This revolution pivots on recurring instances of what Bataille calls, variously, “la 
continuité,” “l’expérience intérieure,” “la communication,” “l’extase”—where “l’un et l’autre 
ont perdu l’existence distincte” (“one and the other have lost their distinct existence”; EI 74; 
Kendall 64). This sense of ecstatic community is less pronounced by the revolution’s participants 
(the residents of Tunis) than it is articulated by virtue of Meddeb’s prose. For example, the 
descriptions of the crowds that form at the start of section two, following the raving 
proclamations of the street preacher, demonstrate the liquid nature of the growing revolt: “La 
foule, comme une mer qui s’adapte à une soudaine tempête, déferle, ondes magiques: mer agitée, 
roulis, vagues éclatées, écumes fleurs solitaires” (“The crowd, like a sea whipped up suddenly by 
storm, unleashes wave upon wave, rolling, crashing, blossoming foam: arms move to and fro as 
though detached from the body’s volition”; Talismano 71; Kuntz 69). Here the bodies that form 
the crowd have become mixed, merging with one another. The language here strongly evokes 
Bataille, who similarly tends to use water as a metaphor. Communication, writes Bataille, 
“rejette les hommes de leur isolement vide et les mêle aux mouvements illimités…précipités 
avec bruit l’un vers l’autre comes les flots” (“throws men out of their empty isolation and 
mingles them with unlimited movements…rushing with a great noise one toward the other like 
waves”; EI 114; Kendall 99). Similarly, Bataille writes, “l’action érotique dissolvant les êtres qui 
s’y engagent en révèle la continuité, rappelant celle des eaux tumultueuses” (“erotic activity…by 
dissolving the separate beings that participate in it, reveals their fundamental continuity, like the 
waves of a stormy sea”; L’Érotisme 29; Dalwood 31).  
 Amidst the sudden “délire” (“delirium”) of Talismano’s second section, the narrator 
disappears (Talismano 71; Kuntz 69). While the first section presents a narrator who is slippery 
and literally hard to follow, moving seamlessly between memories and meditations on cities 
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from around the Mediterranean Sea, in the second section his presence is even more 
insubstantial, as we are not sure for several pages if his first-person voice will reemerge at all. 
His first-person pronoun that helps us keep track of where we are in space and time does not 
reappear until several pages later, in the midst of a paragraph-long sentence:  
L’empreinte du ravissement marque les visages. La franchise de l’impunité commande 
aux énergies. Et la position du corps se libère de l’image qui hante la mémoire, maîtresse 
hallucinée de mes pas croyant au départ redécouvrir la monotonie d’une ville assez 
passive pour n’être que puzzle… (73, my emphasis)  
 
Faces bear the marks of rapture. The guarantee of impunity channels all energies; bodies 
freed in their posture of the model haunting memory—wild-eyed master of my wandering 
self at first intent on rediscovering the monotony of a city so passive as to seem no more 
than a puzzle to be solved…” (71) 
 
Now we know that the narrator is there, amidst the crowd of bodies. This is the first clue to 
connect the second section of the book to the first, with the narrator referring to his own return to 
Tunis that we witnessed in “Retour prostitution.” His self-effacing self has reappeared.  
 This recurring cycle of self-annihilation and reconstitution is what sustains and fuels the 
revolution. Meddeb refers to it as “dialectique de la dispersion et de l’unité” (“dialectic of 
dispersion and unity”), wherein the revolutionary community pivots on a delicate dance between 
the individual and the crowd, the ‘I’ and the other(s) (162; 170). Again, describing the crowd, 
Meddeb writes:  
Chaque individu préserve l’autonomie de son geste: les bras et les torses balancent, 
rythmes particuliers…; mais l’ensemble des corps, bras et cris indépendants, s’unifie 
rythme global, mouvement systématique: le cercle de l’unité, effiloché, enserre chaque 
corps préservant en lui fragile respiration. (71) 
 
Each individual preserves their autonomy of movement: arms and torsos each sway to 
their own rhythms…; but the bodies taken together, though their limbs and shouts each 
act independently, unite into a single pulse, a systematic set of movements: an unraveling 




Here is a “precarious” community, always “unraveling.” It stands in contrast to the 
homogenizing unity of arabité against which the narrator rages. Talismano’s revolution attempts 
to preserve, if only over the course of the book’s 250-odd pages, the instant before community 
stabilizes into what Bataille calls “la société monocéphale” (“monocephalic society”), before the 
“neutralisation d’antagonismes” (“neutralization of…antagonisms”; “Propositions” 469; Stoekl 
199). 
 This precarity echoes Bataille’s sense of “impossibility”—that to truly experience his 
sense of community, the self must know death, and yet this knowledge “cesse d’être aussitôt que 
la mort a fait son oeuvre” (“ceases to be as soon as death has done its work”; EI 115; Kendall 
100). The difficult and searching quality of Bataille’s writings about inner experience and 
community speak in part to this impossibility; his ideas seem to verge on the articulation of a 
politics, yet they never quite arrive. He writes, “Il s’agit d’introduire, à l’intérieur d’un monde 
fondé sur la discontinuité, toute la continuité dont ce monde est susceptible” (“what we desire is 
to bring into a world founded on discontinuity all the continuity such a world can sustain; 
L’Érotisme 26; Dalwood 19). This is part of why Bataille seeks community in forms such as 
eroticism and the carnivalesque; there the subject can experience community without actually 
dying. Describing the ecstasy of a festival, Bataille writes, “Finalement ce n’est pas la ruine, 
encore moins la mort, c’est la joie que la recherche de la ruine atteint dans la fête. Nous nous 
approchons du vide, mais ce n’est pas pour y tomber…On pourrait dire assez précisément que la 
véritable joie demanderait un mouvement jusqu’à la mort, mais la mort y mettrait fin !” 
(“Ultimately it is not ruination, let alone death, it is joy that the pursuit of ruination attains in the 
festival. We draw near to the void, but not in order to fall into it… One might say rather 
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precisely that true joy would require a movement to the point of death, but death would put an 
end to it!”; L’Histoire de l’érotisme 94; Hurley 109). 
 The depicted revolution of Talismano is very much in the spirit of the bacchanalia that 
Bataille describes, yet it also resembles traditional Maghrebi moulids, or festivals, which 
celebrate the birthdays of holy figures such as the members of the Prophet Mohammed’s family 
or local Sufi saints. These moulids are, again, examples of heterodox religious practices, or as 
Meddeb refers to it in “L’Excès et le don,” “l’archaïsme” (19). This is another way in which 
Talismano mobilizes Bataille’s mode of modernism at the same time that it positions Bataille 
within a deeper history—a history that includes Sufism and the popular religious traditions of the 
Arab world. 
 Yet unlike traditional moulids, and in line with Bataille’s search for a mysticism apart 
from Christianity, the festival of Talismano is not aligned with a particular religion. At one point 
a call is issued for the people to “se renier monothéiste, à nous rejoindre chacun renégat de sa 
religion, illusion propre” (“renounce the one God: join our ranks, each a renegade from his 
religion, illusion itself”; Talismano 98; Kuntz 100). The mummified idol made of disparate body 
parts dug up from the graveyard is a grotesque parody of similar ritualistic practices, signifying 
the people’s rejection of “la société révolue” (“the society of bygone days”; 164; 172). As the 
idol starts her procession through the streets of Tunis, the people chant: “Éliminons les saints, 
mais partageons la dépouille de la sainteté: que chacun porte autour de sa tête un rayon de 
l’auréole que monopolisait le seul saint” (“Let us eliminate the saints, but divide up the spoils of 
sainthood: that each shall wear around his head a ray of the halo that one saint alone used to 
monopolize”; 164; 172). Thus, the revolution of Talismano rejects organized religion, but it 
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nevertheless affirms a kind of spirituality. The text is interested, I argue, in what an experience of 
mystical ecstasy can offer to the political imagination. 
 Another essential scene demonstrates the way that Talismano identifies political 
possibility in mystical experience. Here the narrator encounters a group of calligraphers who are 
transcribing words from the Sufi poet Hallāj, but “épurées de leur théocentrisme” (“purged of 
their theocentrism”) by replacing the name of God with the word “le vide” (“the void”; 110; 
113). The calligraphers write: 
Le point est le principe de toute ligne, et la ligne entière n’est que points réunis. La ligne 
ne peut donc se passer du point, ni le point de la ligne. Et toute ligne droite ou courbe, 
sort par mouvement de ce même point. Et tout ce sur quoi tombe le regard est un point 
entre deux points. C’est là l’indice que [le vide] apparaît à travers tout ce qu’on 
contemple. C’est pourquoi je déclare: Je ne vois nulle chose en laquelle je ne voie [vide!]. 
(110, square brackets and italics in original text) 
 
The point is the principle of any line, and the line is but an assemblage of points. Thus the 
line cannot exist without the point, nor can the point exist without the line. And all lines, 
straight or curved, spring from this same point. And anything that falls under our gaze is 
a point between two others. Here is evidence that [the void] is apparent through each act 
of contemplation. This is why I declare: there is nothing in which I do not see 
nothingness [the void]! (113, translation modified) 
 
The passage above by Ḥallāj is almost a direct citation of a passage from the Orientalist scholar 
Louis Massignon’s Akhbar al-Hallaj, in which Massignon published what Ḥallāj’s disciples had 
passed down in the form of ḥadīth.12 Yet as the narrator himself points out, they have replaced 
the name of God with the word “void.” Where Ḥallāj is deploying a metaphor for the 
omnipresence of Allah, in Talismano the words suggest something closer to Bataille’s thought, 
with the line composed of infinite points suggesting, again, the idea of continuity. There are no 
discrete points, just as there are no discrete subjects; rather, each point both contains and is 
contained within an infinite number of other points. The realization of our continuity with the 
other reveals both the terrifying “void” of selfhood, yet also the power and beauty of the line. We 
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are both utterly insignificant and at the same time utterly enmeshed within the fabric of the 
universe: “The line cannot exist without the point, nor can the point exist without the line.” 
 The calligraphy passage intimates the possibility of a politics, with the image of the line 
suggesting a kind of radical democracy. The line is an “assemblage” of points—“[elle] n’est que 
points réunis.” The line both surpasses, and yet is utterly dependent on, each infinitely small 
point of which it is composed. As Bataille writes of community, “l’être à la fois se voue à 
l’ensemble et l’ensemble à lui-même” (“the being devotes itself at once to the ensemble and the 
ensemble to itself”; EI 101; Kendall 88). In contrast to the despised universalism of arabité, 
Talismano suggests a kind of political oneness that draws on the mystical concepts of self-
effacement and fusion with the other. It imagines a more ecstatic form of community.  
 Alas, the revolutionary community in the Tunis of Talismano cannot endure. History 
literally comes home to roost, with the city besieged by various historical imperial powers: “les 
Espagnols attaquent à l’est” (“the Spanish attack from the east”); “les Français, armée 
triomphante venue d’Algérie” (“the French, triumphant army come over from Algeria”); “les 
Turcs, nonchalants et brutaux, avancent par la porte neuve” (“the Turks, nonchalant and brutal, 
enter through New Gate”) (236-7; 255). In response, the rebels make one of two choices: “Il leur 
faut mourir en guerriers insensés…ou fuir pour propager ailleurs les valeurs de l’impossible et de 
l’excès” (“They should die as mad warriors…or else flee in order to propagate elsewhere the 
values of the impossible and the excessive”)—qualities, again, that suggest an affinity with 
Bataille (236; 255). Our narrator chooses the latter, heading southwest into the desert with a 
group of comrades, embracing a rural and nomadic life. Excluding the book’s afterward, the final 
sentences of Talismano end with the narrator’s admission of the revolution’s failure: “A agresser 
l’histoire pour affirmer primauté de la caution nationale qui légitime une logique politique 
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asservie à des normes de pouvoir prétendues universelles!” (“Our attack on history would only 
serve to further the notion of nation as sole guarantor of legitimacy, an unimaginative political 
logic in thrall to so-called universal standards of power!”; 237; 256).  
Burning Words  
 While the revolutionary community quickly disintegrates, a different kind of community 
is established in the diverse literary genealogy that Meddeb consistently invokes throughout 
Talismano. This community of literary figures brings together not only Georges Bataille and al-
Ḥallāj, but Friedrich Nietzsche and Ibn ʿArabī, Dante and Suhrawardī. Its most explicit 
articulation comes in the final pages of the book’s third section, when the narrator engages in 
dialogue with various mythic and historical figures from all around the Mediterranean basin. 
These include, among others, the ancient Egyptian God Thoth, the German romantic Friedrich 
Hölderlin, Cervantes, Rumi, the great Moroccan travel writer Ibn Baṭūṭa, and the Alexandrian 
poet Constantine Cavafy. Like the revolutionary community of the narrative, the heterogeneity of 
this community, too, is a rebuke to the totalizing historical narrative prescribed by arabité and the 
purportedly postcolonial nation-state.  
 The generosity with which Meddeb invokes his forebears recalls a line by Bataille: “C’est 
d’un sentiment de communauté me liant à Nietzsche que naît en moi le désir de communiquer, 
non d’une originalité isolée” (“The desire to communicate was born in me from a feeling of 
community linking me to Nietzsche, not from an isolated originality”; EI 39; Kendall 33). One 
has the sense that Meddeb shares that “sentiment de communauté” with the authors he summons, 
yet the narrative propagated by colonialism and its postcolonial offspring does not allow for a 
shared history between Europe and the Arabo-Islamic world. The community instantiated 
through the reveries of Talismano suggests an alternative history, one in which Bataille emerges 
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naturally from the same lineage as Sufism. It is a community traversing national, linguistic, and 
religious boundaries, emerging out of the encounters and endeavors that have transpired around 
and across the Mediterranean Sea. This is one way in which we might understand the relation 
between Talismano’s picaresque narrative and its philosophical reveries: Each aims to imagine 
an alternative kind of community. 
 Bataille’s own ruminations on the act of writing suggest that literature, too, offers the 
possibility of realizing an ecstatic community. For Bataille, “les êtres particuliers comptent peu” 
(“individual beings matter little”); what is important is the spreading of “la contagion,” “les 
passages de chaleur ou de lumière d’un être à l’autre” (“contagion,” “the passages of warmth and 
light from one being to another”). Bataille continues: “Ainsi nous ne sommes rien, ni toi ni moi, 
auprès des paroles brûlantes qui pourraient aller de moi vers toi, imprimées sur un feuillet” 
(“Thus we are nothing, neither you nor I, beside burning words which could pass from me to 
you, imprinted on a page”; EI 111; Kendall 97). Meddeb’s burning words blaze a path around the 




1Translations are mine unless otherwise noted. 
 
2In Tunisia, Sufism and other manifestations of popular Islam had in fact begun to decline since 
the arrival of the French (van Binsbergen 79-84). 
 
3This translates roughly as “Arabness” but the more accurate rendering might be “Arabization”, 
since Meddeb seems to be referring to the policies by which post-independence states embraced 
their identity as “Arab” nations. This process sometimes involved strict Arabic language policies, 
as in Algeria, but also more generalized assertions of a country’s Arab-Islamic identity. In post-
independence Tunisia, the constitution held: “Tunisia is a republic; its language is Arabic, and its 
religion Islam.” 
 
4The word “chaîne”, or ‘chain,’ has a specific resonance here, in that the “les directeurs 
spirituels”—the Sufi masters of the brotherhoods—claim descent from the saint for whom the 
order is founded (Meddeb, “L’Excès et le don” 19). This line of descent is known in Arabic as a 
silsila, or “chain.”  
 
5“Dissident surrealists” is the label usually attached to a group of figures who diverged from 
Breton’s orthodoxy and gathered around Bataille and the review Documents in 1929 (Ades and 
Baker 11). This division in the movement is discussed in Breton’s “Second Manifeste du 
Surréalisme.”  
 
6This is a critique also often leveled at the modernists who Meddeb invokes. For critiques of 
primitivism in the work of Bataille and Artaud, see Altman, Nicholson. 
 
7A list of library books that Bataillle borrowed around the time of writing “L’Expérience 
intérieure” shows that he was engaging with the work of mystics such as St. John of the Cross 
and St. Teresa of Avila (Le Bouler and Martini 617-618). 
 
8Bataille and Lacan met as fellow participants in Russian emigré Alexander Kojève’s famed 
seminars on Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit (1934-1939) (Kendall, Georges Bataille 124). 
Lacan later married Bataille’s first wife, Sylvie, and the three of them sometimes vacationed 
together (116).  
 
9Blanchot and Bataille met in 1940, and went on to become close friends and crucial 
interlocutors. Their work is often in conversation with one another (Kendall, Georges Bataille 
159-163).  
 
10The image of the blue eye also recalls the omnipresent “evil eye” (ayn al-ḥasūd) talisman 
found in many parts of the Arab world, and throughout the Mediterranean basin. 
 
11It is worth pointing out that as a doctoral student in comparative literature, Meddeb would have 




                                                                                                                                                             
12Ḥadīth usually refers to reports of the words and deeds of the Prophet Moḥammed, which were 
circulated by his friends and companions and transmitted orally before eventually being written 
down. In this case, ḥadīth refers to the words and deeds attributed to al-Ḥallāj. For the passage in 







CHAPTER 3: “MY ALEXANDRIA IS A DREAM-PLACE:” ONENESS AND 
MULTIPLICITY IN IDWĀR AL-KHARRĀṬ’S “ALEXANDRIAN DUET” 
 
“Perhaps a multitude of us—a legion—all dream the same dream, and sigh together in 




 The Egyptian writer and critic Idwār al-Kharrāṭ1 (1926-2015) was born and spent much 
of his life in Alexandria, and he made the city the focus of many of his literary works. This, for 
al-Kharrāṭ, is a point of pride. In an essay that he describes as a “novelistic collage” about 
Alexandria, he writes, “I know perhaps no other Arabic writer who loves this place—the dream 
and the reality—as I do” (Iskandariyyatī 6)2. Al-Kharrāṭ asserts that his relationship to 
Alexandria is unlike that of other famous Alexandrian writers, such as the British expat 
Lawrence Durrell. It differs also from the way that Egyptian writers have engaged with place, as 
with Nagīb Maḥfūẓ’s relationship to Cairo, or ʿAbd al-Raḥman al-Sharqāwī’s treatment of the 
Egyptian countryside (Iskandariyyatī 6). Unlike these other authors, al-Kharrāṭ writes, his 
version of the city is not merely “background decoration,” “object of representation” or “arena 
for the action” (6). Rather, his Alexandria is an “active force,” itself “the novelistic act” (6). 
Deconstructing what al-Kharrāṭ means by this is, in part, the goal of this chapter. “My 
Alexandria,” al-Kharrāṭ writes, “is a dream-place” (mawqiʿān ḥulmīān) (5). 
 Cryptic as it is, al-Kharrāṭ’s description of Alexandria as a “dream-place” may strike his 
readers as apt, particularly when it comes to the two novels that comprise his “Alexandrian 
Duet,”3 Turābuhā Zaʿfarān (City of Saffron) (1985), and Yā banāt Iskandariyyā (Girls of 
Alexandria) (1990). On the surface, the Alexandrian Duet tells a relatively straightforward tale of 
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a boy growing up. Written from the point of view of Mikhāʾīl, and transpiring from roughly the 
1920s through the 1950s, the novels recount the political and sexual education of a young boy 
becoming a young man. Through Mikhāʾīl’s eyes, we experience some of the major events of 
twentieth-century Egyptian history, in particular the British occupation, the 1952 military coup 
by Gamāl ʿAbd al-Nāṣir, and the 1956 nationalization of the Suez Canal. In this sense, the two 
books might be considered together as something like a bildungsroman.  
 Yet that description belies the more experimental elements of the Alexandrian Duet. For 
one thing, the story is not narrated chronologically, but rather takes the shape of memory (al-
Nowaihi 34); the recollection of a particular image or encounter will recall another, similar 
memory, which recalls another, and so forth. Instead of a linear progression, al-Kharrāṭ’s tale of 
growing up in Alexandria is told in a kind of spiral, with the narrator’s universe slowly 
expanding at the same time that particular moments double back on themselves or come to be 
revealed in a different light. Moreover, al-Kharrāṭ’s language moves fluidly between realism and 
surrealism, between narration and what feels like poetry. Without warning, we will find 
ourselves in uncanny landscapes that appear to exist apart from Mikhāʾīl’s more banal reality, 
though they are never clearly demarcated. Fantastical events occur without explanation. At other 
points, the language takes flight towards a kind of mystical apophasis, with mysterious pronouns 
circling around a subject that is everywhere present but is never named.  
 Al-Kharrāṭ’s sense of this phrase, the “dream-place,” is elusive. On the one hand, it is a 
concept that appears to take inspiration from surrealism, a movement with which al-Kharrāṭ was 
deeply familiar, both in its European and its Egyptian incarnations. In the first “Manifesto of 
Surrealism,” Andre Breton writes, “I believe in the future resolution of these two states, dream 
and reality, which are seemingly so contradictory, into a kind of absolute reality, a surreality, if 
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one may so speak” (Manifestoes 14). Breton’s dialectical surrealism reconciles not only dream 
and reality, but also subject and object, self and other. Al-Kharrāṭ echoes this philosophy; 
surrealism, he writes, “endeavors to forge a oneness between wakefulness and dream, between 
awareness and slumber, between rationality and delirium, between the self and the object” (Mā 
Warāʾa 18). In his writings on Alexandria, al-Kharrāṭ again invokes this dialectic. In a different 
essay, he repeats his assertion that the city is a “dream-place,” and he continues, “it is the 
integration (al-indimāj) between the self and the object, between the absolute and the 
conditional, between the abstract and the tangible” (“Mafhūm al-qaṣṣ” 24).4 Al-Kharrāṭ’s dream-
place, contrary to its name, seems in fact to contain both dream and reality, to resolve the 
impossibility of their existing together. 
 The dream-place of al-Kharrāṭ’s Alexandria echoes another tradition as well—that of 
Sufism and its practice of dream interpretation.5 In the cosmology articulated by the Sufi poet 
and philosopher Ibn al-ʿArabī, a figure who al-Kharrāṭ often invokes,6 a dream bears witness to 
the imaginal realm, which is the space between the spiritual and the corporeal. The imaginal 
realm gives form and tangibility to the world of spirits, to that which is disembodied. “The only 
reason God placed sleep in the animate world,” Ibn al-ʿArabī writes, “was so that everyone 
might witness the Presence of Imagination and know that there is another world similar to the 
sensory world” (qtd. in Chittick 119). Like Breton’s sense of the surreal, one of the 
characteristics of the imaginal realm, and of dreams, is the capacity to reconcile opposites. “The 
World of Imagination,” Ibn al-ʿArabī writes, “brings together all opposites (al-jamʿ bayn al-
aḍdād). It is impossible for sense perception or the rational faculty to bring together opposites, 
but it is not impossible for imagination” (qtd. in Chittick 115). 
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 Two such opposites that exist somehow together in the imaginal realm are oneness and 
multiplicity. Ibn al-ʿArabī’s cosmology rests on the concept of “oneness of being” (waḥdat al-
wujūd), which refers to the idea that, although the world is characterized by a plethora of diverse 
phenomena, all this difference and multiplicity is in fact One. All phenomena come into 
existence through God, and thus all phenomena may be understood to be signs (ayāt) of God, 
who is One. Chittick explains, “The cosmos is God’s imagination, not our imagination. He 
imagines everything other than Himself, but by so doing, He gives all things a certain mode of 
real and seemingly independent existence” (15). What appears to us as ontological phenomena 
are all, in fact, part of the imaginal realm, and as they all come to be through God, they all bear 
witness to God’s attributes; “the universe as a whole manifests all the names of God” (15). In 
other words, God has many names, but he is One. Dreaming offers an example of how this can 
be so. “The world of dreams combines unity and multiplicity,” Chittick writes. “A single 
dreaming subject perceives a multiplicity of forms and things that in fact are nothing but his own 
single self. Their manyness is but the mode that the one consciousness assumes in displaying 
various facets of itself” (15). The dream is many, but the dreamer is one.  
 Al-Kharrāṭ’s Alexandria is also characterized by “manyness.” In the tradition of the 
famous expatriate Alexandrian literature, his is a cosmopolitan vision of the city; yet it is a 
cosmopolitanism that is consciously opposed to that of Durrell, E.M. Forster, and other well-
known Alexandrian writers. In their version of the city, Alexandria’s cosmopolitanism is 
essentially European and upper-class; this narrative has the effect of mythologizing Alexandria’s 
Hellenistic past at the same time that it erases both the city’s Arabo-Islamic history and its Arab 
population (Halim, Alexandrian Cosmopolitanism). In contrast, al-Kharrāṭ not only reinstates the 
city’s Arab residents, he also demonstrates the forms of inter-faith and inter-ethnic community 
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that occur among the city’s working classes, as opposed to the European elite (Halim, “Scope for 
Comparison” 457-460; Starr 50-58). Largely transpiring in the working-class quarter of 
Alexandria known as Ghayṭ al-ʿInab, the events of the Alexandrian Duet introduce the reader to 
a wide range of Alexandrians: Egyptian Muslims and Egyptian Coptic Christians, such as 
Mikhāʾīl and his family; Arabs from other parts of the Middle East; Turks, Greeks, Nubians, 
Italians, and others. Against the background of British imperialism, the relationship between 
these groups is generally portrayed as one of “solidarity” and common cause (Halim, “Scope for 
Comparison” 427). Al-Kharrāṭ’s Alexandria gestures towards the dream of a truly pluralistic 
Egypt, marked by cosmopolitan values that nevertheless uphold the body of the nation (448-
457).  
 This chapter investigates the genealogy of al-Kharrāṭ’s dream-place, and what the dream-
place means with regard to the cosmopolitanism depicted in the Alexandrian Duet. I will 
demonstrate how the dream-place draws on elements of both Sufism and surrealism in order to 
imagine a pluralist politics. Both Sufism and surrealism offer the possibility of a higher reality, a 
reality beyond—or in al-Kharrāṭ’s words “behind” 7—the one we experience in day to day life. 
This beyond is, I suggest, the dream-place of which al-Kharrāṭ speaks, and which breaks through 
at various points in the Alexandrian Duet. It is a place that has the capacity to reconcile 
opposites, to bring together dream and reality, self and other. The mysterious oneness of the 
dream-place, I argue, subtends the pluralist politics that govern Alexandria, at the same time that 
it girds the city’s residents with the power to resist colonialist occupiers.  
 The Alexandrian Duet shares some commonalities with Meddeb’s Talismano, the subject 
of chapter two. Like Talismano, the narrator’s autobiography strongly overlaps with that of the 
author, although in the Duet the two names are different (the narrator is named Mikhāʾīl, rather 
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than Idwār). Like Talismano, the two works are usually labeled “novels,” but in many ways they 
elude or transcend that designation. Turābuhā Zaʿfarān is in fact subtitled “Nuṣūṣ 
Iskandarānīyya”—‘Alexandrian texts’—a descriptor that feels more appropriate than “novel” for 
the elusive fragments that comprise the two works. And like Talismano, the Alexandrian Duet 
comprises a heady mix of politics and eroticism, each element drawing on the other in ways that 
are difficult for the reader to distill.  
 Talismano and the Alexandrian Duet are also, of course, both drawing on Sufism and 
surrealism. They do this, I argue, in ways that are essential to understanding the politics of each. 
Talismano mobilizes Bataille’s theories of community and inner experience in conjunction with 
the Sufi concept of fanā’ in order to stage a utopian revolution against the postcolonial nation-
state. Yet where Meddeb is interested in the political experience of self-annihilation, al-Kharrāṭ 
investigates the political implications of indimāj, or what we might understand as a sense of 
mystical integration or “oneness.” In the Alexandrian Duet, al-Kharrāṭ portrays mid-twentieth 
century Alexandria as a city that operates on the promise of just such a mystical oneness—not 
only between the protagonist Mikhāʾīl and the various “girls of Alexandria” whom he pursues, 
but also between the various ethnic and religious communities of the city, and beyond that, 
between the humans and the landscape that they inhabit. In al-Kharrāṭ’s Alexandria—the 
“dream-place,” as he calls it—this oneness paradoxically makes possible a politics of 
multiplicity. 
al-Kharrāṭ and Surrealism 
 The choice to understand certain aspects of al-Kharrāṭ’s work as surreal is not arbitrary. 
References interspersed throughout his work, as well as archival evidence conducted by Halim,8 
suggest that al-Kharrāṭ had a sustained interest in and even distant affiliation with the Egyptian 
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surrealist movement known as Art et Liberté/Jamā’at al-Fann wa-l-Ḥurriya, whose history I 
discuss in the introduction to this dissertation. He also writes at length about surrealism in both 
its European and Egyptian manifestations, including in a cluster of essays published as part of his 
anthology Mā Warāʾa al-Wāqiʿ: Maqālāt fī l-ẓāhira al-lā-wāqiʿiyya (Beyond Reality: Articles 
on the Phenomenon of Nonrealism) (1997). Finally, al-Kharrāṭ in fact refers to surrealism in his 
own work. In his essay “Mafhūm al-qaṣṣ” (“The Concept of Storytelling”), he writes, “The style 
and the imagery of my work are surrealist and exaggerated and realist all at once” (28).  
 There are passages in the Alexandrian Duet that strongly evoke surrealism, both in terms 
of literature and visual art. These passages often come upon the reader suddenly, with Mikhāʾīl 
moving fluidly from a realist setting to a kind of dreamscape, from an “actual incident…[to] a 
fantastical universe in which the borders between reality and dreams have been erased” (al-
Nowaihi 44). These episodes are dreamlike, but they are not dreams. There are other passages in 
the two books where Mikhāʾīl does dream, but the narrator distinguishes them as such. In 
contrast, these passages tend to be integrated almost seamlessly into Mikhāʾīl’s daily reality. 
 For instance, at the end of chapter two of Turābuhā Zaʿfarān, Mikhāʾīl recounts an 
experience that evolves from realist narration to surrealist imagery. Having set up a meeting at a 
bar with a man who he thinks is a fellow leftist, he is warned by the man’s companion—a 
prostitute named Zīzī—that the meeting is a set up; the police are on their way to arrest him. 
Mikhāʾīl flees the bar on foot and gets on a tram. Yet suddenly he is not on a tram, but rather a 
boat: 
I had got out of the tram and was climbing up a wooden gangway. It had wooden ridges 
for me to place my feet securely upon. I was boarding a small boat moored by the way.  
… Sharp points of sunlight glittered on the waves, and my school-friends from the Nile 
Primary School were far away now; but I hear the clatter of their feet as they climb up the 
narrow stairs to the upper deck, and their laughter, their shouts, their calls. And I know 
that this is from a long time ago, and that the boat is completely empty now. 
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   But suddenly I am running along corridors which open out into more corridors with 
round glass windows through which I can see the waves of the high blue sea, and the 
great hulls of steamers and their huge smokestacks and mighty towers. I was still running 
and I found high wooden stairs before me ascending to infinity. I would never get up to 
the roof of the boat. (TZ 39-40; Liardet 28-29) 
 
The imagery of this passage recalls surrealist paintings, such as the work of Georgio de Chirico, 
the Italian painter whose uncanny landscapes inspired Andre Breton (Manifestoes 27). As in de 
Chirico’s paintings, the strange space in which Mikhāʾīl finds himself is at once familiar and 
otherworldly: a tram-stop that opens onto a wooden gangway leading to the sea; a boat 
comprising endless corridors and stairs ascending to infinity. Like de Chirico’s paintings, this 
landscape is lonely, bereft of other humans except for Mikhāʾīl. We might understand this 
passage as a fluid transition from Mikhāʾīl’s exterior reality—the scene at the bar with Zīzī —to 
his interior reality. The menacing aspect of the boat, with stairs that ascend to infinity, express 
Mikhāʾīl’s fear, while his lone presence on the boat, the distant cries of his childhood classmates, 





Figure 8. Giorgio De Chirico, The Nostalgia of the Infinite, 1912-1913?, Minneapolis College of 
Art and Design Collection.  
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Figure 9. Giorgio de Chirico, Mystery and Melancholy of a Street, 1914, Private Collection. 
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 These dreamlike passages often transpire at the seashore, or at some place like the 
seashore. In this regard, they evoke not only de Chirico, but another painter, Aḥmad Mursī—al-
Kharrāṭ’s friend, contemporary, and fellow Alexandrian, as well as a participant in Art et Liberté, 
and someone who al-Kharrāṭ wrote about in his writings as an art critic. Since the mid-1980s, 
Mursī has made several paintings depicting strange figures at the seashore. In one, a group of 
people appear to be waiting for a train that is arriving from the sea; several others depict figures 
carrying clocks. The clocks evoke not only Salvador Dalí’s famous painting, “The Persistence of 
Memory” (1931), but also the dreamlike suspension of time in passages of al-Kharrāṭ’s writing. 
As Al-Kharrāṭ writes in a lyrical moment of Yā banāt Iskandariyyā, “The dream has no time. It 
is no dream. There is no time” (169; Liardet 155). 
 
Figure 10. Salvador Dalí, The Persistence of Memory, 1931, The Museum of Modern Art: 
Painting and Sculpture.  
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Figure 11. Aḥmad Mursī, Waiting for the Trains (diptych), 1987. 
 
Figure 12. Aḥmad Mursī, “Clocks II”, 1998. 
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 The relationship to Mursī reminds us that al-Kharrāṭ’s surrealist influences consisted not 
only of European models, but of Egyptian ones as well. Art et Liberté, as we discuss in the 
introduction to this dissertation, was active roughly contemporaneously with the Parisian 
surrealists. While Art et Liberté had sustained contact with Breton and other surrealists in 
France, it also drew on a very different set of cultural references. As al-Kharrāṭ himself writes, 
“Egyptian surrealism was not an imitation or a reproduction of the surrealism that Europe knew 
in the decades following World War I” (Mā Warāʾa 41). Rather, it was “Egyptian to the core, 
because it sought inspiration from the unique heritage of Egypt—from popular Egyptian myth, 
and from the symbols of Egyptian folklore” (41).  
 We can see what al-Kharrāṭ means by looking to some of the artwork of Art et Liberté. 
For instance, many of the paintings produced by members of the group prominently feature eyes, 
as in Kāmil al-Tilmisānī’s illustration for Georges Henein’s poem, “Déraisons d’être,” or Fūʾād 
Kāmil’s “Portrait of a Woman.” The motif of the eyes resonates with the European surrealists’ 
emphasis on vision and sight,9 but also with the omnipresent “evil eye” (ʿayn al-ḥasūd) talisman 
found all over Egypt (and in many parts of the Mediterranean world), meant to protect against 
evil spirits. Along similar lines, al-Kharrāṭ writes about how the visual vocabulary of the painter 
ʿAbd al-Hādī al-Gazzār demonstrates “the depth of his connection to popular culture (turāth al-
sha’b)” (45). He lists some of al-Gazzār’s iconography: serpents, owls, cats, drawn from Egypt’s 
Pharaonic heritage, and other images drawn from Egypt’s folk heritage, such as mice, tattoos and 














Figure 13. Kāmil al-Tilmisānī, “Déraisons d’être,” 1939.  
Figure 14. ʿAbd al-Hādī al-Gazzār, “Maḥāsīb al-Sayyidah” (The servants of Sayyidah), ca 1950. 
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 Members of Art et Liberté also drew on local traditions in their artistic and performative 
practices. Photographs of events at La Maison des Artistes, where various members of the group 
lived and worked, demonstrates that they periodically held sessions of the Sufi practice known as 
dhikr, a devotional act that can include repeated chanting of phrases or prayers as well as 
physical rotation or whirling (see Bardaouil 196-199). Dhikr practices in Egypt are widespread 
among the working classes, especially during mūlids, celebrations marking the birth of both 
Muslim and Christian saints. Sam Bardaouil suggests that these meditative practices helped the 
members of Art et Liberté to unlock the unconscious and arrive at the state of receptivity 
necessary for surrealist activity to occur (197). Whereas Breton’s surrealists engaged in surrealist 
games and automatic writing to get there, Art et Liberté looked to Egyptian Sufism. 
 In the Alexandrian Duet, certain surreal passages similarly invoke Egyptian folkloric 
beliefs. For instance, Yā banāt Iskandariyyā opens with a disturbing and fantastical scene. Unlike 
the example cited above where Mikhāʾīl finds himself on a mysterious boat, this scene is not 
limited to Mikhāʾīl’s perspective. Here, rather, Mikhāʾīl’s entire neighborhood participates. The 
passage concerns two teenage girls, Nafīsa and Munā, who are neighbors and best friends. They 
are also both in love with a boy named Maḥrūs. A few pages into the novel, Nafīsa steps out into 
the neighborhood alley so as to publicly shame her friend: “‘Hear me, Munā my dear!” she cries, 
“‘Come out girl!’” (13; Liardet 4). Mikhāʾīl opens the window to hear what she says, along with 
all his friends and neighbors: “All the windows of the alley opened, clattering one after the other 
against the walls” (13; 5). Everyone comes to witness the event: “Children who had come 
hotfoot from the neighboring streets [were] joined by respectable men in traditional long tunics 
and light coats, by urchins from shāriʿ Rāghib Bāshā, by women whose clinging black shawls 
slipped from their shoulders” (15; 7).  
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 What begins as a straightforward conflict between two best friends evolves into 
something more disturbing, with Nafīsa inexplicably transforming into Munā before our eyes: 
[Nafīsa] threw herself down on the ground. . . . She began to moan and call out. It was 
completely abandoned, unmistakably lecherous. ‘Maḥrūs!’ she called, her voice fairly 
melting with lustful entreaty.  
   It was Munā who lay flung down in the dust of her desire for all the world to see. . . .  
   There were a few peals of laughter, hurried whispers, and the odd momentary frown. 
Then everyone was quietly agog. The noonday heat beat down on us and we stood as if 
petrified beneath it. The writhing came first; moans of lust pierced the absolute silence. 
Then the moment of penetration, the lethal convulsion, the agony of her scream as she 
reached the pinnacle of pleasure. And finally a cry which trailed off into torpid stillness. 
(YBI 15; Liardet 7, translation modified) 
 
Mikhāʾīl and his neighbors witness a kind of possession or metamorphosis. “The obscenity had 
turned into an intricate magic possessed of an incomprehensible, inexplicable power” (15; 7). 
Accusing her friend of secretly carrying on with Maḥrūs, Nafīsa mimics the act of their sexual 
encounter, and the ensuing result: 
She jumped to her feet, this girl who had dissolved into the body of her beloved friend 
and enemy. … She began to twist her slight form this way and that; skillfully she began 
to writhe, this time in the toils of labor. She howled with the agony of a mother about to 
give birth. Then, lo and behold, she was holding the newborn in her arms. We heard it 
give its first faint cry. We saw it, every one of us, with our own eyes, a tiny red-skinned 
thing with eyes shut. In the harsh noon light she bared her breast; she really did… 
   Then Nafīsa returned as herself. Nafīsa came out of the body of Munā, which had taken 
possession of her. (15-16; 7-8, translation modified)  
 
The puzzle of this passage is never resolved; we never learn if Munā really did have a secret 
child with Maḥrūs, or if the child only stems from Nafīsa’s jealous imagination. The narrator 
emphasizes the neighborhood’s shock and amazement at what is happening, as when he says, 
“We saw it, every one of us, with our own eyes.” Yet at the same time, the fantastical episode 
appears to exist, in the universe of the novel, within the realm of possibility. When the spell 
breaks, the women of the neighborhood gather round Nafīsa, comforting her and invoking God 
to protect her: “‘May this evil miss its mark’” (16; 8).  
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 The fantastical elements of this episode draw on indigenous traditions and beliefs 
common to Egypt and the Mediterranean world, specifically the idea that jealousy can produce a 
kind of evil magic, and, relatedly, the belief in the possibility of demonic possession. It belongs, 
in some ways, to the tradition of the literary fantastic indigenous to the Arab world, known as 
takhayil, a genre most readily recognizable in the stories of ʾAlif Layla wa Layla (1001 Nights). 
Perhaps, in this sense, the passage recalls also Alejo Carpentier’s notion of the “marvelous real,” 
more than it does the European surrealists. Carpentier derides European surrealism for its 
inauthenticity and artificiality, “the marvelous, manufactured by tricks of prestidigitation…that 
old deceitful story of the fortuitous encounter of the umbrella and the sewing machine (85). 
Instead, he argues for a sense of the marvelous that emerges out of the encounter with one’s 
environment—an environment already humming with richness. This is why, Carpentier argues, 
the Americas are so inspirational; whereas in Europe, the marvelous has been lost, in the 
Americas it brims over. Carpentier offers the example of dance:  
We can see that whereas in Western Europe folk dancing…has lost all of its magical 
evocative power, it is hard to find a collective dance in America that does not embody a 
deep ritual sense and thus create around it a whole process of initiation: such are the 
dances of Cuban santería or the prodigious African version of the Corpus festival, which 
can still be seen in a town called San Francisco de Yare in Venezuela. (87)  
 
Such a relationship with the marvelous, Carpentier writes, “presupposes faith” (86). He contrasts 
this with the European surrealists, for whom “the marvelous invoked in disbelief…was never 
anything more than a literary ruse” (86; see also Halim, “Scope for Comparatism” 444).  
 Along the lines of Carpentier’s criticism, the deep mythology of this passage with Nafīsa 
and Munā stands in contrast, for example, to the Freudian iconography of some of Salvador 
Dalí’s paintings. Yet members of Art et Liberté—and in their wake, al-Kharrāṭ—were more 
interested in the continuities between indigenous beliefs and the European avant-garde, rather 
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than their distinctions. Their version of surrealism drew on the tradition of Egyptian popular 
religion and folklore at the same time that it expressed a sense of alienation specific to modern 
life.  
 Evidence of Art et Liberté’s investment in Egyptian folk and religious practices appears 
in a well-chronicled debate that took place during 1939 in the pages of the Egyptian periodical 
al-Risāla (The Message), in which members of the group sparred with the magazine’s more 
conservative editors about the nature of surrealism. One member, Kāmil al-Tilmisānī, faced with 
the accusation that Art et Liberté was simply mimicking a European movement, mounted a 
spirited defense. He argued that surrealism was not only a European aesthetic movement, but 
also an Egyptian tradition dating back millennia: 
Have you seen, my dear sir, the mūlid sugar dolls with their four-fingered hands? Have 
you seen the small rag puppets of Qarāqūz?11 Have you listened to the stories of ʾUmm 
al-Shuʿūr and al-shāṭir [clever] Ḥasan12 and other such folk fables of our local popular 
culture? . . . All of this, my dear sir, is surrealism.  
Have you seen the Egyptian museum? . . . Much of Pharaonic art is Surrealism. 
Have you seen the Coptic museum? Much of Coptic art is Surrealist. We do not 
imitate foreign schools. Rather, we are creators of art that emerges from the brown soil of 
this land and that has flowed in our blood since the days when we lived in absolute 
thought, until this very hour, my friend. (170213) 
 
Listing various examples of traditional Egyptian folk and religious art, al-Tilmisānī does not say 
what it is about these things that is surrealist. He leaves it to his readers to figure out what he 
means. It is tempting to disregard his statement as little more than hyperbole, or at worst a 
complete distortion or misunderstanding of what surrealism is. Yet I argue that al-Tilmisānī, and 
in his wake al-Kharrāṭ, is on to something. Their identification of surrealism in Egypt’s popular, 
or “folkloric” traditions14 recalls Walter Benjamin, who also found resonances between 
surrealism and what he termed “folk art”. 
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 In his 1929 essay, “Some Remarks on Folk Art,” Benjamin distinguishes between “folk 
art” or “kitsch,” and “what is known as great art” (278). The difference is that where “art teaches 
us to look into objects…folk art and kitsch allow us to look outward from within objects” (279). 
Benjamin suggests that the folk art object draws you in, “incorporates the human being within 
itself” (278). In contact with folk art, the human enters into the rituals and practices with which 
the object is associated, its history; “we enter the world of primitives” (279). As Benjamin 
reminds us in another essay, “Toys and Play” (1928), the concept of “primitive” does not 
“inevitably mean ‘older’” (119). Rather, the “primitive” entails a more embodied, participatory 
sense of place in the world: “As we stand in front of a painting by Titian or Monet, we never feel 
the urge to pull out our watch and set it by the position of the sun in the picture,” Benjamin 
writes, “but in the case of pictures in children’s books, or in Utrillo’s15 paintings, which really do 
recuperate the primitive, we might easily get such an urge” (“Some Remarks on Folk Art” 279). 
For Benjamin, the appeal of such an urge—to inhabit the world of the picture, to experience its 
past—seems to lie in the experience it offers of depersonalization, of “disguise”: 
In this way the primitive, with all its implements and pictures, opens up for our benefit an 
infinite arsenal of masks: the masks of our fate—the masks with which we emerge from 
unconsciously experienced moments and situations that have now, at long last, been 
recuperated. 
   Impoverished, uncreative man knows of no other way to transform himself than by 
means of disguise. Disguise seeks the arsenal of masks within us. … To hand over these 
masks to us, and to form the space and the figure of our fate within it—this is where folk 
art comes to meet us halfway” (279).  
 
In other words, folk art and kitsch invite us into the work, offering us the “mask” of another life, 
another self. They offer an experience, Benjamin suggests, of becoming other. 
 While Benjamin does not mention the surrealists in “Some Remarks on Folk Art,” his 
other essays from the late 1920s make clear the connections between folk art, surrealism, and 
kitsch. In “Dream Kitsch: Gloss on Surrealism” (1927), Benjamin writes that the surrealists 
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“seek…to take in the energies of an outlived world of things” (4). Entering the world of the 
object of kitsch or folk art—or as Benjamin writes, “incorporating” yourself within it (“Some 
Remarks on Folk Art” 278)—involves an experience of what Joyce Cheng terms “creative 
passivity” (65). She writes that becoming subsumed by the object involves a process of 
“depersonalization or hors-de-soi,” and thereby transformation (64). Cheng identifies 
expressions of this creative passivity in various articulations of surrealism from the 1930s, 
including “images of Dogon maskers brought back by the surrealist turned ethnographer Michel 
Leiris from his two-year voyage to Africa . . .; Salvador Dalí’s ‘êtres-objets’ (‘object-beings’), 
and photographic clichés of mystic faces; and Roger Caillois’s anthropomorphic praying mantis 
and mimicking insects” (64). As a “fellow-traveler” to surrealism throughout this period, 
Benjamin interrogates the movement as he articulates his own ideas about creative passivity, not 
only in his essay on folk art, but in his work on toys, play, and childhood as well (Cheng 77). 
 In al-Tilmisānī’s notorious letter to al-Risāla, the objects and practices that he lists as 
evidence of Egypt’s indigenous surrealism clearly overlap with Benjamin’s understanding of 
folk art. The dolls associated with mūlids, the Qarāqūz puppets, the legends of ʾUmm al-Shuʿūr 
and al-shāṭir Ḥasan—these are all examples of popular practices dating back to an indeterminate 
era.16 Similarly, when al-Tilmisānī refers to “Coptic art” and “Pharaonic art,” he is referring to 
objects that may now be in museums, but were once integrated into religious rituals. In this 
sense, they also align with Benjamin’s sense of the term “folk art”—objects that are not held 
“two meters from the body,” but which invite the viewer into their world and into their history 
(“Dream Kitsch” 4). As such, they offer an experience of creative passivity, of becoming other, 
and this is why they are inhered with surrealist potential. 
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 For al-Kharrāṭ’s part, he does not refer to this declaration of al-Tilmisānī in his analysis 
of surrealism, but his assertion that surrealism in Egypt “sought inspiration…from popular 
Egyptian myth, and from the symbols of Egyptian folklore” clearly echoes what al-Tilmisānī 
suggests (Mā Warāʾa 41). Moreover, al-Kharrāṭ’s continuous emphasis on surrealism’s capacity 
to integrate the self into the world suggests that he understands surrealism in a similar way to 
Benjamin. Like Benjamin, al-Kharrāṭ places particular emphasis on the surrealist’s relation to the 
“object” (al-mawḍuʿ) and on “things.” “Surrealism smashes through the walls of things,” al-
Kharrāṭ writes, “such that the human self dissolves with them into a oneness that falls behind the 
domain of reality. . . . Thus the human gains the consciousness of things in and of themselves, 
whether these things are twilight in the sky, or a piece of thread left on the sidewalk” (29). “The 
surrealist,” al-Kharrāṭ continues, “lives the life of the thing itself” (29). 
 Al-Kharrāṭ’s theorization of surrealism echoes Breton’s notion of reconciling opposites at 
the same that it invites less recognizable forms of surrealism, such as Egyptian folklore, into its 
scope. He does this by positioning surrealism not as a modernist movement, but as a 
manifestation of an eternally recurring phenomenon. He writes that surrealism is not new, not “a 
demonic plant sprouting from the artistic firmament…fully formed” (Mā Warāʾa 13). Rather, 
surrealism returns us to our deepest history, to “primitive art” (13). Like Benjamin, al-Kharrāṭ 
uses the word “primitive” to indicate a kind of mode of existence, more than a particular period 
in human history. This mode is variously comparable to “childhood” (26), “ancient myths” (27), 
“alchemy” (30), and Sufism (27), the lattermost being a topic to which we will return. The point 
at which these all overlap is in the “harmony” that they each establish between the self and the 
world, where “the human surpasses the limits of the self, such that…the world and the self join 
together in intoxicating oneness (waḥda)” (25-26). Again and again, al-Kharrāṭ returns to this 
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idea of oneness: Surrealism invokes a beyond, or a behind, where “the separations between the 
self and the object disappear, and the human dives without obstruction into the depths of the 
cosmic mystery, integrating himself within it (mundamajān fīhi)” (27). In al-Kharrāṭ’s reception, 
surrealism takes on the quality of a kind of universal mysticism, a cosmic impulse to become one 
with the universe. 
Oneness and Multiplicity 
 
 In the Alexandrian Duet, a mysterious sense of oneness—like that invoked by al-Kharrāṭ 
in his discussions of surrealism—is also evident. It surfaces, in particular, in the text’s more 
lyrical passages. These often transpire in the form of an erotic encounter between Mikhāʾīl and 
the various “girls of Alexandria” whom he adores. Both Turābuhā Zaʿfarān and Yā banāt 
Iskandariyyā are punctuated by—or indeed, organized around—these encounters. 
 In Yā banāt Iskandariyyā, for example, Mikhāʾīl yearns for his neighbor, Munā—the 
same Munā from the passage cited above, whose friend accuses her of carrying on with Maḥrūs. 
The two meet at the fish market one evening, Mikhāʾīl walking two steps behind Munā as she 
mostly ignores him, occasionally darting glances at him. Again, the text moves fluidly from a 
relatively realist style to a more dreamlike setting, as suddenly the two of them are submerged in 
water: 
She was looking straight at me with her slightly bulging eyes. She floated in the water 
which was all around us, clear and blue. The surface was a distant sky where the sparkle 
of the sunbeams danced. . . . 
   And all around, the pure, clear, glittering swell.  
   Her body when swimming had a calm animal fluidity, as if it had no boundaries. . . .  
   We were swimming together in the glittering dimness of the water without constraint or 
anxiety or tension. We were swimming together. We never reached the bottom. (YBI 22; 
Liardet 14) 
 
Submerged beneath the surface, the borders between Mikhāʾīl and Munā are less distinct, her 
body “as if it had no boundaries (kʾanah bilā ḥudūd)”. Instead of darting glances at Mikhāʾīl, 
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here she looks straight at him. This is an instance, I suggest, of what al-Kharrāṭ variously calls 
“oneness,” or “integration.” The permeability of the water appears to infiltrate their own selves, 
so that they can be “together” in a way that they are not, on land, just moments before. Many of 
the text’s lyrical moments between Mikhāʾīl and his beloveds occur in the sea, or at the seashore, 
such that the motif of liquidity acquires not only a sexual, but also a deeply mystical resonance. 
This is the “dream-place” of his Alexandria, as cited above, the “beyond,” the “behind,” or 
perhaps even the underneath that al-Kharrāṭ alludes to in the title of his writings on surrealism, 
Mā Warāʾa al-Wāqiʿ, ‘beyond reality’. It is the place, as al-Kharrāṭ writes of surrealism, where 
“the world and the self join together in intoxicating oneness (waḥda)” (Mā Warāʾa 26).  
 It is tempting to understand the objects of Mikhāʾīl’s affections as metaphors for the 
protagonist’s, and indeed the author’s, true love and true subject of interest—the city of 
Alexandria itself. Al-Kharrāṭ encourages this reading, opening the second volume with a poetic 
paean to his city: “Girls of Alexandria, sea of Alexandria: constant unending seduction: affection 
which cannot perish. / However many she is, she is one: however fleeting, she is eternal” (YBI 7; 
Liardet xiii). As his translator, Frances Liardet, writes in her introduction, “There is the key to 
the text, for so is Alexandria at once fleeting and eternal” (ix). I do not dispute this reading, but I 
want to deepen our investigation into the substance of these erotic encounters. Against the 
background of the city’s cosmopolitanism and Mikhāʾīl’s ongoing political education, these 
encounters with the girls of Alexandria constitute more than just a metaphor for the city. I 
suggest that Mikhāʾīl’s desire to merge or achieve fusion with these various women refracts the 
larger sense of mystical integration that subtends the entire city. 
 One of the ways in which al-Kharrāṭ demonstrates the cosmopolitanism of “his” 
Alexandria is via the wide diversity of women whom Mikhāʾīl encounters, obsesses over, and 
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loves. The girls of Alexandria, as al-Kharrāṭ writes in his preface, are multiple—Christian, 
Muslim, Arab, Greek, Italian, and more. As mentioned above, their diversity is in part a 
metaphor for the city itself—as they are many, so is Alexandria. But beyond that, Mikhāʾīl’s 
erotic encounters with these women reveal something about what makes Alexandria’s 
cosmopolitanism possible. There is a sense that Mikhāʾīl’s relationship to these women reveals a 
kind of hidden truth, a sense that behind the veil of everyday events, there exists a mysterious 
power that binds the residents of the city together, and that reveals itself in the context of erotic 
union. Perhaps we might understand his earthly unions as manifestations of a more intangible, 
more abstract union. 
 In one such erotic encounter, Mikhāʾīl is an adolescent, and he is drawn to a young girl 
on the street, a stranger to him, whose name we never learn beyond her nickname, “Sūsū.” After 
following her every day for several days, the two finally speak, and “it was as if we had known 
each other for a long time” (YBI 30; Liardet 21). He invites her to meet him at a cafe the 
following Thursday, and to his delight, she shows up.  
 Mikhāʾīl recounts his emotional state upon finally speaking with the girl, and his 
delirious wait to see her again. Here the language diverges towards poetry. Mikhāʾīl’s dramatic 
wait for her, and her ultimate decision to come meet with him, are figured in terms first of heart-
wrenching desperation and then, ultimately, miraculous revelation. Leaving Sūsū after offering 
his invitation to meet with him, Mikhāʾīl recounts: 
I turned round, unable to feel my legs carrying me, and boarded the tram we had both 
alighted from a moment before. I could not believe what had happened. Had I said all 
that— though it was really so little — to her? . . .  
   On the dim threshold of the cloudy fantasies of the body I have whispered the secret 
name. Repairing to the swoon of sins and dreams, I am washed unprovisioned onto the 
shore of unbelief. My heart has nowhere to live, which is how it is with the hearts of 
those who are heading for death.  
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   I sent to you — how many times did I send you this! — the salute of the fallen from the 
abyss of unending silence, and so do I still, so do I still. . . . 
   The sea is a corpse cast by the dusk at the city’s feet.  
   The name falls from my lips, in spite of me, into the hands of death.  
   Did I ever hear your life-giving voice?  
   Did I ever see ecstasy’s lone star above my roof? 
   But she came.  
   The unbelievable, the inconceivable took place.  
   She was there at the appointed time—in fact she had come a bit early, it seemed. (YBI 
30-31; Liardet 21-22, translation modified) 
 
The language here recalls mystical poetry, particularly in the speaker’s ambiguous use of 
pronouns. While at the beginning of the cited passage, the speaker refers to his beloved as “she,” 
before long he is addressing her in the second person, as when he asks “Did I ever hear your 
resurrecting voice?” Yet perhaps this “you” is not really “Sūsū,” but rather someone, or 
something else. The instability of pronouns and their accompanying referents is compounded by 
the narrator’s mention of “the name,” as when he says “I have whispered the secret name.” Not 
“her name” or “your name,” but “the name”—a phrase that brings to mind the names of God.17  
 This mysterious name—of what or who we do not know—echoes in the scene that 
follows, when Mikhāʾīl and Sūsū finally meet up; wandering the city, they are caught in a 
rainstorm and seek shelter in a beach hut. It is here that Mikhāʾīl finally tells her his name, thus 
revealing his identity as a Coptic Christian: “There on the covered echoing verandah I told her, 
and my unmistakably Coptic name sounded odd even to my ears—odd and somehow 
unjustifiable, as it has all my life” (38; 30). As for Sūsū, we do not know her real name, but we 
do know she is Muslim, based on earlier statements in which she swears on the holy Qur’ān and 
on the prophet. She does not react to Mikhāʾīl’s declaration of his identity, but following this 
brief meeting in the beach hut, the narrator tells us that he never saw her again.  
 The revelation of Mikhāʾīl’s name, and of his Coptic identity, establishes a separation 
between them. Yet the difference in their names—his Christian name versus her unknown, 
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Muslim name—also throws into relief the power of the name mentioned in the passage cited 
above, the name we do not know, as the narrator says, “the secret name.” This secret name also 
seems to share a designation with the mysterious “you,” addressed in the same passage, who 
seems to at once incorporate the figure of Sūsū and exist beyond her. 
 This “you” returns at the end of this passage, after Mikhāʾīl and Sūsū have parted ways. 
Al-Kharrāṭ writes, “You are still with me in your single form, your multiplied form, in all the 
green plains of imagination or the fabled meadows of poetry or the watered places of the spirit” 
(39; 30). There is a sense that this separation between Mikhāʾīl and Sūsū, this demarcation of 
their difference, is somehow resolved in the omnipotence of this “you” and of “the secret name.” 
 This difference between Mikhāʾīl and Sūsū functions as a metonym for the larger set of 
differences that mark Alexandria as a whole. Mikhāʾīl’s world is cosmopolitan. Through his 
daily travails, he encounters many different types of Alexandrians, such as the milkman, known 
as “ʿAmm ʾAnīs the Tunisian” (YBI 43; Liardet 34); “Rūzā, the dressmaker,” who is Syrian (TZ 
71; 56); and ʾUmm Tūtū, the Greek woman in a relationship with his Uncle Yūnān. The 
character of ʾUmm Tūtū is representative of both the integration and the tension in Alexandria’s 
working class community. Though she and his Uncle Yūnān appear to be in love, it is implicit 
that their ethnic differences prevent them from marrying. Mikhāʾīl’s aunts refer to ʾUmm Tūtū as 
“that Greek woman” (TZ 179; 153). Al-Kharrāṭ writes of Mikhāʾīl, “He did not, then, fully 
understand the import of the word grīgīyya—Greek woman. For him, back then, differences 
between people were part of the natural course of things” (TZ 179; 153). The line suggests that 
Mikhāʾīl’s journey from childhood to adulthood will also teach him about the tension inherent in 
“differences between people.”  
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 Yet as much as the Alexandrian Duet reveals such tensions, it also depicts a society in 
relative harmony. Mikhāʾīl’s aunts may snipe about ʾUmm Tūtū behind her back, but his mother 
visits ʾUmm Tūtū often, and likes her (TZ 180; Liardet 154). Similarly, Mikhāʾīl’s downstairs 
neighbors, Ḥusain ʾAfandī and Sitt Wahība, are Muslim, while Mikhāʾīl’s own family is Coptic. 
“Sitt Wahība was a bosom friend of my mother’s,” al-Kharrāṭ writes. “She would sometimes tell 
my mother that their Prophet had entrusted us to them, and that our prophet Jesus was also an 
Apostle of God, like Moses and Abraham. My mother sometimes swore to her by Christ, the 
living son of God” (TZ 10; 3-4). 
 The relative warmth that al-Kharrāṭ depicts between the diverse neighbors of Ghayṭ al-
ʿInab stands in for a deeper sense of political solidarity, which can be glimpsed obtusely in al-
Kharrāṭ’s references to various historical events. Halim, for instance, demonstrates how an 
offhand reference in Yā banāt Iskandariyyā to “the story of the mutiny on the Greek ships” 
gestures to an oft forgotten history of Egyptian-Greek solidarity (YBI 102; Liardet 93): In 1944, 
Greek warships outside Alexandria, with the support of Greek soldiers stationed in Egypt, 
engaged in mutiny against the Greek monarchy. Given its strategic interest in Greece, Britain 
crushed the rebellion, ultimately forcing the Greek ships to surrender by cutting off food and 
water (Halim, “Scope for Comparatism” 450). Yet the siege lasted longer than expected, “in part 
due to the sympathy of Egyptians, who helped replenish the Greeks’ supplies” (450).  
 The Greek-Egyptian solidarity against the British on display in this episode is part of a 
subplot about Alexandrian Marxism and anti-imperialism in the 1940s, which traces a subtle 
course throughout the two books. Turābuhā Zaʿfarān contains an episode, cited above, where 
Mikhāʾīl meets a spy who he initially thinks is a fellow leftist: “I had spotted him walking along 
beside me,” Mikhāʾīl relates, “shouting ‘Death to the English’ and ‘Down with imperialism’ in 
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the big demonstration in shāriʿ Saʿīd, where I saw a little boy killed by a bullet from a tommy-
gun” (33; Liardet 23). In Yā banāt Iskandariyyā, Mikhāʾīl refers to the fact that in 1948 he went 
to prison for leftist activities (52; 44), and he later mentions ʾAbī Qīr, a well-known Egyptian 
internment camp (72; 64). Mikhāʾīl’s political activities never take center stage in the duet. 
Rather, they occur within the larger spiritual portrait that al-Kharrāṭ draws of Mikhāʾīl and his 
city.  
 My sense of this spiritual portrait includes Mikhāʾīl’s encounters with various 
Alexandrian women. As is clear from the examples cited above, these encounters are represented 
in language that draws inspiration from mysticism, including Sufi poetry and the Song of 
Solomon, the latter of which al-Kharrāṭ invokes in the first pages of Turābuhā Zaʿfarān (13; 
Liardet 6). Yet rather than viewing the city’s spirituality as apart from its politics, I argue that the 
two exist together. Beneath the surface of the city, a more profound unity remains, and it is this 
mystical unity—this “dream-place,” as al-Kharrāṭ calls it—that is glimpsed through Mikhāʾīl’s 
encounters with the girls of Alexandria. That sense of oneness, or waḥda, subtends the political 
solidarity among the city’s native inhabitants. It makes those politics possible.  
 Here I want to return to al-Tilmisānī’s assertion from 1939 identifying surrealism in 
Egyptian folk art, in Coptic iconography, and in Pharaonic art. Most scholarly analyses of al-
Tilmisānī’s letter have focused on its political overtones; his reclamation of surrealism from 
Europe speaks to the independence of Art et Liberté and to its anti-imperialist politics (Bardaouil 
30-31, LaCoss 93-94). While this is an essential aspect of the letter, I also want to emphasize its 
pluralist vision of Egypt. Al-Tilmisānī locates surrealism in both Muslim and Christian practices, 
as well as in the ancient art of the Pharaohs. This suggests an equality and reciprocity between all 
three traditions. What do these all have in common? They are all spiritual traditions that are 
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indigenous to Egypt. Al-Tilmisānī emphasizes this quality of indigeneity: “We are creators of art 
that emerges from the brown soil of this land and that has flowed in our blood since the days 
when we lived in absolute thought, until this very hour,” he writes. Al-Kharrāṭ echoes al-
Tilmisānī in his writings on surrealism. He writes, “Surrealism in Egypt…derived the color of its 
painting from distinct Egyptian colors: Pharaonic limestone, Alexandrian blue, and the green that 
distinguishes the holy shrouds of the pious and their tombs” (Mā Warāʾa 41). Almost fifty years 
after al-Tilmisānī wrote his letter to al-Risāla, al-Kharrāṭ revives the indigenous surrealism of 
Art et Liberté in the context of the Alexandrian Duet. The residents of Ghayṭ al-ʿInab are united 
in their common bond to the very landscape of Alexandria, to the “saffron soil,”18 to the blue of 
the sea.   
 My theorization of al-Kharrāṭ’s indigenous surrealism in the Alexandrian Duet builds on 
the work of Halim, who identifies examples of “inter-faith reciprocity and syncretism” in 
passages of the Alexandria Duet (“Scope for Comparatism” 457). This syncretism is particularly 
evident in various scenes of both Muslim and Coptic religious traditions, as in a passage where 
Mikhāʾīl describes the ritual of his Coptic and Muslim neighbors exchanging pastries on their 
respective religious holidays, “plates of kaʿk and biscuits and ghurrayyiba and crisp milk 
crackers, at the feasts of Easter and ʾAḍḥā and Christmas and Fiṭr” (TZ 107; Liardet 87; see also 
Halim, “Scope for Comparatism” 458-459). Passages such as this, Halim writes, “instantiate 
intersections as much as parallels between Christianity and Islam” (“Scope for Comparatism” 
457-8). Such parallels that become evident over the course of the Alexandrian Duet include “the 
importance of relics and of martyrdom shared by the two religious groups; the notion of survival 
of Ancient Egyptian gods in Christian and Muslim holy figures; and popular mysticism, as 
shared by Sufism and the Egyptian church, and witnessed for example in mūlids” (458). By 
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virtue of these parallels and intersections, the Alexandrian Duet depicts a cosmopolitan society 
that is nevertheless bound, via indigenous religious traditions, to the land of Egypt. 
 Other passages similarly invoke, sometimes simultaneously, the various religious 
traditions that have marked Egypt. In one passage of Turābuhā Zaʿfarān the narrator offers a 
paean to the many women in his life, summoning the names of different goddesses and gesturing 
to a diverse range of religious and mythical iconography to honor his various loves. Here, again, 
we might interpret the diverse women of Alexandria as metonyms for Alexandria’s 
cosmopolitanism as a whole. The character of Ḥusniyya is “she the One Alone, Persephone’s 
worn-out kin, whose ignominy gnaws my heart; concealed in Sinūḥī’s grove, her endless 
lamentation spans the aeons, spans the drone of mourning” (TZ 171; Liardet 147). Here al-
Kharrāṭ relates Ḥusniyya, a young prostitute who is a victim of the sex trade, to both the Greek 
goddess of Spring, Persephone, and to an ancient Egyptian poem, about a government official, 
Sinūḥī, exiled from Egypt, longing to come home. Ḥusniyya’s prostitution links her to 
Persephone’s rape by the God of the underworld, Hades, while her affiliation with Sinūḥī is more 
ambiguous; perhaps Sinūḥī’s longing to come home evokes Ḥusniyya’s similar longing for a 
haven.  
 The hymn to Ḥusniyya is merely the first of many in this passage, each one linking a 
female character from the story to a deeper lineage of religious and mythical ancestry.  
The character of Iskandara is “my Serafina,” a reference to the angels of God, while a girl named 
Linda is “a lotus-emanation from the Nile’s alluvium,” invoking the iconography of Pharaonic 
Egypt (TZ 171; 147). Finally, the character of Rāna is emblematic of many traditions, including 
paganism, Christianity, and Islam: “Rāna…my pagan Manāt, Venus of my passion, evergreen 
oak of my church, date palm of my Nijrān”19 (172; 147, translation modified). The pairing of 
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these various traditions, as Halim writes, “yields an equal acceptance of foundation myths 
elsewhere perceived as mutually exclusive” (“Scope for Comparatism” 461). It gestures to a 
sense of oneness, or waḥda, emerging out of a common sense of belonging to the land. 
 Al-Kharrāṭ’s sense of this commonality is more expansive than nationalism, as it includes 
not only Egyptians, as we have seen, but other Arabs, Greeks, Turks, and others. This portrait of 
Alexandria in fact aligns with the reality of early twentieth-century Egypt. As Deborah Starr 
shows, minority communities had long been a part of Egypt’s social fabric, and did not fully 
come to be seen as outsiders until 1952, when Egypt gained full independence from Great Britain 
and Gamāl ʿAbd al-Nāṣir came to power. Prior to that time, as part of the Ottoman Empire, 
Egypt had attracted communities of both non-Egyptian Muslims—Turks, North Africans, and 
shawām (people from the Levant, known as al-Shām)—as well as non-Egyptian non-Muslims, 
such as Greeks, Jews, Armenians and Christian shawām (Starr 16). From the mid-nineteenth 
century to the mid-twentieth, in the process of transforming from a semi-autonomous Ottoman 
kingdom to a British colony to a nation-state, “Ottoman era notions of communal 
difference…were replaced by the oppositional, binary discourses majority-minority and native-
foreigner” (16). Eventually, “resident minorities came to be viewed as resident aliens…[and] to 
be associated with the European powers” (9).20 Under Nāṣir’s presidency, life became 
increasingly difficult for these groups, to the point that most of them left Egypt, particularly after 
the Suez Crisis in 195621 (Mabro 253). Al-Kharrāṭ alludes to this exodus in Yā banāt 
Iskandariyyā, listing his neighbors who depart: 
After 1956 they all left…for Athens, Rome or Marseilles: Yvette Sassoon and Marcel 
Ṣadūq, Stepho Orphanides, Despina Stamatopolo, Rita and her husband Pissas, Anastasia 
and her husband Dimitri Campanis, tough old Maria Simonides, Janine Birkowitz, 
Madeleine and Miryam and Antoine and Odette and Arlette. (112; Liardet 102) 
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We do not know the ethnicities of all these people, though we can guess from some of their 
names—Jewish and Greek, for example.  
 In any case, most of the Alexandrian duet takes place before 1952, when Mikhāʾīl is a 
child in the 1930s, and into the 1940s, when he is participating in leftist activities. The 
Alexandrian duet was written in the 1980s, but it looks back with nostalgia on a more 
cosmopolitan era. We might see the spiritual portrait of Alexandria that emerges out of these 
texts as both an elegy for the past, and an antidote for the present. Against the background of 
increasing religious tension in Egypt, particularly in light of the rise of Islamism, the 
Alexandrian duet offers a vision of political unity that exists alongside, and in concert with, 
multiplicity.    
The Barzakh  
 The idea of a reality that exists beyond or behind our more banal reality—a reality where 
subject and object, self and other merge—is the mystical cosmology, the dream-place, that 
subtends the Alexandrian Duet. This notion of becoming one with the world, as we see from our 
reading above, draws on surrealism, but not only on surrealism. Rather, it is an idea that al-
Kharrāṭ identifies in other places as well, including in Sufism. Al-Kharrāṭ describes the climax of 
surrealist experience as “almost a Sufi moment,” when the self achieves “integration with the 
world” (Mā Warāʾa 27). Here al-Kharrāṭ appears to allude to the experience of Sufi fusion, or 
the idea, as discussed in the previous chapter, of fanā’ and baqā. 
 Ibn al-ʿArabī’s concept of oneness of being (waḥdat al-wujūd) offers an analogy for how 
we can understand the mystical power that binds together the residents of Alexandria, as 
portrayed in al-Kharrāṭ’s two novels. In Ibn al-ʿArabī’s cosmology, the diverse phenomena of 
our world, including diverse religions, are all emanations of a singularity—that is, of God. This 
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has led some to accuse Ibn al-ʿArabī of pantheism (see Rustom). However, a careful reading 
shows that, far from pantheism, Ibn al-ʿArabī’s cosmology emphasizes the oneness of God. This 
is an ontological paradox. As Chittick writes of Ibn al-ʿArabī’s thought, “No one will find true 
knowledge of the nature of things by seeking explanations in ‘either/or.’ The real situation will 
have to be sought in ‘both/and’…Nothing is certain but Being itself, yet It is the ‘coincidence of 
opposites’, bringing all opposites together in a single reality” (112). For Ibn al-ʿArabī, the 
illogical paradox of oneness in multiplicity cannot be comprehended in what he calls the 
“corporeal” realm, the world of bodies and things, yet it can be comprehended in the “imaginal” 
realm, which exists between the corporeal and the spiritual (Chittick 14). “Imagination can take a 
‘meaning’ (maʿnā)—that is, a reality of the world of intelligible things without any outward 
form—and give to it a sensory form (ṣūra maḥsūsa)” (115). Dreams are part of this imaginal 
realm, where “contraries meet and impossible things take place” (123). It is a realm where one 
can descend from a tram directly onto a wooden gangway, and where a teenage girl can 
transform into another girl, before transforming back again into her original form. As Ibn al-
ʿArabī himself writes, “How wide is the Presence of Imagination! Within it becomes manifest 
the existence of the impossible thing” (qtd. in Chittick 124).  
 Like Ibn al-ʿArabī’s imaginal realm, al-Kharrāṭ’s dream-place reconciles opposites, and 
manifests the impossible. Behind the diversity of Alexandrian daily life, there is a oneness that 
integrates all the “manyness” (Chittick 15). Like the revolution of Meddeb’s Talismano, the 
oneness of the Alexandrian Duet is spiritual, mystical, but not exactly religious. It draws on 
elements not only of Sufism but of other mystical traditions as well, including surrealism and 
Egyptian folk traditions. In the dream-place, Alexandria’s various religions and ethnicities are 
integrated, such that “the world and the self join together in intoxicating oneness (waḥda)” (al-
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Kharrāṭ, Mā Warāʾa 26). In the more surrealist or lyrical passages of the Alexandrian Duet, the 
oneness of this dream-place breaks through. 
 In Ibn al-ʿArabī’s cosmology, the imaginal realm, where dreams dwell, is also an 
example of a barzakh, a term familiar to us from the introduction to this dissertation. As 
described there, the barzakh is a Qur’ānic term that “variously designates the metaphysical space 
between life and the hereafter and also the physical space between sweet and salt waters” (cooke 
71). In Ibn al-ʿArabī’s cosmology, the barzakh acquires a broader definition, as a kind of 
liminality. Ibn al-ʿArabī writes: 
A barzakh is something that separates (fāṣil) two other things while never going to one 
side (mutaṭarrif), as, for example, the line that separates shadow from sunlight. God says, 
“He let forth the two seas that meet together, between them a barzakh they do not 
overpass” (Koran 55:19); in other words, the one sea does not mix with the other. … Any 
two adjacent things are in need of a barzakh which is neither the one nor the other but 
which possesses the power (quwwa) of both. (qtd. in Chittick 117-118) 
 
Dreams are an example of a barzakh because they exist in the imaginal realm, between the world 
of spirits and the world of bodies.  
 In the Alexandrian Duet, the dream-place that breaks through at particular moments is 
also a barzakh, for it is a space that holds together oneness and manyness at once. In Mikhāʾīl’s 
encounter with Sūsū in Yā banāt Iskandariyyā, for example, the difference between the two is, 
on the one hand, preserved—not only that she is Muslim and he a Copt, but that they are two 
separate beings. Yet at the same time, their brief encounter unites them in an instant of 
togetherness, of oneness. After the two part ways, Mikhāʾīl embarks on an extended reverie: 
You are still with me in your single form, your multiplied form, in all the green plains of 
the imagination or the fabled meadows of poetry or the watered places of the spirit, or the 
spirit’s purified deserts, or the peaks of its proud mountains with their spiny crags…You 
are with me on the shores of the tranquil blue lakes in countries not of this world; you are 




Despite the fact that Mikhāʾīl says he never saw Sūsū again, there is a sense, as al-Kharrāṭ writes 
above, that they are still together. They are both united and apart.  
 This is the paradox, but also the power, of the dream-place, of the barzakh. As miriam 
cooke writes, “It is only their seemingly contradictory yet totally undiluted convergence that 
releases the potential for their dynamic interaction” (71). In the Alexandrian Duet, the native 
inhabitants of the city converge in the dream-place, but they remain distinct. Out of this 




1For Arabic words, I am using the transliteration spelling prescribed by the International Journal 
of Middle East Studies. In places where I cite Frances Liardet’s translations, I have changed her 
spellings of Arabic words to this spelling.  
 
2Translations are mine unless otherwise noted.  
 
3Many scholars refer to these two works as a “duet” (see Ostle, Starr, Khurays). In research that 
does not use the term “Alexandrian Duet,” the two novels are nevertheless generally considered 
to be affiliated with one another (Halim, “Scope for Comparatism” 431).  
 
4As Robin Ostle has pointed out, al-Kharrāṭ’s work is not only intertextual in a traditional sense, 
in that it frequently alludes to other texts, but also with itself: Within his body of work, certain 
encounters, experiences and descriptions appear repeatedly, with slight modifications. Ostle 
describes al-Kharrāṭ as engaged “in a constant process of the re-iterating and re-visiting of the 
texts which he himself has created” (“From Intertext to Mixed Media” 133).  
 
5“The Muslims have always considered dream interpretation an important science. It is 
mentioned as a prophetic science in the Koran, and the Prophet himself used to practice it, so 
several Ḥadīth collections have chapters dedicated to ‘interpretation’ and ‘dream-visions’” 
(Chittick 119). 
 
6Al-Kharrāṭ’s oeuvre contains many references to Ibn al-ʿArabī, including in the essay “The 
Mashriq,” and as an epigraph to the short story “al-Tuhma” (“The Accusation,” trans. Catherine 
Cobham). 
 
7The title of al-Kharrāṭ’s collection of essays on surrealism, Mā Warāʾa al-Wāqiʿ, translates 
roughly to “Beyond Reality,” but a more literal translation would read: “What is Behind 
Reality.” 
 
8See Halim, “Scope for Comparison” 435-440 
 
9We might think, for instance, of the infamous scene in Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí’s film Un 
chien andalou (1929) where we see a razor cut open a woman’s eye.  
 
10A version of the khamsa appears in Andre Breton’s Nadja in the form of a drawing that Nadja 
gives to Breton (724). It also appears on the cover of some versions of the novel.  
 
11Qarāqūz is an infamous character in shadow puppetry, thought to have originated in Turkey, 
before spreading throughout the Ottoman Empire. Some scholars, however, think that the 
Turkish tradition derived from an earlier, Egyptian tradition (Chen 39).  
 
12According to Donald LaCoss, “ʾUmm al-Shuʿūr is a supernatural creature said to prowl the 
banks of the Nile River killing unwary peasants; her origins are linked to the annual ‘Bride of the 
Nile’ ritual virgin maiden sacrifices supposedly performed by the ancient pharaohs to ensure 
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agricultural production. Shāṭir Ḥasan is a trickster figure whose exploits can be found in 
folktales told throughout the Arab world” (116). 
 
13My translation draws on those by Bardaouil (259) and LaCoss (99). 
 
14Al-Kharrāṭ uses a transliteration of the English word “folklore” (Mā Warāʾa 41).  
 
15Maurice Utrillo was a French painter famous for his street scenes of Montmartre. 
 
16These are also examples of children’s toys or entertainment, another parallel to Benjamin. 
 
17In Islam, there are traditionally considered to be ninety-nine names of God, referring to the 
ways in which God is named in the Qur’ān. In Sufism, these names can be silently counted or 
meditated upon as a form of dhikr. Christian and Jewish traditions similarly consider the names 
of God to be sacred.  
 
18The title Turābuhā Zaʿfarān translates literally to “her soil is saffron,” though Liardet has 
chosen the title City of Saffron for her English translation.  
 
19Manāt is the name of a Pagan goddess of the pre-Islamic Arabian Peninsula, and Venus refers 
to the Greco-Roman goddess of love. The “evergreen oak” is my translation of the Arabic 
sindiyān, which refers to Quercus Ilex, an oak tree native to the Mediterranean region (Wehr 
508). Nijrān is a region in the southern part of the Arabian Peninsula, known for a pre-Islamic 
religious ritual that centered around a sacred date-palm (Popenoe 323). 
 
20The exception to this was Egyptian Copts and Nubians (associated with Nubia, a region now 
divided between Upper Egypt and northern Sudan), although both groups, particularly the latter, 
have still undergone forms of discrimination (Starr 17).  
 
21The Suez Crisis was precipitated by Nāṣir’s decision to nationalize the Suez Canal, which until 
then had been operated by Great Britain. Nāṣir also closed the canal to Israeli shipping. In 







CHAPTER 4: “THE THING CAN BE ITSELF AND BE THE OTHER:” SURREALISM 
AND THE ANTI-IDENTITY POLITICS OF ADŪNĪS 
 
Introduction 
 In 1988 the Alawite Syrian poet ʿAlī Aḥmad Saʿīd ʾIsbir, more commonly known as 
Adūnīs, presented a paper at Bologna University, Italy for a conference on “contradictory 
readings” organized by the writer Umberto Eco (“Rimbaud” 30; Cumberbatch 236). In the paper, 
later published in 1989 in the journal Mawāqif, Adūnīs offers an unusual take on the French 
modernist Arthur Rimbaud. He writes, “I read Rimbaud as an oriental-Sufi poet” (shāʿrān 
mashriqiyyān-ṣūfiyyān) (31; Cumberbatch 194). While he writes broadly about the French 
writer’s poetic oeuvre, Adūnīs’s evidence for this assertion draws in particular on Rimbaud’s 
famous declaration, ‘Je est un autre,’—“I is an other.” Rimbaud pronounces the phrase twice, in 
two letters that have become known as the “lettres du voyant,” ‘the seer letters.’ In the letter to 
Rimbaud’s former teacher Georges Izambard dated May 13, 1871, the phrase appears in the 
context of this quote: “Je me suis reconnu poète. Ce n’est pas du tout ma faute. C’est faux de 
dire: Je pense: On devrait dire: On me pense.–Pardon du jeu de mots–. Je est un autre” (“I have 
realized that I am a poet. It’s not my doing at all. It’s wrong to say: I think. Better to say: I am 
thought. Pardon the pun. I is an other”; 370; my trans.)  
 As stated in earlier parts of this dissertation, Rimbaud’s notorious assertion might be 
considered a kind of shorthand for the surrealist poetic mode, where the self of the poet is 
subsumed by some other subjectivity or force. Though Rimbaud himself precedes the surrealists 
by many decades, many critics, including the surrealists themselves, identify him as a forebear. 
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Marjorie Perloff identifies Rimbaud as the first of the modernist lineage she terms “the poetry of 
indeterminacy,” in which she includes the surrealists and other French modernists (4). Adūnīs, 
too, associates Rimbaud with surrealism; he includes his reading of Rimbaud as a chapter in his 
later book al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya (1992), translated by Judith Cumberbatch as Sufism and 
Surrealism (2005).   
 Like other critics, Adūnīs is interested in the poetic mode signified by the phrase “Je est 
un autre,” or as he translates it in Arabic, “ʾAnā hiyya ākhar” (35). Yet he connects Rimbaud to a 
poetic tradition that situates his work in far different terms than Perloff. “His 
letters…demonstrate,” Adūnīs writes, “that he had become convinced of a new vision of the 
world and a new form of writing, which is based on Arab Sufi experience and writing” (31; 
Cumberbatch 194). Adūnīs does not make a historical argument for Rimbaud’s alleged Sufism, 
but rather an ontological one. In other words, it is Rimbaud’s poetry, rather than any narrative of 
historical influence, that leads Adūnīs to draw this connection. He cites various reasons for his 
decision to read Rimbaud as a Sufi, including, for example, the esoteric quality of Rimbaud’s 
language, and his “prophetic, visionary stance” (36; Cumberbatch 201). Yet most of Adūnīs’s 
reading circulates around what he refers to as Rimbaud’s “explosion of the I” (infijār al-ʾanā), a 
concept which Adūnīs understands to be expressed most succinctly in the statement, “Je est un 
autre” (40; Cumberbatch 207).  
 As with Meddeb’s reception of Georges Bataille, Adūnīs implicitly connects this notion 
of the “explosion of the I” with the Sufi annihilation of the self. “This is the internal or mystical 
project,” Adūnīs writes. “It gives expression to…what in Sufism is called delirium (nashwa), 
intoxication (sukr) or ecstasy (ʾinkhiṭāf)), when the I, which is the other, is revealed. In such a 
state of delirium, the Sufi achieves oneness or unity and publicly proclaims, ‘I am God,’” (41; 
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Cumberbatch 208). This line recalls the notorious declaration of Ḥallāj, “ʿAnā al-ḥaq.” Hence, 
just as in Talismano Meddeb connects Bataille’s expressions of erotic ecstasy to Ḥallāj, Adūnīs 
also links Rimbaud’s statement, “Je est un autre,” to the Sufi poet.  
 Like Meddeb, Adūnīs appears less interested in the spirituality of Rimbaud’s poetics than 
its philosophical and ethical implications. In conceiving of “Je est un autre” as an articulation of 
Sufism, Adūnīs does not emphasize the subject’s annihilation in God. Rather, he focuses on the 
liminality between the self and others, on “the hidden oneness between the I and the world” (42; 
Cumberbatch 209). He argues that, in contrast to a Cartesian dualism that separates subject from 
object, the Rimbaldian poetic subject merges “with the lively energy of existence…in which 
there is no separation between the I and existence and the I and the we” (lā infiṣāl…bayn al-ʿanā 
wa-l-wujūd, wa-l-ʿanā wa-l-naḥnu) (36; Cumberbatch 201). 
 It is here, with Adūnīs’s invocation of a “we,” where we can glimpse, I argue, the 
suggestion of a politics. While Adūnīs gives us nothing like the ecstatic carnival of Talismano, 
nor the mystical cosmopolitanism of the Alexandrian duet, I suggest that the poet’s interest in 
Rimbaud and in surrealism stems, in part, from a recognition of its political possibilities. Adūnīs 
relates Rimbaud’s “explosion of the I” to the moment when “the self disintegrates” (tatafakak al-
dhātiyya) (41; Cumberbatch 207, translation modified). He writes, “Since we have discovered 
that the one is not the one but is the other, so the fundamental concept of identity (al-hawiyya) in 
the traditional sense of the word is shaken up and no longer exists. It follows that the thing can 
be itself and the other (al-shaiʾ yumkin ʾan yakūn nafsah wa-l-ākhar)” (41; Cumberbatch 207). 
Writing in 1988, Adūnīs here upholds the “disintegration” of identity at the very moment when 
the political instrumentalization of identity is resulting in violence in various parts of the Arab 
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world, nowhere more clearly than in Lebanon, from where Adūnīs fled just a few years before 
writing this paper.  
 In this final chapter of the dissertation, I will provide an overview of Adūnīs’s 
relationship to surrealism, with a particular emphasis on the nineteen-eighties, during which time 
Adūnīs fled the war in Beirut and relocated to Paris. Tracing the trajectory of Adūnīs’s thought 
from roughly 1979 to 1993, we will ask, with Adūnīs, what can surrealism do? All of the authors 
examined thus far in this dissertation have deployed surrealism as an instrument for imagining 
new futures for the Arab world. Like Walter Benjamin writing in 1929, their texts attempt to 
“open up this romantic dummy” of surrealism and “find something usable inside” (“Surrealism” 
214).  
 In his detailed account of late modernism in Beirut, a movement in which Adūnīs played 
an essential role, Robyn Creswell describes the distrust with which the poet and his 
contemporaries viewed “politics,” or in Arabic, al-siyāsa. “The idea that politics… is essentially 
an activity of oppression (rather than liberation, solidarity, or negotiation) is consistent 
throughout Adūnīs’s oeuvre,” Creswell writes. “In his writing, the Arabic word is usually 
translated as ‘ideology’ or even ‘fanaticism’. … Where culture permits the individual to explore 
and transform communal attachments, politics fixes identity and makes it into a weapon” (23). 
Almost the only exception to this, in Creswell’s view, is Adūnīs’s brief infatuation with the 
Iranian revolution, as demonstrated in his writings about the event in 1979.  
 I do not dispute Creswell’s assertion that Adūnīs distrusts politics, and that the word al-
siyāsa rarely appears in his work a positive light. Yet I do want to subject his writings about 
surrealism to a kind of political analysis. What would it mean to conceive of a self that, as 
Adūnīs writes, “can be itself and the other”? Such a possibility, if we can imagine it, would have 
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profound consequences for societal conceptions of identity. Reflecting on Adūnīs’s uses of 
surrealist conceits, particularly in juxtaposition to his writings about identity, I argue that we find 
the invocation of a utopian form of community. While this community does not offer much of a 
tangible political vision, it gestures to the possibility of a kind of ecstatic cosmopolitanism, a 
way of existing with others that resonates with more explicit political portrayals in the work of 
authors such as Meddeb and al-Kharrāṭ.  
Adūnīs, Surrealism, Liberation: 1947/1979 
 Adūnīs’s interest in Rimbaud and in surrealism more broadly did not begin in 1988. In 
fact, we can trace an intimacy with surrealism all the way back to the start of Adūnīs’s career. In 
the 1940s, when Adūnīs was still living in Syria, the poet came into the orbit of Ūrkhān 
Muyassar, a “highly cultured experimentalist,” “dilettante and avant garde writer,” “lover and 
connoisseur of fine art and fine literature,” and “guiding influence on Syrian and other Arab 
writers” (Jayyusi 513-516).1 Muyassar hosted a regular salon in Aleppo2 where writers, artists 
and intellectuals gathered and “incorporated surrealist modes into their work” (Lenssen et al. 
133). Some of these ideas about surrealism culminated in Siryāl (1947),3 a collection of prose 
poetry by the writer Alī al-Nāṣir, with an introductory essay by Muyassar in which he theorizes 
surrealism, titled “al-Sirrīyālīyya.” Salma Khadra Jayyusi calls this collection “probably the most 
avant-garde poetic experiment in modern Arabic poetry before the movement of free verse at the 
end of the forties” (514). In 1979, Siryāl was re-issued, this time with a new preface, written by 
Adūnīs. 
 In the baroque and highly abstruse language of his 1947 introduction, Muyassar lays out 
his interpretation of surrealism, in which the role of the unconscious, similar to European 
surrealism, is essential. Muyassar describes the human being as guided by “instincts,” which 
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“clash” with our physical environment; the shocking experiences of these clashes leave traces, 
which “drip and fall into the great reservoir we call the unconscious” (18). When the 
unconscious “expels [these experiences] into the domain of awareness, and the individual 
records them as they are,” Muyassar writes, “this, then, is surrealism” (18). It is a direct 
representation of our instinctual clash with our environment, of “the constant fruitful interchange 
between the outer world and our soul” (Jayyusi 514). For Muyassar, a true surrealist art can only 
emerge by virtue of a kind of pure automatism, in which the images that the artist or poet 
generates arise directly from the unconscious, unadulterated by any recourse to a traditional 
artistic or symbolic lexicon (Muyassar 19). 
 Such a surrealism, Muyassar emphasizes, remains to be realized. The challenge lies in 
reproducing the image at the very instant it emerges from his subconscious:  
When the individual attempts to reproduce the image, through drawing or writing or 
some other manner, he cannot find the means to do so—whether in words or shapes or 
colors—despite the clarity of the image’s impact and impression upon his higher nervous 
system. Thus he resorts to producing a new image in which is cast the impression of the 
living image that touched him with such clarity. And if he does this then the image comes 
into existence in a style that is a blend of surrealism and symbolism, for the impact of the 
intellect (al-dhihn) has become apparent. (19) 
 
In other words, the individual cannot reproduce the subconscious image without resorting to the 
conscious mind, and to forms or motifs with which he is already familiar. Thus both the artistic 
and literary surrealism that we know from such figures as Andre Breton, Leonora Carrington, 
and Picasso should more accurately be classified, Muyassar writes, as “para-surrealism” (19). 
For Muyassar, surrealism is not an artistic method originating in Europe, but rather a radical 
artistic possibility that has yet to be fully realized.  
 In the 1979 re-issue of Siryāl, Adūnīs does not grapple directly with Muyassar’s 
theorization so much as he echoes some of its themes—namely, the struggle between the 
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human’s inner life and his external circumstances. Adūnīs begins his preface with the sentence, 
“I describe the output of Ūrkhān Muyassar…as a liberation project (mashrūʿ taḥarrur) and, 
above all, a project that liberated my own life (mashrūʿ taḥarrur ḥayātī)” (7). Such words might 
indicate the beginning of a fiery political tract. Yet, as is often the case with Adūnīs, his sense of 
“liberation” leads us not to politics, at least not in an explicit sense, but rather to an insistence on 
individual and artistic freedom.   
 Like Muyassar, Adūnīs is concerned with emancipating the artist from the common 
artistic lexicon. Artistic innovation occurs, Adūnīs writes, when “we separate ourselves from the 
prevailing ‘culture,’ or from the teleology of socio-cultural forms of symbolism” (8). Like 
Muyassar, Adūnīs associates such forms of “symbolism”—the vocabulary of the “prevailing 
culture”—with the conscious mind. This is in contrast to the unconscious, which holds the power 
of “the nature of the interior self,” or what Adūnīs elsewhere calls “the first life” (9). Adūnīs 
echoes Muyassar again in his description of the artistic process as a struggle between society and 
individual inner life, as “the strife between self/nature, on the one hand, and culture/society, on 
the other” (9).  
 While some of this conception of artistic creativity follows directly from Muyassar’s 
ideas, there is also something more surprising, even strange, contained in Adūnīs’s 
introduction—something which orients Muyassar’s theorization of surrealism in a new direction. 
Adūnīs links the unconscious not only to the inner self of the artist, but also to a kind of spiritual 
sense of creativity, signified by his repeated use of the word al-khalq, or of words deriving from 
the same root. Al-khalq refers to the act of creation, and it is specifically associated with divine 
creation, as opposed to scientific invention or artistic creation. “Consciousness, in the Freudian 
sense of the term,” Adūnīs writes, “is what engages with daily life, or with culture at its ordinary, 
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inferior level.” In contrast, Adūnīs continues, “the unconscious engages with culture on the level 
of divine creation” (yuqābil al-thaqāfa bimustawāhā al-khalāq) (9). Here Adūnīs gestures to a 
plane of spirituality at the same moment that he invokes a Freudian schema. In linking the idea 
of the unconscious—and by extension a modernist epistemology—to divine creation, Adūnīs 
thus retroactively assigns a kind of modernism to the earliest history of Islam. This move 
telegraphs some of the arguments that Adūnīs will make later in his reading of Rimbaud (1989), 
in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya (1992), and in al-Shʿiriyya al-ʿarabiyya (An Introduction to Arab 
Poetics) (1985).  
 In the modernist impulse that Adūnīs identifies in the act of divine creation, we can 
identify hints of a broader historical argument that the poet makes over and over again 
throughout his career. In this view, the history of the Arab world is characterized by a constant 
struggle between two forces, what Adūnīs terms, in the title for his encyclopedia of Arab history 
published in 1974, al-Thābit wa-l-mutaḥawwil, ‘The Fixed and the Changing’. For instance, 
where Adūnīs views the beginnings of Islam itself as a “radical and total transformation of Arab 
society…a revolution,” he sees the religion’s eventual institutionalization in the form of the 
caliphate, and indeed in the post-independence Arab governments that eventually followed, as a 
stifling of that rebellious impulse (cited in Creswell, City of Beginnings 193). The figures that fill 
the pages of the revisionary history of al-Thābit wa-l-mutaḥawwil are largely “heterodox figures: 
marginalized individuals (scientists, mystics, rationalist philosophers), revolutionary social 
movements (the Zanj Rebellion, the Qarmatians), and dissident intellectual currents (atheism, the 
Muʿtazila, and especially esoteric Shiism)” (City of Beginnings 151-152). As Creswell writes, 
Adūnīs’s reformulation of Arabo-Islamic history acts as “an attempt to identify the historical 
precursors of an as-yet-unrealized Arab modernism” (City of Beginnings 152). 
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 In his introduction to the 1979 issue of Siryāl, Adūnīs upholds the unconscious as a tool 
for the revival of Arabic poetics; in doing so, he echoes some of the theses of al-Thābit wa-l-
mutaḥawwil. As in his theory of the origins of Islam, Adūnīs characterizes the initial 
“emergence” of Arab rhetoric as a moment of rebellion; this language held “the power of divine 
creation and discovery” (“Muqadima” 10). Yet where this rhetoric was once “essential,” it has 
now “transformed…into didactic instruction. Meanwhile, poetry has become, most of the time, a 
kind of cold hunt for worldly things, a kind of crowded linguistic gathering” (10). Adūnīs links 
this deadening of poetic language to what he sees as the oppressive dominance of “religious 
symbolism” in Arab society (7):  
This [symbolism] organizes the human’s relation to existence, as well as the relations in 
and amongst people. Thus it is linked, at its essence, to societal practices and values. 
Hence we realize that an escape from this [symbolism] or a violation against it is a 
difficult and hazardous undertaking. Perhaps this explains, to a great extent, the 
hegemony of tradition in Arabic poetic writing, and the lack of innovations and 
explosions—to a point of complete absence—in some of its stages. (7)  
 
As a result of the hegemony that “religious symbolism” exercises over Arab society, Adūnīs 
writes, “the poet’s attention has been limited on the whole, to political-societal liberation,” as 
opposed to “deep liberation” (7). Adūnīs seems to regard the influence of this “religious 
symbolism” in Arab society as an inhibition not only on individual artistic creativity, but on 
individual transformation and self-realization.   
 Yet Adūnīs does not appear opposed to spirituality altogether, as suggested by the 
connection he draws between the power of the unconscious and the act of divine creation. 
Rather, he wants to recover the rebellious spirit of religious faith for poetry, and perhaps even 
something beyond poetry. “The greatest art,” he writes, “is that which practices a project of 
complete liberation: an agreement between vital creative energy (internal, unconscious), and 
revolutionary creative energy (external, psycho-social)” (8). Such an art might result in the 
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“creation” of a new world—“a world that corresponds with the aspirations of the unconscious 
and is an extension of it” (9). Such language suggests that Adūnīs is not disinterested in societal, 
indeed political change, however much he is known to disdain politics. But any such change 
must be accompanied by internal “liberation” (taḥarrur) as well.  
 But what does Adūnīs mean by “liberation”? His use of the term echoes some of the 
vagueness with which the European surrealists deploy the word “liberté.” As Breton writes in the 
first “Manifeste du surréalisme,” and as Habib Tengour echoes in his “Le Surréalisme 
Maghrébin,” “le seul mot de ‘liberté’ est est tout ce qui m’exalte encore” (“The mere word 
‘freedom’ is the only one that still excites me; 312; Seaver and Lane 4). For Breton and his peers 
in 1924, “freedom” signals a release from artistic and societal constraints, the freedom to live 
differently after the catastrophe of World War I. For Adūnīs, writing in Lebanon in 1979, 
freedom is also about the freedom to create, yet it is likewise inflected by the political 
circumstances of the Arab world—an atmosphere markedly different from that of Paris in the 
1920s. Thus “liberation,” for Adūnīs, even in the context of talking about poetry, acquires 
additional stakes.4  
 The stakes of Adūnīs’s “liberation project,” as he describes it in his preface to Siryāl, are 
further illuminated in a pair of articles that Adūnīs wrote contemporaneously, about the Iranian 
revolution. Initially published in the Lebanese newspaper al-Nihār in February 1979—the same 
month that he dates his preface to Siryāl —, they were later republished in Mawāqif as one piece, 
titled “Bayn al-thubāt wa-l-taḥawil: Khawāṭir ḥawil al-thawra al-islāmiyya fī Īrān” (“Between 
Stability and Transformation: Thoughts on the Islamic Revolution in Iran”5). The articles exult in 
the possibilities that the revolution announces, in the “great scope for imagination” that the 
movement has opened up (156-157). While Adūnīs does not offer specific predictions for what 
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will happen, he nevertheless invokes the possibility of a transformative politics, a “revolutionary 
summons” (al-thawra-daʿwa) (157), a new reality which will transform not only Arabo-Islamic 
society6, but the Arabo-Islamic self: 
We revolt; thus we do not only change others, but we change ourselves as well. We do 
not only change the object, but we change the subject with it. We do not only change the 
world and its things, but we change minds and souls also. (158) 
 
Such language echoes his demand for both an external and an internal liberation as articulated in 
his preface for Siryāl. 
 Moreover, Adūnīs connects the possibility of this liberation directly to the project of 
“culture.” Acknowledging the anxiety that some observers were feeling in 1979 about the 
direction of the revolution, he writes, “How to keep the revolution a means to serve man, to blow 
up his energies, to create the maximum potential to open him and liberate him? And how do we 
fit between the needs of the establishment-system, and the needs of freedom and creativity?” 
(158). Adūnīs answers his own question via a turn to culture. He blames the previous climate of 
oppression, both in Iran and in the Arab world, on a “culture of memorization and habit” (158). It 
is a culture that no longer responds to “actual socio-economic-political conditions,” but rather 
“continues, in its foundations and its perspectives and its concepts…as it was in ancient times” 
 (159).  
 Adūnīs does not define exactly what he means by the word “culture,” but a turn again to 
his contemporaneous writing in the preface for Siryāl suggests that he is thinking about art and 
literature, even whilst writing, ostensibly, about politics. In the preface, he describes Arab culture 
as dominated by “religious symbolism,” which inhibits Arab cultural life, particularly its poetic 
expression; this symbolism contributes to the culture’s lack of poetic “innovations and 
explosions” (7). True art, then, Adūnīs writes, “transcends the prevailing culture.” He continues, 
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“When we innovate, artistically—this is thus to separate ourselves from the prevailing ‘culture,’ 
or to separate ourselves from the teleology of socio-cultural forms of symbolism” (8). This 
would suggest, then, that Adūnīs views culture in a negative light, as another instrument of 
oppression.   
 This contradicts the potentialities of culture that emerge out of Adūnīs’s writings on the 
Iranian revolution. But perhaps this is exactly the point. Adūnīs wants to imagine a culture that 
affirms, rather than refuses, the “nature of the inner self” (“Muqadima” 9). Whereas the 
contemporary culture of the Arabo-Islamic world is “incompatible” with the inner self and with 
the desires of the unconscious (9), Adūnīs’s writings on Iran suggests that he sees in that 
revolution—at least in its early days—the possibility of something different: 
The Iranian Islamic revolution reveals two things that go hand in hand: The first is the 
necessity to rethink the meaning of culture, of inheritance, and the second is the need to 
rethink the relation between culture and politics, on the one hand, and between culture 
and between the changing world, on the other.  
   In terms of the former, it is necessary to affirm that culture—in the sense of 
creativity—is synonymous with society’s ability to renew itself continuously. And in 
terms of the latter, it is necessary to affirm that the work of culture does not separate itself 
from the work of politics, and that the cultural struggle, is also, in its essence, a political 
struggle. (“Bayn al-thubāt wa-l-taḥawil” 160) 
 
Such language directly contradicts what Adūnīs writes about politics and culture later in the 
1980s and early 1990s. With regard to the Lebanese Civil War, Adūnīs sees politics and culture 
not as innately intertwined, but on the contrary, directly opposed; he blames the war on “the 
superiority of the political over the cultural” (Ha anta 11). I will say more about this in the next 
section of the chapter, but for now, let us note that there is a moment in 1979 where Adūnīs sees 
the possibility of an external politics that reflects internal liberation. He can envision, as he 
writes in his preface to Siryāl, “the creation of a world that corresponds with the aspirations of 
the unconscious, and is an extension of it” (9).  
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 Moreover, it is precisely the Iranian revolution’s spiritual dimension that gives Adūnīs 
particular optimism for the revolution’s future, and indeed, that supplies the possibility of 
“liberation.” Adūnīs in fact begins his commentary on the Iranian revolution by mocking 
Marxists who thought that religion was but a “reflection of human weakness and helplessness” 
(“Bayn al-thubāt wa-l-taḥawil” 151). He writes that the revolution is a rebuke to such ideas:  
Let us recognize, then, that religion today is like a sigh of relief from an Iran that is 
burdened…Thus religion, in this case, is not an ‘opiate,’ but a kind of awakening. It is, of 
course, not just “political Islam,” but it is—as these revolutionary Muslims practice it—
evidence of a path that leads the human to his full life, opening it fully, completing it.  
   Let us recognize in the clearest form that what happened today in Iran is not just 
‘political Islam,’ but it is Islam, in the narrowest sense of the word. (152)  
 
Here we see a reaffirmation of the thesis of al-Thābit wa-l-mutaḥawwil, wherein Adūnīs 
identifies revolutionary potential and “radical energies” in the historical beginnings of Islam—
energies that were then co-opted and converted by the caliphate into “instruments of the status 
quo” (Creswell 193). The beginnings of the Iranian Revolution thus represent, for Adūnīs, a 
reclamation of that “revolutionary, modernist impulse” (193).   
 Eventually, as Khomeini’s project comes clearer and the consequences of the Iranian 
revolution begin to stabilize, Adūnīs retreats from his prior support for the revolution. By the 
summer of 1980, as Creswell shows, Adūnīs reverses his initial enthusiasm for the Iranian 
Revolution (City of Beginnings 199-200). The strictness with which he subsequently views the 
necessity of separating “culture” from “politics” results in a lack of enthusiasm for the Syrian 
revolutionaries during the Arab Spring of 2011 7.It is at this moment when Adūnīs writes, “I will 
never agree to participate in a demonstration that comes out of the mosque,” a declaration that 
earns him much criticism (“I will never agree”).  
 We might reconcile Adūnīs’s initial support for the Iranian Revolution with his later 
denigration of the Syrian revolutionaries via a consideration of his use of the word dīn, 
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‘religion.’ In his articles about the Iranian Revolution, Adūnīs deploys the word dīn, but what he 
really seems to mean is a kind of spirituality. Where “religion” implies an organized system for 
the expression of a particular faith, Adūnīs seems more interested in the individual experience of 
liberation that a belief in a higher power can entail. It is this quality of an Islamically inflected 
spirituality that he will later bring to his readings of Sufi poets, and to his sense of the political 
possibilities that Sufism offers. In his reading of Rimbaud (1989), in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya 
(1992) and in his long poem “Shahwa tataqaddam fī kharāʾiṭ al-māda” (1987), Adūnīs again 
invokes the revolutionary impulses of spirituality, but this time with specific regard to Sufism, 
rather than to “Islam” in a larger sense. These writings, as I will demonstrate in the next section, 
point again to the possibility of a kind of liberation, though it is of a different quality than the 
liberation invoked in Adūnīs’s writing about Iran.   
 What does all of this have to do with surrealism? Despite the fact that the word “surreal” 
does not appear in Adūnīs’s writing about the Iranian revolution, I argue that the utopian 
possibilities that Adūnīs identifies in the religiosity—or more aptly, the spirituality—of the 
Iranian revolution overlap, in fact, with the potential that he sees in surrealism. While he 
discusses, in his preface to Siryāl, the need to reject the “teleology” of the “prevailing culture” in 
favor of a turn inwards, towards the unconscious, he also affirms his ultimate hope for a 
liberation that is both individual and societal: “The greatest art is that which practices a project of 
complete liberation: an agreement between vital creative energy (intrinsic/internal, unconscious), 
and revolutionary creative energy (external, psycho-social)” (“Muqadima” 7). Writing about Iran 
in the same month that he writes his preface to Muyassar’s collection, Adūnīs appears to see the 
revolution as a manifestation of the “complete liberation” whose possibility he invokes when 
discussing surrealism. More than a decade later, the link between Islamic spirituality and 
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surrealism that is implied in his writings of February 1979 becomes explicit, first in his essay 
about Rimbaud, and subsequently in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya.    
Adūnīs and Identity, 1981-1993 
 Al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya focuses mostly on what Adūnīs considers to be the 
ontological similarities between Sufism and surrealism; it emphasizes the overlapping artistic 
conceits and methods of the two practices. In further evidence of Creswell’s argument about 
Adūnīs’s disdain for politics, the word al-siyāsa is mentioned only a few times, usually in a 
negative light. In spite of this, a close reading reveals the text to be in conversation with one of 
the central political flashpoints of the era—the question of identity. Particularly in Adūnīs’s 
reading of Rimbaud and of the tenth-century Sufi poet al-Niffarī, the possibility of a different 
kind of community emerges, one built not on the affirmation or declaration of identity, but on its 
“disintegration” (“Rimbaud” 41; Cumberbatch 207). 
 The word “identity,” hawiyya, does not appear in Adūnīs’s articles about the Iranian 
revolution, nor in his introduction to the reissue of Siryāl, nor does it often come up in articles in 
Mawāqif throughout the 1970s. However, beginning in the early 1980s, it begins to manifest 
more frequently, both in Adūnīs’s writing and in writing from around the Arab world. In 1981, 
for instance, Adūnīs published an essay in Mawāqif, “al-Shʿir al-ʿarabī/al-shʿir al-ʾūrūbī” (Arab 
Poetry/European Poetry), which was later retitled “Shʿiriyya al-hawiyya” (The Poetics of 
Identity) when anthologized in his collection Siyāsat al-shʿir (1985).  
 Roughly coinciding with the beginning of the Lebanese Civil War, the concept of identity 
becomes a topic to which Adūnīs returns again and again. In his memoir of his years in Beirut, 
Ha anta ayyuhā al-waqt (There You Are, O Time)8 (1993), Adūnīs blames the civil war on the 
political weaponization of identities. The “explosion of conflict,” Adūnīs writes, “clarified that 
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politics cannot be an identity, but on the contrary, politics distorts identity or turns it into a mere 
tool or machine” (12-13). Adūnīs describes Beirut, beginning in roughly the mid-twentieth 
century, as a kind of cosmopolitan artistic haven (10-11). Yet the war remade the city in the 
image of factions and sects. “The legend of cultural Beirut began to fragment,” Adūnīs writes. 
“Each group began to fabricate its own private myth—not within the myth of Beirut, in its 
differences and distinctions, but against it, and against the collective myth of Beirut. Beirut 
turned against itself. The other became exiled to the other” (13).   
 Such language—and particularly the line “the other became exiled to the other” 
(ʾAṣbaḥa…al-ākhar manfān li-l-ākhar)—is striking when viewed in juxtaposition with Adūnīs’s 
writing about surrealism and about Rimbaud. Describing the implications of Rimbaud’s 
“explosion of the I,” Adūnīs writes: 
While we believe that the I is the I and nothing else apart from that, the self has a singular 
oneness and a special identity (li-l-dhāt waḥdatan fardiyyatan wa lahā hawwiyatahā al-
khāṣa). This system of meaning is based on traditional logic. But since we have 
discovered that the I is not the I, but is other, so the fundamental concept of identity, in its 
traditional sense, is shaken up and passes away (yatazalzal wa yantahi(. It follows that 
the thing can be itself and the other (al-shaiʾ yumkin ʾan yakūn nafsah wa-l-ākhar). 
(“Rimbaud” 41; Cumberbatch 207, translation modified) 
 
Of course, Adūnīs is reading Rimbaud in terms of Sufism, in which case the “other” is God, 
rather than another person, or another member of the community. Indeed, beyond the lines cited 
above, Adūnīs does not explicitly connect his reading of Rimbaud and identity to a politics. 
Nonetheless, his language recalls the political struggles over identity that were paramount in the 
Arab world at the very time Adūnīs was writing; it gestures towards the possibility of a different 
way of existing with others.  
 “Identity” is invoked at various points throughout al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya. 
Describing the work of al-Niffarī, Adūnīs writes, “the world he writes about is neither 
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determined nor defined: it does not have a ready-made identity (hawiyya jāhiza), but one that 
appears to be constantly arriving and never ending. Man also appears to be similarly resistant to 
every ready-made and finite identity. Like the world, he is in flux” (186; Cumberbatch 156). For 
al-Niffarī, Adūnīs suggests, the identities of both people and things are not stable; they flow into 
one another. This is characteristic of the poetry of both Sufism and surrealism, Adūnīs argues, in 
that both are part of a “deep-rooted gnostic tradition” (taqlīd mʿarifī ʿarīq) (188; Cumberbatch 
158). This is to say that both Sufi and surrealist poetics are not merely “instruments” for 
describing “the concrete external world” (186; Cumberbatch 156-157). Rather, they are 
experiential processes, active searches for reaching “the concealed world” (al-ʿālam al-bāṭin) 
(188; Cumberbatch 158). This idea of a “concealed world” is central to both Sufi and surrealist 
thought—in Sufism a world that is “veiled” or “behind” our banal reality, to recall Idwār al-
Kharrāṭ’s language, and in surrealism a world that is “above” (sur-réaliste).  
 Adūnīs’s invocation of identity in the context of describing the work of al-Niffarī seems 
initially remote from political concerns. Yet Adūnīs contrasts al-Niffarī’s poetics of a “constantly 
arriving and never ending” identity with the “literary and cultural establishment,” which “is 
based on the belief that there is a single, unique and finite truth, and that everything else is false. 
This truth is embodied in the shariʿa and the political order is based upon it and preserves it” 
(187; Cumberbatch 157-158). His mention of shariʿa reminds us that al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-
sūrrīyālīyya was first published in 1992, at which time Adūnīs may have been thinking about 
“identity” less in terms of the violence of the Lebanese Civil War and more in terms of the rising 
sway of Islamism. Despite the fact that al-Niffarī was writing in the tenth century, Adūnīs’s 
mention of the “literary and cultural establishment” seems to refer both to the time in which the 
Sufi poet was writing and to Adūnīs’s own era. Indeed, as we saw in the section above, this 
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reflects Adūnīs’s view of Arabo-Islamic history, in which an ossified (or “fixed”9) political 
power has essentially held sway since the rise of the Caliphate, with the Iranian Revolution 
representing a brief exception that Adūnīs nonetheless quickly retracts. 
 Elsewhere in his chapter about al-Niffarī, Adūnīs reinforces the political implications of a 
Sufi-surrealist notion of identity. “The problem that exists in dominant Arab culture, both today 
and in the past,” he writes, is “of the self in relation to the other and the self in relation to the 
other outside this culture—i.e. the alien/foreign other” (189; Cumberbatch 159, translation 
modified). Adūnīs implicitly contrasts this “problem” with al-Niffarī’s “constantly arriving and 
never ending” identity, and with Rimbaud’s poetics of “Je est un autre” (187; Cumberbatch 157-
158). He continues, “The [dominant] culture views identity as an impenetrable being; the other 
exists only by surrendering its own identity and becoming part of it—by melting into its I” (190; 
Cumberbatch 159). In contrast to this imperialist notion of selfhood, Adūnīs invokes Sufi and 
surrealist figures, such as al-Niffarī and Rimbaud, as examples of a different way to conceive of 
self and other.  
 Thus a sense of community—and beyond that, a kind of cosmopolitanism—is immanent 
to Adūnīs’s writings about Sufism and surrealism, even whilst he mostly avoids explicitly 
delving into politics. What Sufism teaches us, Adūnīs writes, is that “if man is to attain the 
infinite, he will have to change the body itself into a kinetic, unending tide (madd ḥarakī lā 
muntahin), and he will achieve that only by destroying the action of the senses, as well as that of 
reason” (189; Cumberbatch 159, translation modified). If the phrase “destroying the action of the 
senses” recalls Rimbaud’s famous line—“il s’agit d’arriver à l’inconnu par le dérèglement de 
tous les sens” (“one reaches the unknown by the derangement of all the senses”)—then this is 
intentional (Rimbaud 370; Fowlie 371, translation modified). Sufism prescribes the experience 
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of attaining “the infinite,” Adūnīs writes, but it is “an idea that Rimbaud and the Surrealists adopt 
about a thousand years later” (189; Cumberbatch 159). While this idea of reaching “the infinite” 
(yablagh al-insān mā lā yantahī) might seem remote from ideas about politics or community, 
Adūnīs nonetheless connects it to politics, by virtue of opposing it to how “the self or identity” 
(al-dhāt ʾaw al-hawiyya) is conceived in “dominant Arab culture, both today and in the past” 
(189; Cumberbatch 159). In contrast to this prevailing view, both Sufism and surrealism entail 
the dissolution of traditional distinctions between subject and object, self and other. 
 Moreover, the very act of linking Sufism to Rimbaud and the Surrealists via a shared 
preoccupation with the “disintegration of identity” is also, I contend, a move to rethink identity 
and to create community. For the same “dominant Arab culture” against which Adūnīs inveighs 
for its notion of identity, is also a culture that would deign to view the Frenchman Arthur 
Rimbaud as a member of its community, as well as even the Sufi poets who Adūnīs presents as 
heterodox modernists. In contrast to the historical narrative propagated by fundamentalist Islam, 
Adūnīs imagines himself to be part of an alternative genealogy that crisscrosses the 
Mediterranean Sea, “a deep-rooted gnostic tradition” that “goes back to [the Epic of] Gilgamesh” 
and “can afterwards be found in the Hermetic and Eleusis traditions,” the latter of which seems 
to refer to gnostic traditions (e.g. the Eleusinian Mysteries) in Ancient Greece (188; 
Cumberbatch 158, translation modified). In an attached footnote, Adūnīs remarks that “Sufism 
rejects the Aristotelian laws of reason, which have held sway in Western culture. They are the 
three famous laws: the law of identity (A is A); the law of contradiction (A cannot be both A and 
not A at the same time); and the law of the excluded middle (A must be either A or not A)” (188-
189; Cumberbatch 236). Though he does not define exactly what he means by “the Hermetic and 
Eleusis traditions,” the note suggests that he is opposing this “deep-rooted gnostic tradition” to 
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another tradition of rationalism associated with Aristotle. In some ways, this move resonates 
with the historiographical project of al-Thābit wa-l-mutaḥawwil, in that Adūnīs is identifying a 
long-running historical opposition between two general dispositions or modes, in this case, one 
“rational” and one gnostic or mystical (as opposed to “fixed” versus “changing”). Yet an 
important distinction is that where al-Thābit wa-l-mutaḥawwil confines itself to the general 
geographic and historic borders of the Arabo-Islamic world, in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya, and 
in other works beginning in the 1980s, Adūnīs expands the poetic lineage within which he sees 
his own work to include both Western or European figures as well as traditions that pre-date 
Islam.  
 I suggest that we might understand the genealogy invoked in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya 
as existing within a broadly conceived Mediterranean framework. I make this assertion based not 
only on the actual geography within which these historical figures and traditions exist—that is to 
say, roughly within the Mediterranean basin—but also based on frequent comments by Adūnīs 
upholding the Mediterranean as a representation of how he conceives of his own identity or 
home. When he writes that aspects of Rimbaud’s poetry are “based on the Arab creative vision,” 
for instance, Adūnīs goes on to define “Arab” as such: 
I am using the word here in a particular sense and in a context in which race, nationalism 
and religion, strictly speaking, are set aside, so that the word signifies, instead, an 
exclusively cultural concept, whose roots extend to the era before Islam and the Arab 
language, to India and Persia and Greece, Sumeria and Babylon, across the prophecies of 
Judaism and Christianity. It is a concept whose various elements are more in tune with 
the Islamic climate, especially the Mediterranean, and whose identity is expressed in the 
Arabic language. (“Rimbaud” 31; Cumberbatch 194) 
 
We are reminded here of Adūnīs’s tendency to isolate “culture” from all other aspects of society, 
such that culture becomes “a mirage that floats free of its material conditions” (Creswell, City of 
Beginnings 23). Regardless of the critique that we might direct toward this notion of culture, I 
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am interested in the way that Adūnīs defines “Arab” here—as a particular “Mediterranean” 
sensibility. While India and Persia are of course distant from the Mediterranean, Adūnīs draws 
them towards the sea by virtue of pairing them with “Sumeria and Babylon…Judaism and 
Christianity.” This suggests a particularly cosmopolitan understanding of “Arab” culture.  
 In some ways, this recourse to the Mediterranean is a return to a preoccupation that 
Adūnīs exhibits throughout his early work. Indeed, we can trace his investment all the way back 
to the 1940s and 50s, during which time he was affiliated with the Syrian Socialist Nationalist 
Party (SSNP). Founded by the Lebanese intellectual Antun Saadé, the SSNP espoused a pluralist 
notion of Syrian identity that opposed itself to contemporary arguments for Arabism and Arab 
nationalism. Saadé “advanced a unique conception of Syrian identity as…synthesis of many 
cultures, civilizations, and ethnic and linguistic communities; a rich tapestry of Levantine 
peoples—Canaanite Phoenicians and Hebrews, Aramaeans and others—who could not be 
defined as ‘Arabs’ without oversimplifying and misleading” (Salameh 41). It was during his 
years as a “card-carrying” member of the SSNP that Adūnīs acquired his current penname, 
which comes from the Hellenized version of the Canaanite-Phoenician “Tammuz,” god of 
fertility, youth, and resurrection (44). The name not only gestures to an investment in a 
Mediterranean mythology, it carries with it “a set of beliefs reflecting an iconoclastic, non-
traditional approach to identity, memory, language, and history” (44).  
 While Adūnīs has long demonstrated an investment in the Mediterranean, the Lebanese 
Civil War, and the discussions and debates about “identity” that it provokes, inheres the sense of 
the sea with new meaning for the poet, starting in the 1980s. In his collection of poems Kitāb al-
ḥiṣār (The Book of Siege) (1985), which documents his experience in Beirut during the civil war, 
Adūnīs often invokes the Mediterranean as a metaphor for a kind of cosmopolitanism that he 
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understands to be under attack. In the long prose poem (and strangely essay-like) “Ḍauʾ al-
shamʿa” (“Candlelight”), for instance, the speaker describes his thoughts during the long nights 
without electricity. Listening to the violence outside his door, he summons to mind a 
“mythological” Lebanese history, beginning with the invention of the Phoenician alphabet, 
which he contrasts with the “living history we were experiencing then minute by minute, written 
with iron and fire, rockets and bombs, and with human limbs” (45; Mattawa 212). This 
alternative history to which the speaker turns for comfort, and in which he appears to see 
himself, is also a Mediterranean history. Citing “a Lebanese, Greek, Syrian woman whose name 
was Electra,” Adūnīs links her to her brother, “Cadmus…a Phoenician who brought the alphabet 
to the West,” and from “Cadmus’s line comes Thales of Miletus…an early example of the 
interaction between the Phoenician/Egyptian and Greek sensibilities” (43-44; Mattawa 211-212, 
translation modified). The historical genealogy continues throughout the poem, with the speaker 
implicitly constructing a diverse lineage that includes not only these figures from the ancient 
world, but others: “from Gilgamesh to al-Mutanabbī, passing by Imruʾ al-Qais and ʾAbū 
Tammām…and from Homer to St. John Perse, passing by Heraclitis and Sophocles, Dante and 
Nietzsche, and not forgetting Rimbaud” (65; Mattawa 221). As the poem continues, the 
association between this history and the space of the Mediterranean becomes explicit. More than 
once, the speaker refers to the Mediterranean as a figure in and of itself:  
I turned toward the Mediterranean and listened to its groaning not far from our bodies, 
half frozen from confusion and terror, or from death that could strike us at any moment. I 
turned toward the sea, who invented the light of the world, and began to share in his 
rocky moaning rising from the ocean’s dark. (46-47; Mattawa 212)  
 
The sea and all that it represents is thus, also, a victim of the war’s violence.  
 Yet the Mediterranean also represents, I contend, something more than a vision of 
pluralism and cosmopolitanism. It represents a notion of the self that emerges, in Adūnīs’s work, 
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out of his readings of Sufi poets, Rimbaud, the surrealists, and others. This is an ecstatic 
understanding of the “I,” such that the self transforms, as cited above, “into a kinetic, unending 
tide” (189; Cumberbatch 159, translation modified). This is a conception of the “I” that opposes 
Aristotle’s rule that “A cannot be both A and not A at the same time” (al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-
sūrrīyālīyya 188-189; Cumberbatch 236). Rather, as Adūnīs writes in his reading of Rimbaud, 
“the thing can be itself and the other” (41; Cumberbatch 207). In al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya, 
Adūnīs often articulates this understanding of the self by drawing on the language of mysticism, 
and on terms such as fanāʾ, al-ʾinkhiṭāf, al-mukāshifa, and al-mushāhida (41-43; Cumberbatch 
31-32). Yet there are other instances, in other works, where the poet turns to the imagery of 
water. I suggest that Adūnīs’s frequent recourse to the imagery of water and of tide-like 
movement to describe this notion of the self reveals the way that he understands this notion in 
terms of the Mediterranean. For Adūnīs, the Mediterranean is not only a metaphor for the 
political ideals of pluralism and cosmopolitanism, but it is, moreover, a reservoir of ecstatic 
potentiality. The Mediterranean is the space where the political possibility of Sufism and 
surrealism reside.   
Sufism, Surrealism, the Sea 
 In Adūnīs’s long poem, “Shahwa tataqaddam fī kharāʾiṭ al-māda” (“Desire Moving 
Through Maps of Matter”) (1987), the various threads on which this chapter focuses—
surrealism, Sufism, liberation, identity, the Mediterranean—converge. Composed from the end 
of 1986 to the beginning of 1987, soon after Adūnīs left Beirut and moved to France, the poem 
describes the experience of an Arab wandering the streets of Paris, torn between his Arabo-
Islamic heritage and the European environment in which he finds himself. Characterized by 
jarring juxtapositions, the imagery of “Shahwa tataqaddam…” is surreal, apocalyptic, and often 
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gruesome. The language enacts the violent internal conflict that the speaker is experiencing. The 
poem invokes various cultural signifiers of Europe and the Arab world, initially framing them 
contrapuntally: the Seine versus the Euphrates, al-Mutanabbī versus Victor Hugo. Iman Mersal 
writes that the poem “is preoccupied with attempting to contain the shock of encountering Paris, 
the place and culture of the other” (23).  
 The poem has a remarkable intertextual relationship with several of the critical essays 
that Adūnīs wrote around the same time, including both the essay about Rimbaud (1989) and 
other parts of al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya (1992), as well as al-Shʿiriyya al-ʿarabiyya (1985). 
Many of the quotes that he cites from Sufi figures in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya, and that often 
appear as epigraphs to his different chapters in that text, appear without attribution in “Shahwa 
tataqaddam…”. It is as if the critical comparison that he makes in the essay is staged in 
imaginary terms in the poem. If passages of al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya subtly suggest a desire 
for a different way of conceiving identity, then “Shahwa tataqaddam…” brings that desire to the 
surface. 
 The poem exemplifies the style of modernist long-form poetry that Adūnīs often employs 
beginning in the 1970s, with examples such as Hadha huwa ismī (This Is My Name) (1970), 
Mufrad bi ṣīghat al-jamaʿ (Singular in a Plural Form) (1975), and more recently, Konshīrtū al-
Quds (Concerto for Jerusalem) (2012). As with many of these works, the poem is difficult to 
track; it is characterized by, as his translator Khaled Mattawa writes, “a vocal arrangement that 
swerves and beguiles…the language remains close to nerve endings and refuses to entrust itself 
to established facts” (xviii). Creswell describes many of Adūnīs’s long poems as “bric-a-brac 
construction…a textual net with fragments of phrases spaced over the page in the manner of 
Mallarmé” (“The Man Who Remade Arabic Poetry”).  
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 Despite the difficulty and abstruseness of “Shahwa tataqaddam…”, it is possible to trace 
a kind of emotional arc over the course of the poem. It is divided into sections, beginning 
initially with the number “1”; by the end, the poem has advanced to number “17,” suggesting a 
linear progression. Yet we realize quickly that these numerals are juxtaposed with sections 
headed by the letters of the Arabic alphabet, so that after section “2,” we encounter a section 
headed by an ʾaliph (أ), followed by “3,” “4,” “5,” and then, suddenly, a bāʾ (ب). The effect of 
this is of a musical counterpoint, even a fugue, with two or more discordant voices speaking at 
once. This discordance in form echoes in the poem’s content; the language suggests the psychic 
split on the part of the speaker, who is unable to reconcile his Arabness with the Parisian streets 
through which he wanders.  
 The poem begins with the imagery of violence:  
 It came to pass 
  knives fall from the sky 
  the body lurches forward 
  the soul trails behind  
 It came to pass 
  blacksmiths’ hammers knocking inside a skull/ 
  lies and the erasure of races,– 
  writing: an ideological acid 
  books: linden trees. (7; Mattawa 229, translation modified) 
 
Without referring to any recognizable place or event, Adūnīs immediately conjures a kind of 
dystopia, a place of loud noises where “knives fall from the sky,” where the soul is out of sync 
with the body, and where the act of writing has gone sour. This initial nightmarish atmosphere 
frames the questions that the speaker subsequently asks in section “2”: 
 Where can I hold my feasts of survival? 
 How can I release my wings that weep 
 in the cages of language? And how can I 
 live in memory, a bay 
 of floating debris? (8; Mattawa 229, translation modified) 
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The language conjures both the speaker’s sense of trauma – the sense that he has “survived” 
something—and also his homelessness, his lack of stable ground. This is reinforced in a line that 
later follows: “No, I have no country/ except for these clouds rising as mist from lakes of poetry” 
(8; Mattawa 230). 
 As the poem progresses, the setting stabilizes, somewhat, in the city of Paris, as 
recognizable landmarks are invoked—“the Eiffel Tower” (11; Mattawa 231), “the Deux 
Magots,” (14; Mattawa 232), “the Sixteenth Arrondissement” (18; Mattawa 234). Nonetheless, 
the speaker expresses a sense of being out of place. Paris is not his home: 
To make a mirror that deserves me and to see myself reflected in it 
to shape a space wide enough to contain my horrors 
 maybe I’ll put on a shirt with ripped sleeves 
 or walk in tattered socks and shoes 
 … 
 maybe I’ll whisper “Home” and only the history 
 of a dervish fated to die will be revealed to me 
 maybe I’ll cover his grave with my voice 
or try to uproot the Eiffel Tower and replace it with a sapling of Damascene jasmine (11; 
Mattawa 230-231) 
 
As these lines suggest, the speaker is searching for a kind of confirmation of his existence, “a 
mirror” in which he can see himself, even, one might say, an identity. He feels alienated from the 
traditional beauties of Paris, or else they strike him as horrific. He considers replacing the Eiffel 
Tower with “a sapling of Damascene jasmine,” while “the Sixteenth Arrondissement is a forest 
of bobbing heads; its museums/ are made of sexual organs and can be found everywhere” (18; 
Mattawa 234).  
 The speaker’s alienation is further reinforced by virtue of the poem’s frequent shift from 
the first- to the third-person, and back again. This is evident, first of all, in the poem’s secondary 
voice, indicated by those sections that are headed with Arabic letters. Whereas the poem’s 
second section, headed by a “2,” is articulated by a first-person speaker, the section that follows, 
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headed by an ʾaliph (أ), refers to a “he:” “He named the language ‘woman’/ writing ‘love’/ and 
began looking for seashells” (9; Mattawa 229). It is possible to read this “he” as distinct from the 
“I” of the primary poetic voice. Yet the reference here to “language” links the section headed by 
an ʾaliph back to the primary speaker, who has just asked, “How can I release my wings that 
weep/ in the cages of language?”; the shared reference suggests that “he” and “I” are one and the 
same. This consistent shift between the first- and third- person voice further emphasizes the 
instability of the speaker’s own “I,” his longing for “a mirror” in which to see himself 
“reflected.” Of course, the disconnect between the first and third person voices—and yet the 
sense that they are one and the same—also echoes the line from Rimbaud, “Je est un autre.” The 
sense of alienation that can be read in that line is articulated in “Shahwa tataqaddam…” via these 
alternating, discordant sections of the poem, one composed in the first person and one in the 
third.  
 The speaker’s discomfort in and with Paris, his reasons for feeling out of place there, is 
articulated in one of his more direct addresses:  
 How can I reconcile the ashes of Paris with our  
  bleeding sun? And how can I reconcile the shores  
  of our shared sea, while we contend  
  with the emperors of absurdity, and dethrone the sultans of meaning? How  
  can I reconcile the Eiffel Tower with the Egyptian obelisk 
  in the Place de la Concorde?  
 I swear that the tower is cold and almost dead 
 I swear that the obelisk is the most beautiful of lovers, that she stands tall 
  like an ʾAliph. (26; Mattawa 237, translation modified) 
 
Here the contrapuntal nature of the poem becomes explicit: Europe versus the Arabo-Islamic 
world, as indicated by the reference to the obelisk; “we” or “our” versus an implicit them. These 
antagonists are connected, however, by “our shared sea,” in a fairly explicit reference to the 
Mediterranean. The question that the speaker poses here—“how can I reconcile the shores/ of 
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our shared sea?”—is, I argue, the engine of the poem. It drives it forward, as the speaker seeks an 
answer.  
 In search of a solution to this dilemma, the speaker invokes a series of historic literary 
figures, both from Europe and from the Arabo-Islamic world. Quoting or subtly referring to their 
work, he seems to be asking them for advice. Over the course of the poem, we come to 
understand these figures as the speaker’s poetic forbears. He mentions Jean Genet, “who came to 
convince him to reconcile with God/ (if only to discover the hell of heaven)”, Nietzsche, and 
Don Quixote (14-17; Mattawa 232-234). His circumambulations through Paris lead him in 
particular to encounters with French figures, including Gérard de Nerval, Paul Verlaine, and 
Guillaume Apollinaire (29-30; Mattawa 239-240). Eventually, figures from the Arabo-Islamic 
world start appearing as well, beginning with al-Ghazālī. The visual nature of the poem on the 
page changes, with names of figures such as “ʾAbu Nuwās” and “Baudelaire,” “Mutannabī” and 
“Hugo” in bold headings across the center of the page. The pairing of these historical figures 
suggests a kind of dialogue, a conversation occurring across time. Here the initial discordance of 
the poem’s counterpoint gives way, moving towards a kind of harmony.   
 It is in these invocations to historical figures where the poem’s intertextual relationship 
with Adūnīs’s criticism becomes clear. The pairing of Baudelaire and ʾAbu Nuwās, for instance, 
evokes the oft quoted line from Adūnīs’s critical work al-Shʿiriyya al-ʿarabiyya, “it was reading 
Baudelaire which changed my understanding of ʾAbu Nuwās and revealed his particular poetical 
quality and modernity” (86; Cobham 81). This is part of Adūnīs’s larger argument in al-Shʿiriyya 
al-ʿarabiyya about modernism and modernity, where the quality of being “modern” is not 
relegated to a specific geography (i.e. the West) nor to a specific time period, but can occur 
throughout history, anywhere in the world, based on the circumstances of the culture within 
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which it occurs. Al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya also makes this argument, by virtue of identifying a 
form of surrealism in the deep history of the Arabo-Islamic world. Yet, as demonstrated by the 
discussion of identity in the previous section, there is more to that essay than an argument about 
modernism. Al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya is also a meditation on identity and ethics, on how to 
exist in the world with others. These ideas are deepened and complicated when we examine the 
intertextual overlaps between al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya and “Shahwa tataqaddam…”.  
 The poem’s invocation of Rimbaud, for example, offers an example of how the essay and 
the poem are engaged in dialogue with one another. Rimbaud first appears in section “6”: 
 Rimbaud 
 how can I cross this white world – I whose body is prophecy  
 and whose house is the Sahara? 
 And how can I explain the light from the beyond  
  with this world’s words?  
 I must, I must.  
 I will invent my own ethics, 
 I will make of my death a poem that inaugurates my life (20; Mattawa 234-235, 
 translation modified)  
 
It is ambiguous here whether the speaker is addressing Rimbaud, or, in fact, taking on Rimbaud’s 
own voice. Although Rimbaud did not exactly live in “the Sahara,” he spent the latter years of 
his short life in Yemen and East Africa. Arab writers besides Adūnīs have often invoked this fact 
as evidence for a kind of claim on the poet; they argue that he felt more at home in ‘the Orient’ 
than he did in Western Europe.10 As the Palestinian poet Maḥmūd Darwīsh writes in his 1992 
poem “Faras li-l-gharīb,” (“A Horse for the Stranger”), “Rimbaud is ours” (95). Apart from the 
actual facts of Rimbaud’s life, conceiving of him as one “whose body is prophecy/ and whose 
house is the Sahara” resonates with the claim that Adūnīs makes in “Rimbaud, Orientalist, Sufi,” 
and later in Al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya: “I read Rimbaud as an oriental-Sufi poet. By this, I 
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mean that I find quintessential aspects of his poetry to be based on the Arab creative vision” (31; 
Cumberbatch 194, translation modified).  
 Regardless, it is still unclear as to who, exactly, the “I” is in this passage—is it the 
speaker of the poem, or is it Rimbaud? I suggest that it is actually, in a sense, both. The speaker 
is taking on Rimbaud’s voice, identifying with him, as it were. This move transcends the split 
that the poem has established between Europe and the Arab world. By merging with Rimbaud’s 
voice, both the speaker and Rimbaud come to inhabit both spaces at once. The subject “is itself 
and the other” (“Rimbaud” 41; Cumberbatch 207). This strange union between the speaker and 
Rimbaud foreshadows the resolution at which the poem eventually arrives, which will dissolve 
the speaker’s crisis, the tension between “the shores/ of our shared sea” (26; Mattawa 237). 
Where “our shared sea” clearly refers to the Mediterranean, the “white world” (al-ʿālam al-
ʾabyaḍ) that the speaker-as-Rimbaud must cross also invokes the sea, being that the 
Mediterranean, in Arabic, is translated as “al-baḥar al-ʾabyaḍ al-mutawassiṭ” (literally, “the 
middle white sea”).  
 The emotional arc of “Shahwa tataqaddam…” follows the act of traversing this “white 
world,” of reconciling “the shores/ of our shared sea.” I read the line “I will invent my own 
ethics” (sa ʾabtakiru ʿilma ʾakhlāqin khāṣṣān bī) as an anticipation of this ultimate 
reconciliation, which will unfurl over the course of the poem. That resolution echoes some of the 
ideas articulated in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya. We might understand, for instance, the line 
from the poem, “I will make of my death a poem that inaugurates my life,” as an alternate 
articulation of the Sufi idea that it is only with the Sufi’s obliteration of his ego (fanā’) that a 
new, truer life can begin (baqāʾ). As Adūnīs writes in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya, “this 
obliteration is life” (41; Cumberbatch 31). Or as Rimbaud might say, “Je est un autre.” As in the 
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critical essay, Adūnīs is excavating the Sufi poetics buried in Rimbaud’s words. Drawing on both 
Sufism and on Rimbaud’s poetics, Adūnīs identifies a solution to the problem of identity, and he 
deploys them to “invent his own ethics.”  
 As “Shahwa tataqaddam…” progresses, the violent and apocalyptic imagery of the 
poem’s beginning starts to give way to something like beauty: 
 Am I dreaming? The Eiffel Tower has disappeared. 
 Here is the Louvre heading toward the eastern shore of the Mediterranean 
 as if to follow in Alexander’s footsteps, 
 and here Notre Dame falls asleep as she prays and taps the shoulders 
 of the sky, seeking a pillow for her dreams. (30; Mattawa 240, translation modified) 
 
This lyricism coincides, roughly, with an increase in the imagery of water and liquidity. The 
speaker returns frequently to the image of a “river,” sometimes specifying “the Seine,” 
sometimes recalling “the Tigris” or “the Barada” (41; Mattawa 247). These images of flowing 
rivers conjure a sense of time passing, where “revolutions and history/ break into crumbs” (44; 
Mattawa 246). Yet beyond that, they also signify a sense of boundaries dissolving, where the 
oppositions established in the poem’s beginning start to break down and bleed into one 
another—the Louvre, for example, cracking its foundations and “heading toward the eastern 
shore of the Mediterranean.”  
 This logic to the water imagery becomes explicit in what I argue is the poem’s climax: 
 She says, it is so 
 And I say, so be it…  
  flow on, river, 
  sit the sides of the world on your lap 
  and give them the last inhale –   
 
 Water is desire 
  divers extemporize pleasure 
  and lust takes possession of the banks 
 … 
 It’s my desire that’s flowing 
  on maps of matter now. (44; Mattawa 246-247, translation modified) 
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Thus the antipodes—the opposite “sides of the world” that, in the poem’s beginning, the speaker 
initially struggles to reconcile—come together in the form of a flowing river. “Water is desire,” 
and it draws the opposing banks lustfully together. Here the title of the poem—in English, 
“Desire Moving through Maps of Matter”—acquires new meaning: Against “mādda”—matter, 
material solidity—the poem deploys desirous water, which breaks down the barriers between 
solid objects, between continents, between “I” and “Other.” Indeed, as the passage above 
continues, the connection between the quality of water and the ecstatic liberation that Adūnīs 
identifies in Sufi and surrealist poetics becomes clear: 
 On my morning walks, from 116 Lourmel Street 
 To 1 Miollis Street, I read 
 the ocean’s book in a drop of water.  
 … 
 
 That’s why I do not hesitate to say: “The I 
 and the Other 
 are I” (45; Mattawa 247, translation modified) 
 
It is as if the recognition of “the ocean’s book in a drop of water” triggers in the speaker the 
recognition of another truth: that “I/ and the Other/ are I.”  
 The resonances here with Adūnīs’s critical ideas in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya are 
reinforced yet more clearly as the passage continues:  
 I meet Rimbaud unexpectedly, and we renew our pact: 
 The veil, it is a light/ 
 West is another name for East. (45; Mattawa 247, translation modified) 
 
It is no surprise that a rumination on “I” and the “Other” would cause the speaker to think of 
Rimbaud. Yet what is more remarkable is the line that follows, their mutual pact, “The veil, it is 
a light,” (al-ḥijāb huwa nafsuh al-ḍauʾ). This is in fact a modification of a quote from Ibn ʾArabī, 
“Light is a veil” (al-nūr ḥijāb), which appears at one point as an epigraph to a chapter in al-
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Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya (39; Cumberbatch 29). While the connection between Rimbaud and the 
line “The veil, it is a light” remains, in the poem, ambiguous, Adūnīs makes the link somewhat 
clearer in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya. In the chapter titled “The Aesthetic Dimension” (al-buʿd 
al-jamāllī), he discusses the Sufi concept of the image, drawing, apparently, on Ibn ʾArabī’s 
phenomenology. The image, Adūnīs writes, “discloses God (meaning) or it is what raises the veil 
that exists between him and us so that we see him and become joined to him.” Yet the image also 
protects us from the brilliance of God’s light; it is “like a fine, diaphanous mist, which veils 
meaning, so that it becomes possible to look.” Thus, Adūnīs continues, “since the image is a veil, 
it will refer us back to the light of meaning and the darkness of the universe simultaneously” 
(146-147; Cumberbatch 121-122). This, Adūnīs implies, is what is meant by the line “the veil, it 
is a light.” That which veils also reveals.  
 What does this have to do with Rimbaud and with “je est un autre”? The answer returns 
us to the previous chapter about al-Kharrāṭ, and to the idea of oneness and multiplicity. Where 
images present a world of difference and separation, they also veil a fundamental unity. Thus, 
what we discover through the process of self-extinction or fanāʾ, as Adūnīs explains, is also what 
Rimbaud tells us: “the thing can be itself and the other” (al-shaiʾ yumkin ʾan yakūn nafsah wa-l-
ākhar) (41; Cumberbatch 207). In the realm of the divine, there are in fact no distinctions. In his 
discussion of veiling and the image in al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya, Adūnīs mostly refrains from 
connecting this concept to the question of politics. Yet in “Shahwa tataqaddam…”, politics 
returns: The passage ends with the line “West is another name for East.” If we are to follow the 
logic of both Sufism and surrealism, Adūnīs suggests, then we must cease to see “West” and 
“East” as distinctions or as antagonists.  
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 For Adūnīs, both Sufism and surrealism hold the potential to destabilize or destroy 
political identity, upending a strict affiliation with either shore of the “shared sea” between East 
and West. “Shahwa tataqaddam…” ends with an ecstatic experience that recalls Adūnīs’s later 
description of Sufi-surrealist poetry as a journey in which “the I disappears in a frenzy of ecstasy 
(taghīb al-ʾanā fī nashwa al-ʾinkhiṭāf). It becomes existence, the we and the he: it becomes I and 
not I (tuṣbiḥ ʾanā lā ʾanā)” (“Rimbaud” 35; Cumberbatch 200). Adūnīs writes:  
I move, sea-surge (ʾatamawwaju), I multiply 
… 
I have no wish to name. I want to be exalted like light. 
I do not want to hold fast any longer. I want to run alongside the wind. (48; Mattawa 249, 
translation modified) 
 
The qualities here suggest an “I” that has slipped free of its boundaries, that is liberated from its 
own “I”-ness. We note, in particular, Adūnīs’s use of the verb tamawwaj, which—deriving from 
the root word māj or ‘wave’—connotes the movement of heaving, rolling, moving like the sea. It 
reminds us of his declaration cited above, that “if man is to attain the infinite, he will have to 
change the body itself into a kinetic, unending tide” (al-Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya 189; 
Cumberbatch 159, translation modified). 
 Thus we find that Adūnīs’s conception of the ecstatic self—or the ecstatic non-self, more 
accurately—is often figured in terms of the quality of the water, and in particular in terms of the 
Mediterranean Sea. As such, the poem gestures towards a vision of Mediterranean-ism, though 
without saying so directly. As with most of the late twentieth-century texts I examine in this 
dissertation, the sea is visible only obliquely. Yasser Elhariry’s recent characterization of the 
poet Emmanuel Hocquard could apply equally well to Adūnīs: “he seeks to write of the 
Mediterranean without representing it” (83). Yet where Elhariry sees the work of Hocquard and 
others as an effort to “distance themselves from the political, historical, and geographical 
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realities of the Mediterranean” in favor of a “poetic solution” (86), my reading of Adūnīs 




1I thank Anneke Lenssen for first introducing me to Muyassar’s work.  
 
2Lenssen et al. places the salon in Aleppo, whereas Jayyusi writes that it was in Damascus (514).  
 
3Strangely, the spelling of this 1947 collection is with a kasra (Siryāl), whereas the word 
“surreal” or “surrealism” is usually transliterated into Arabic with a wāw, as in Adūnīs’s al-
Ṣūfīyya wa-l-sūrrīyālīyya. 
 
4Recall that Habib Tengour cites Breton’s line about “liberté” in “Le surréalisme maghrébin” in 
such a way as to emphasize the hardened political stakes facing the Maghrebi surrealist (“Le 
surréalisme maghrébin” 78). 
 
5The title clearly echoes his 1974 encyclopedia, al-Thābit wa-l-mutaḥawwil. 
 
6Adūnīs repeatedly assumes the closeness between Iranian and Arab societies, referring multiple 
times to the “Arabo-Islamic” nature of the Iranian revolution (“Bayn al-thubāt wa-l-taḥawil” 
159).  
 
7Creswell writes that the lesson of the Iranian Revolution had “lasting effects” for Adonis: “The 
aftermath of Tehran reanimated the poet’s suspicion that all political movements were basically 
alike in their brute will to power” (City of Beginnings 200). This, Creswell suggests, is the logic 
behind his decision not to support the Syrian revolutionaries during the Arab Spring.  
 
8Here I use Creswell’s translation of the title (City of Beginnings 21).  
 
9To invoke again the title of Adūnīs’s 1974 project, Al-Thābit wa-l-mutaḥawwil (The Fixed and 
the Changing).  
 
10The critic Hédi Abdel-Jaouad explains the importance of Rimbaud for Francophone Maghrebi 
literature: “Rimbaud aura donc incarné le double héritage culturel dont se réclame l’écrivain 
maghrébin de langue française, l’Orient et l’Occident. Il aura surtout été le modèle 
d’authenticité…, de celui qui a refusé l’ordre colonial et celui qui a cherché, par un dérèglement 
systématique de la langue dominante, à créer un langage nouveau pour exprimer son identité 
différentielle” (“Rimbaud thus incarnates the double cultural heritage in which the francophone 
Maghrebi writer participates—the Orient and the Occident. He is in particular a model of 
authenticity…, of someone who refused the colonial order and who sought, through a systematic 
deconstruction of the dominant language, to create a new language in order to express his distinct 
identity”; Fugues de Barbarie 29; my trans.). Tengour suggests something similar in “Le 
Surréalisme maghrébin,” though in a cheekier manner:  
Un éditeur parisien de la rive gauche confiait confidentiellement qu’il n’aimait pas avoir 
affaire avec des écrivains maghrébins parce qu’ils se prennent tous pour Rimbaud. 
   La belle affaire! 
   Il est certain que Rimbaud, lui, s’en foutait d’être un Maghrébin au Harrar et que 
l’éditeur en question est un cuistre malgré ses qualités indéniables. (80) 
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A left bank Parisian publisher confided confidentially that he did not like to do business 
with Maghrebi writers because they all think they Rimbaud.  
   So what! 
   It is certain that he, Rimbaud, didn’t give a damn about being a Maghrebi in the Harrar 










EPILOGUE: THE SURREAL MEDITERRANEAN 
 
 This project began with a question: What is the relationship between Sufism, surrealism, 
and the Mediterranean in late twentieth-century Arab literature? While the majority of this 
dissertation has grappled with the relationship between Sufism and surrealism, the Mediterranean 
has continued to assert itself, even when I did not expect that it would. Though it often exists at 
the edges of these texts, or out of frame entirely, the Mediterranean nonetheless functions as an 
essential vector in the ethical, political and historiographical work that this reception of 
surrealism undertakes.   
 In Tengour’s “Le Surréalisme maghrébin,” the Mediterranean plays the role of historical 
ghost; though never mentioned directly, it haunts the text with the possibility of a history that 
links the European surrealists to the culture and practices of the Maghreb. In Meddeb’s 
Talismano, the idea of the Mediterranean subtends the connections that the text draws between 
modernists like Bataille and Sufis like Ḥallāj. While the narrative about the revolution projects a 
politics of ecstatic “continuity” into the future, the narrator’s reveries of travel around the 
Mediterranean basin produce a genealogy that roots this politics in the archaic Mediterranean 
past. In al-Kharrāṭ’s Alexandrian Duet, the most lyrical passages—where Mikhāʾīl achieves 
union with the various “girls of Alexandria” whom he adores—often occur either under the water 
or at the seashore. Here the permeability of the water appears to transfer to the characters 
themselves, so that they experience a kind of porousness. These mystical and surreal encounters, 
I argue, function as metonyms for the larger sense of mystical unity that undergirds al-Kharrāṭ’s 
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Alexandria. Finally, in Adūnīs’s “Shahwa tataqaddam fī kharāʾiṭ al-māda” (“Desire Moving 
Through Maps of Matter”) (1987), the poet turns to the imagery of water, liquidity, and the sea to 
articulate an ecstatic, multiple and non-identitarian notion of selfhood.  
 In some ways, the confluence of Sufism and surrealism that occurs in these late 
twentieth-century Arab texts affirms the politics of multiculturalism and pluralism that are often 
associated with the Mediterranean. These texts’ invocation of Sufism and other popular religious 
traditions, for instance, speaks to their authors’ desire to rehabilitate a more diverse Arab world. 
Against the narrow confines of orthodox Islam, secular nationalism, and ethnic identitarianism, 
an Arab world that emphasizes its Mediterraneanness offers a vision of diversity and 
cosmopolitanism. Recent scholarship has touted this idea, particularly with regard to 
Francophone Arab literature.1  
 Yet one of the goals of this dissertation is to demonstrate how out of this particular group 
of texts, the Mediterranean emerges as something more than an emblem of multiculturalism and 
diversity. Here, rather, the Mediterranean stands in for a kind of impossible politics. It comes to 
signify not just cosmopolitanism and pluralism, but a cosmopolitanism that functions on the 
basis of Sufi and surrealist receptivity. These texts attempt to imagine societies that emerge out 
of a surrealist notion of “l’un dans l’autre,” or what the Sufis call the barzakh. Here the 
Mediterranean becomes the space where the political promise of Sufism and surrealism—the 
promise of becoming other—resides. It is a space of ecstatic multiplicity. It is a space where 
identity dissolves.  
 The Mediterranean of this dissertation differs significantly from the most well-known 
Arab engagement with the sea, Ṭaha Ḥusain’s Mustaqbal al-thaqāfa fī Miṣr (The Future of 
Culture in Egypt) (1938). Known as the “dean of Arabic literature,” Ḥusain was in his lifetime—
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and in many ways still is—seen as the face of the Nahḍa, meaning “renaissance” or 
“awakening”. The Nahḍa refers roughly to the intellectual and cultural movement from the 
nineteenth and mid-century in which Arab artists and intellectuals embraced development, 
modernization and, essentially, Europeanization. Mustaqbal al-thaqāfa might be regarded as a 
manifesto of the Egyptian Nahḍa. While Ḥusain argues for a future in which Egyptian 
institutions are modeled after Europe’s, the book is also an argument about the Egyptian past: 
Ḥusain emphasizes Egypt’s geographic position within the Mediterranean basin, highlighting its 
historic relations with ancient Greece and Rome. “The Egyptian mind has had regular, peaceful, 
and mutually beneficial relations only with the Near East and Greece; in short, it has been 
influenced from earliest times by the Mediterranean Sea,” he writes (19; Glazer 4). Ḥusain’s 
situating Egypt within a lineage of Mediterranean heritage serves to orient his home country 
away from what he terms the “far East” and towards western Europe.  
 In Mustaqbal al-thaqāfa, Ḥusain deploys the Mediterranean Sea as evidence for Egypt’s 
European sensibility. The book is framed as an answer to a pressing question: “Is Egypt of the 
East or of the West?” (17; Glazer 3). Because of the historical Mediterranean connections 
between Egypt and ancient Greece and Rome, Egypt must be Western (17-19; Glazer 3-6). “We 
shall not find any evidence to justify the thesis that there is a fundamental difference between the 
European and Egyptian minds,” Ḥusain writes (32; Glazer 11). For the word “mind,” Ḥusain 
uses the Arabic word ʾaql, which is used specifically to refer to the mind when it comes to 
reason and analysis (different words are used to refer to the mind when it comes to memories or 
to the physical brain). Ḥusain insists that the seeds of European rationality were sown in the 
ancient Mediterranean world, of which Egypt was a part: “How can this sea create in the West an 
outstanding, superior mind and at the same time leave the East without any mind or with one that 
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is weak and decadent?” (29; Glazer 9). In response to the orientalist characterization of the East 
as a “spiritual” place, Ḥusain writes: “What is this spiritual East? It is without a doubt not our 
near East, which is the cradle of the mind that flourishes in Europe” (56, my translation). While 
Ḥusain does not deny the fact of religion in the near East, he characterizes the region’s religiosity 
by its ability to foster development and modernization, “to extend man’s mastery over nature” 
(56; Glazer 22).  
 In contrast to Ḥusain, we might look to a passage from his fellow Egyptian, al-Kharrāṭ, 
which demonstrates the differences in their conceptions of the Mediterranean. In the following 
citation from Turābuhā zaʿfrān, the protagonist Mikhāʾīl meditates on the shoreline of his city: 
The shore is long, fragile, taut, flung out between emptiness and plenitude; it is a smooth, 
slender loin laid open to annihilation from any quarter and at any moment; there is no sea 
wall behind which it can muster its strength, which will shield it with ring upon ring of 
barriers; it is a line poised, rippling, on the brink of a fathomless gulf; it is stormy, and 
when it is not stormy it is deceptively calm, for it is prey to continual tempests whose 
mountains of water will batter it away. It possesses a fascinating and irresistible magic; its 
beauty can never be comprehended, its spell can never be broken. 
   The strong arms stretch out towards me, calling me; this is a summons I do not know how 
to deny, a call which if I can answer I can never turn back. On this fragile, restive margin, 
between being and nothingness, is my country; and I cannot settle there. (125; Liardet 105) 
 
Versions of this quote appear at least two other times in al-Kharrāṭ’s writings, including in a 
“novelistic collage” about Alexandria (Iskandariyyatī 14), as well as in an essay published in 
French as part of a book series about different Mediterranean countries (“Ma Méditerranée” 9). It 
is an appropriate entrance into al-Kharrāṭ’s complicated understanding of the sea, as a space of 
emotion, desire, and eroticism—magnetic yet dangerous, beautiful yet terrifying. Alexandria’s 
teetering on the brink of the Mediterranean in many ways stands in for what appears to be al-
Kharrāṭ’s own ambivalent relationship to the sea: part longing to dive in and be submerged, part 
fear of being swallowed up and lost forever.  
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 There are stark differences between Ḥusain’s and al-Kharrāṭ’s conceptions of the 
Mediterranean. Where Ḥusain’s Mediterranean is rational and historical, al-Kharrāṭ’s is 
emotional, phenomenological and mythic. Where Ḥusain’s Mediterranean is the source of human 
intellect, of “man’s mastery over nature” (56; Glazer 22), al-Kharrāṭ’s Mediterranean represents 
nature’s capacity to overcome man, “mountains of water” threatening to annihilate the shore. 
And where Ḥusain’s Mediterranean is a stand-in for “the West,” al-Kharrāṭ’s represents a space 
genuinely in-between—not only West and East, North and South, but life and death, human and 
non-human, “being and nothingness” (Turābuhā zaʿfrān 125; Liardet 105). Yet both authors, 
despite their differences, emphasize that home, “my country,” is located here–on the shores of 
the Mediterranean. 
 The distinctions between Ḥusain’s and al-Kharrāṭ’s characterizations of the 
Mediterranean suggest the differences in their historical moments, and in their respective 
political orientations. Writing in 1938—when Egypt has achieved official independence, yet still 
remains under the thumb of Britain—Ḥusain seems eager to inscribe the history of Egypt into the 
tradition of Western rationalism. In Mustaqbal al-thaqāfa, the Mediterranean represents that 
tradition. In contrast, for al-Kharrāṭ, the sea appears to stand in for a tradition of irrationality, for 
an experience of un-selving.  
 The dangers of the sea that register in the passage from al-Kharrāṭ are precisely the 
dangers entailed by an ethics of Sufi-surrealist receptivity. Such an ethics threatens, as al-Kharrāṭ 
writes, an “annihilation” of the self. With this in mind, it is worth considering which ‘selves’ are 
in a position to choose this kind of surrender. In the tradition of mystical poetry (and surrealist 
poetry as well), Meddeb and al-Kharrāṭ often turn to eroticism in order to depict the ecstatic 
union they are envisioning. Yet even as these passages celebrate the experience of the male 
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narrator’s “annihilation” (or fanāʾ) in the lover, we rarely hear the voice of the woman with 
whom they are experiencing union.  
 This is particularly evident in the case of Talismano. In that text, the revolution that 
begins in the second section is foreshadowed in the first section by a remarkable description of a 
series of brothels, each located in some corner of the Mediterranean. The brothel clearly 
signifies, in the world of Talismano, a particular Mediterranean cosmopolitanism. Recalling his 
experiences at a brothel in Tunis, the narrator lists the identities of all who could be found 
there—a mosaic of class, race, sexual identity and proclivity: “civil servants…bartenders and 
waiters, Jacquy, Eddy, Fredy, coming together here, in name and in the flesh, at an interstice of 
the races,” “bottle-blonde whores,” “Black hookers with huge, porch-like backsides,” “drag 
queen color and light,” “sailors in a port of call,” “queens of Tunis,” “pimps”,  “Arab, Maltese, 
Jewish and Sicilian hands jerking off in unison”2 (47-49; Kuntz 44-46). The narrator’s 
recollection of the brothel in Tunis recalls memories for him of other brothels around the 
Mediterranean. He moves from Tunis to Istanbul, to Paris, to Fez and to the mountains beyond, 
recalling how he met the prostitute Zaynāb, and thus initiating the reverie in which he gestures to 
Bataille. Talismano poses the brothel as a democratic ideal— “pension qui réconcilie à l’instant 
du séjour les races” (“a sort of boarding house where all the races residing therein find 
themselves reconciled”; 49; Kuntz 46).  
 The community that exists within the brothel telegraphs the community that will arise in 
revolutionary Tunis in the second and third sections of the book. This is a community based on 
the expression of, and occasional fulfillment of, desire. It is also, specifically, a Mediterranean 
community. The characters who he describes as participating in the brothel community represent 
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a cross-section of Mediterranean identities—White, Black and Brown; middle class and working 
class; straight and queer.  
 The description of the Mediterranean brothels demonstrates the extent to which this 
staging of Bataille’s politics is linked to the broader Mediterranean. In the universe of 
Talismano, what happens during the revolt in Tunis cannot be separated from the wider 
Mediterranean world. With that in mind, we can better understand how the narrative and the 
reveries work together, for the reveries transport us away from Tunis, but tend to remain roughly 
within the Mediterranean basin. At the same time, that the brothel could be conceived as a 
utopian political space speaks to the degree to which Meddeb’s vision of the Mediterranean 
seems to exclude women as subjects.  
 In comparison to Meddeb, al-Kharrāṭ tries harder to register the feminine voices that 
constitute a part of the society he depicts in the Alexandrian Duet. Nonetheless, the differences 
between the various women with whom Mikhāʾīl interacts often feel indistinct. Magda al-
Nowaihi writes that “the identity, even reality, of the beloved often remains deliberately vague, 
for what is important is the beloved as an ideal, as a fulfillment of needs and desires” (52). 
Towards the end of Yā banāt Iskandariyyā, the narration shifts into what Marlé Hammond terms 
“a communal voice,” in which the many voices of the people of Alexandria, and in particular the 
many women whom Mikhāʾīl has loved, are subsumed (57). Here again we see evidence of the 
paradoxically unified pluralism that I argue subtends al-Kharrāṭ’s Alexandria. This voice “is both 
personal and omniscient…male and female, self and other, You and I” (Hammond 57). Yet even 
this communal voice, through which the women of the city contribute “as agents...[to the] 
narrative process,” sounds an awful lot like Mikhāʾīl’s original voice that has narrated the 
Alexandrian Duet up until this point. Here, while the women of Alexandria participate in the act 
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of telling the story of their city, their voices are nonetheless “enframed by and encapsulated in 
the voice/s of its pseudo-autobiographical narrator” (Hammond 57).   
 In the historical vision of the Mediterranean that emerges out of these texts, and that is 
projected into the future, we might ask, where are the women? And what role do they play? 
Many of these texts position themselves within Mediterranean literary genealogies that they 
themselves produce—from Tengour’s list of surrealist forbears in “Le surréalisme maghrébin” to 
the series of figures invoked throughout Adūnīs’s “Shahwa tataqaddam…” Certain figures 
reappear consistently throughout this group of texts, in particular ʾIbn ʾArabī, Rimbaud, Ḥallāj, 
and of course André Breton. Yet another shared characteristic is their collective negation of any 
female figure from this vision of a Mediterranean poetic lineage. The pantheon in which these 
authors inscribe themselves is decidedly masculine.  
 As a space, as I have termed it, of “ecstatic multiplicity,” the Mediterranean of these texts 
is difficult to conceive, and in many ways it is un-representable. It is, in other words, a utopia. 
By “utopia,” I draw on Thomas More’s original sense of the term—ou + topos —“no place.” 
This is an impossible Mediterranean, a Mediterranean that is nowhere. Yet as Deleuze and 
Guattari demonstrate, utopia is not without political potency: “utopia is what links philosophy to 
its own epoch…it refers not only to no-where but also to now-here” (100). Every age has its own 
utopia. As such, we might ask, what does this vision of a Mediterranean “dream-place” say about 
the present in which it was conceived? What are the horizons of this utopia, and what are its 
limits?   
 I want to end this dissertation with a glance at another work by Tengour, a poem titled 
“Traverser” (“Crossings”), first published in Peuples Méditerranéens in 1985, three years after 
“Le surréalisme maghrébin.” The poem registers the complications and difficulties of crossing 
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the Mediterranean—the Algerian ports “bouclés aux promeneurs/ des clandestins potentiels” 
(“locked to people strolling/ potential stowaways”); “les contrôles stricts les rafles dans le metro” 
(“bad luck interrogations at the border raids in the subway”); “le compartiment…âcre à vomir” 
(“the sweaty train compartment”); and the confusion upon arrival: “‘Gare de Lyon!’/ Je 
demandais: ‘Paris?’/ ‘Oui, c’est la gare de Lyon!’/ Je ne comprenais pas” (“I asked ‘Paris?’/ 
‘Yes, the Gare de Lyon!’/ I didn’t understand” (20-26; Hacker 28-32). We begin to understand 
the danger of the crossing. The Mediterranean becomes, in the poem, not a zone of fluidity and 
liquidity, but of constriction and limitation.  
 Yet the sea continues to draw us in, with the promise of something like freedom. Its 
danger is also a temptation. In spite of the poem’s title, “Traverser” or ‘Crossings,’ the speaker 
of the poem seems most drawn to the water itself—not the land on the other side, but the “moire” 
or “watered silk” of the space in between (37; Hacker 37). The poem ends with three lines 
against a white page: 
La mer elle  
habite un coquillage     demeure une bête  
fauve dans le récit (56) 
 
The sea   it 
lives in a shell     remains a wild 
beast in the tale (Hacker 54) 
 




1Examples include Hakim Abderrazak, Ex-Centric Migrations: Europe and the Maghreb in 
Mediterranean Cinema, Literature, and Music (2016); Yasser Elhariry, “In ¾, A Trembling 
Question: Mediterranean Literature?” (Contemporary French Civilization 42.1, 2017); Claudio 
Esposito, The Narrative Mediterranean: Beyond France and the Maghreb (2013); Edwige 
Tamalet Talbayev, The Transcontinental Maghreb: Francophone Literature Across the 
Mediterranean (2017).  
 
2For the sake of making the paragraph less long and confusing, I cite the French here in an 
endnote: “fonctionnaires, petits et timides pions…serveurs de taverne et bars, Jacquy, Eddy, 
Freddy, à se retrouver ici par le nom, par le corps, à l’interstice des races” ; “fausses blondes” ; 
“putes négresses aux culs immenses auvents” ; “lumière et couleurs des travelos, machins 
dansants, orient de pacotille, marins en mal de terre” ; “maquereaux” ; “mains arabes, maltaises, 
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